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Summary
During the past decades, different multimedia applications have been devel-
oped from streaming video over the Internet and digital interactive television
to mobile multimedia communication. The video component is very important
for these applications: the visual quality for the users, the bit rate for the net-
works, and the decoding for the devices.
Efficient coding of digital video is therefore required. There has been put a
lot of effort in order to improve the coding efficiency. Often different tech-
niques are combined such as predictive and transform coding. This class of
algorithms is often called hybrid video coding. The purpose of predictive cod-
ing is to decorrelate adjacent pixel values which results in a prediction error,
while the purpose of transform coding is to represent the prediction error with
as few bits as possible.
This coding design is frequently used for video coding standards, such as the
video coding standards developed by ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts Group
(MPEG) and ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG). The standards
which are jointly developed by these standardization bodies are very success-
ful. The H.262/MPEG-2 Video standard is used as coding format for digital
television and DVD-Video. The H.264/AVC standard is used for a broader
range of applications such as video over Internet (video streaming, download
and play), interactive applications (real-time videoconferencing), digital tele-
vision (cable and satellite broadcast), video storage (Blu-ray Disc, digital cin-
ema), and professional applications (editing, archiving).
The number of networks and terminals has increased exponentially over the
last years. Different transport streams are sent over the network and these
streams compete with each other for bandwidth. In some cases, the bandwidth
is not sufficient for transmitting the video bitstream at full quality. As a re-
sult, an adaptation of the bit rate of the video bitstream is required. Also the
functionality of the terminals has evolved: sending multimedia messages, tak-
ing pictures and making videos, satellite navigation, surfing the Web, e-mail,
agenda, contacts, . . . The terminals have their own specifications and it is possi-
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ble that the properties of video bitstreams are not in line with the specifications.
As a result, the properties of the video bitstream need to be adapted in order to
allow decoding and displaying.
When an adaptation of the video bitstream is required, a transcoder can be
used. A transcoder is a device that changes the properties of video bitstreams
in an efficient way. In this work, we focus on the trancoders that only reduce
the bit rate of the video bitstreams. This class of transcoders is often called
transraters.
Transrating is defined as the operation that reduces the bit rate of video bit-
streams, while other characteristics of the video bitstreams are left unchanged.
Different methods for transrating have been proposed in the literature: rate
shaping and requantization. These methods are based on decreasing the
amount of residual data and are extensively used in the past for reducing the
bit rate. In this work, rate shaping and requantization are investigated for
H.264/AVC.
Rate shaping is a technique that copies transform coefficients from the
incoming video bitstream to the outgoing video bitstream. The breakpoint de-
termines what transform coefficients are removed. This way, the amount of
residual data is decreased which results in a video bitstream with reduced bit
rate. Rate shaping is often used as a technique with low complexity. In Chap-
ter 2, we investigate rate shaping for H.264/AVC.
Removing transform coefficients was an easy operation for H.262/MPEG-2
Video bitstreams. This results from the construction of the entropy coding.
This is not the case for H.264/AVC bitstreams due to the increased complex-
ity of the entropy coding. The coefficients are represented by different syntax
elements which code the sign, the amplitude, and the position of a transform
coefficient. These syntax elements are coded dependently, so it is impossible
to operate on the video bitstream directly. Entropy decoding is required at the
input of the transrater in order to operate on the transform coefficients. The
transform in H.264/AVC is more extensive when compared to the transform
in H.262/MPEG-2 Video. Different transform schemes are provided. Some
of these transform schemes consist of two successive transforms. The first
transform operates on the residual data, while the second transform operates
on the low-frequency transform coefficients of the first transform. As a result,
the second transform only operates on low-frequency data. Since the human
visual system is very sensitive to low-frequency data, we decide not to change
these coefficients.
Using the extensions for entropy coding and transform, H.264/AVC rate shap-
ing is feasible. In this context, we evaluate the performance of H.264/AVC
rate shaping. The results show that significant drift is found. The spatial drift
vis clearly visible in the I pictures. Spatial and temporal drift is found in P and
B pictures; however, they have less impact on the distortion in the video. As
a result, we decide to apply rate shaping only to P and B pictures. In order to
improve the visual quality of these pictures, we compare different rate shaping
solutions with and without compensation. The compensation technique was
first used for requantization where we compensate for the requantization er-
ror in the reference. When compensation is applied, the rate shaper is more
complex; however, this results in better visual quality. The rate shaping results
show a significant gain when compensation is used. The gains depend on the
characteristics of the video bitstreams. The spatial compensation is better than
temporal compensation when visual quality and computational resources are
considered.
Finally, an overview of bit allocation algorithms is presented in the context of
H.264/AVC rate shaping. The rate-distortion optimal solution is far too com-
plex, so a low-complexity alternative is more practical. A suitable solution is
clustering which defines one breakpoint for a group of blocks. This solution
was also proposed for rate shaping of H.262/MPEG-2 Video.
Requantization is a technique that applies a coarser quantizer in the tran-
srater. This way, the amount of residual data is decreased which results in
a video bitstream with reduced bit rate. An important problem for requanti-
zation deals with the quantizer design in the transrater. The selection of an
appropriate quantizer for the transrater is called the requantization problem.
Most solutions are based on the requantization error which results from the
successive quantization. The requantization error results from the transrater
which has only access to the already quantized transform coefficients instead
of the original transform coefficients.
A technique called perfect requantization was proposed in the literature which
eliminates the requantization errors by choosing an appropriate quantizer. The
main drawbacks of this approach are the coarse quantization in the transrater
and the additional information that is required in the transrater. The coarse
quantization restricts the flexibility for transrating which is not advantageous
for the performance of the transrater.
We present a different approach in Chapter 3. We derive a transrating heuris-
tic based on theoretical rate-distortion results of the Laplace source which is
quantized twice. In order to simplify the calculations for entropy and distor-
tion, we provide a solution based on the characteristics of the Laplace source
and the effective quantizer. The effective quantizer is derived as the superposi-
tion of the quantizers in encoder and transrater and generates the same output
as successively applying these quantizers. The memoryless property from the
Laplace source is combined with the periodic property of the effective quan-
vi
tizer in order to derive expressions for entropy and distortion.
The transrating heuristic is derived from the theoretical results for different
quantization and requantization. We found that increasing the quantizer step
size with fixed quantizer offset is a good solution for fine quantization in the
encoder. When the quantization in the encoder is coarse, a better solution
consists of decreasing the quantizer offset with fixed quantizer step size. The
transrating heuristic was implemented in transrating software for H.264/AVC
and is applied to open-loop transrating of B pictures. We found gains in visual
quality (more than 1 dB for certain configurations) compared to transrating
with fixed quantizer step size.
The selection of an appropriate architecture for requantization transrating
may even have more impact on the transrating performance. The performance
and the complexity of transrating are mainly determined by the architecture.
In the past, many transrating solutions have been presented that apply one
transrating method to all blocks in the video bitstream. These solutions of-
ten do not meet transrating requirements such as fast and efficient transrating.
In Chapter 4, we make an evaluation of transrating methods in the context of
H.264/AVC and we propose mixed architectures which select an appropriate
transrating method.
We start with an investigation of the basic transrating architectures in the con-
text of H.264/AVC: the open-loop transrater, the fast pixel-domain transrater,
and the cascaded pixel-domain transrater. The open-loop transrater has low-
complexity, but introduces spatial and temporal drift. The drift degrades the
visual quality which makes this transrating architecture not useful. The fast-
pixel domain transrater compensates for the requantization errors; however,
the prediction loop adds extra complexity and introduces small rounding er-
rors. The cascaded pixel-domain transrater maintains two prediction loops
which results in drift-free transrating while the complexity is increased com-
pared to open-loop transrating and fast pixel-domain transrating. We found
that none of these architectures meet the transrating requirements.
Finally, we propose mixed transrating architectures which apply different
transrating techniques depending on the picture/macroblock type. The cas-
caded pixel-domain transrater is used for I pictures, so drift-free transrating is
applied. The open-loop transrater or the fast-pixel domain transrater are se-
lected for P and B pictures. The spatial compensation shows a significant im-
provement which in addition requires slightly more resources. The temporal
compensation results in minor improvements with more need for processing
power and memory buffers.
Samenvatting
De voorbije decennia zijn tal van nieuwe applicaties ontwikkeld die gebruik-
maken van digitale video, van videostreaming over het internet en digitale
interactieve televisie tot mobiele multimediacommunicatie. Voor deze appli-
caties is de videocomponent van groot belang: de visuele kwaliteit voor de
gebruikers, de bandbreedte voor de netwerken en het decoderen voor de termi-
nals.
Een efficie¨nte codering van digitale video is onontbeerlijk voor deze appli-
caties. Er zijn heel wat inspanningen geleverd om de codering van digi-
tale video te verbeteren. Dit heeft geleid tot behoorlijke winsten in codeer-
efficie¨ntie. Algoritmen voor de codering van digitale video combineren
vaak verschillende technieken, bijvoorbeeld predictieve codering en trans-
formatiecodering. Deze klasse van algoritmen wordt wel eens hybride
videocodering genoemd. De predictieve codering zorgt voor een decorre-
latie van naburig pixelwaarden. Het resulterende verschilsignaal wordt dan
efficie¨nter gecodeerd gebruikmakende van transformatiecodering.
Dit codeerschema is vaak het ontwerp dat gebruikt wordt in standaarden voor
videocodering, zoals de standaarden die werden ontwikkeld door ISO/IEC
Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) en ITU-T Video Coding Experts
Group (VCEG). Vooral de standaarden die deze standaardisatiecommissies
gezamenlijk hebben ontwikkeld, kennen een groot succes. De H.262/MPEG-2
Video-standaard wordt vaak gebruikt als codeerformaat voor digitale televisie
en DVD-Video. De H.264/AVC-standaard kan ingezet worden voor een breder
spectrum aan applicaties zoals video over internet (videostreaming, down-
loaden en afspelen), interactieve applicaties (realtime videoconferentie), dig-
itale televisie (uitzendingen via kabel of satelliet), opslag van video (Blu-ray
Disc, digitale cinema) en professionele applicaties (editeren, archiveren).
De afgelopen jaren is de diversiteit aan netwerken en terminals sterk
toegenomen. Verschillende videostromen worden over het netwerk verstuurd.
Deze videostromen dingen mee naar de optimale bandbreedte. Als er op het
netwerk niet voldoende bandbreedte beschikbaar is, dan kan de videostroom
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niet verzonden worden aan volle kwaliteit. Een aanpassing van de bitsnelheid
van de videostroom dringt zich op. Ook de functionaliteit van terminals is
de laatste jaren sterk gee¨volueerd: verzenden van multimediaberichten, vast-
leggen van foto en film, satellietnavigatie, gebruik van internet, elektronis-
che post, agendabeheer, contactbeheer . . . De terminals zijn gebonden aan hun
specificaties. Het is dus mogelijk dat de beeldsnelheid of de beeldresolutie van
de videostromen niet overeenstemmen met de specificaties van de terminals.
Ook hier is een aanpassing van de eigenschappen van de videostroom noodza-
kelijk om het decoderen mogelijk te maken.
Als er een aanpassing aan de videostroom nodig is, dan kan dat gerealiseerd
worden door een transcoder. De transcoder is een apparaat dat op efficie¨nte
wijze een videostroom aanpast aan de noden van het netwerk of de terminal.
In dit werk beperken we ons tot de klasse van transcoders die enkel de bitsnel-
heid verlagen. Deze klasse wordt vaak aangeduid als transraters.
Transrating is een techniek om de bitsnelheid van videostromen te verla-
gen, terwijl de andere karakteristieken van de videostromen onveranderd bli-
jven. Verschillende technieken voor transrating werden voorgesteld in de liter-
atuur: bitsnelheidsschaling en herkwantisatie. Deze methoden verminderen de
residuele data in de videostroom en werden in het verleden vaak gebruikt voor
het verlagen van de bitsnelheid. In dit proefschrift wordt bitsnelheidsschaling
en herkwantisatie voor H.264/AVC onderzocht.
Bitsnelheidsschaling is een techniek die coe¨fficie¨nten kopieert van de
inkomende videostroom naar de uitgaande videostroom. Het breekpunt
bepaalt hoeveel coe¨fficie¨nten verwijderd worden. Op deze manier wordt de
residuele data gereduceerd en ontstaat er een videostroom met een lagere
bitsnelheid. Bitsnelheidsschaling wordt vooral gebruikt als een techniek met
lage complexiteit. We onderzoeken bitsnelheidsschaling in de context van
H.264/AVC in Hoofdstuk 2.
Het ontwerp van entropiecodering is heel eenvoudig bij H.262/MPEG-2
Video waardoor op eenvoudige wijze coe¨fficie¨nten verwijderd kunnen worden.
Dit is niet geval bij H.264/AVC door de toegenomen complexiteit van de entro-
piecodering. De coe¨fficie¨nten worden gecodeerd met behulp van codewoorden
die het teken, de grootte en de positie van de coe¨fficie¨nt voorstellen. Tussen
de codewoorden bevinden zich heel wat afhankelijkheden waardoor het niet
mogelijk is om direct op de bitstroom in te werken. Entropiedecodering is dus
noodzakelijk om in te werken op de residuele data. Ook het schema voor trans-
formatie is ingewikkelder geworden. Er worden verschillende schema’s voor
transformatie voorzien. Sommige daarvan bestaan zelfs uit twee opeenvol-
gende transformaties waarbij de tweede transformatie inwerkt op de laagfre-
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quente coe¨fficie¨nten van de eerste transformatie. Het resultaat na de tweede
transformatie bevat enkel laagfrequente informatie. Onze ogen zijn gevoeliger
voor deze frequenties waardoor we besluiten om deze coe¨fficie¨nten ongewi-
jzigd te laten. We werken enkel in op de hoogfrequente coe¨fficie¨nten uit de
eerste transformatie.
Met de nodige extensies is het mogelijk om H.264/AVC-bitstromen te her-
schalen. We evalueren de prestatie van bitsnelheidsschaling van H.264/AVC.
De resultaten tonen dat er significante drift aanwezig is. De spatiale drift in
I-beelden is nadrukkelijk aanwezig. Spatiale en temporele drift komen voor
in P- en B-beelden, maar zijn veel minder opvallend aanwezig. Aangezien de
spatiale drift in I-beelden zeer uitdrukkelijk aanwezig is, lijkt het ons geschikt
om de I-beelden niet te herschalen. We passen dus enkel schaling toe op de
P- en B-beelden. Om de kwaliteit van deze beelden te behouden vergeli-
jken we verschillende algoritmen voor schaling met en zonder compensatie.
De compensatie werd voor het eerst gebruikt bij herkwantisatie waar gecom-
penseerd wordt voor de herkwantisatiefout in het referentieblok. Als com-
pensatie wordt toegepast dan neemt de complexiteit van de bitsnelheidsschaler
toe, maar gaat de visuele kwaliteit van de aangepaste videostroom omhoog. De
winsten hangen af van de karakteristieken van de videostromen. De spatiale
compensatie is beter dan de temporele compensatie indien visuele kwaliteit en
complexiteit in acht worden genomen.
We geven tenslotte nog een overzicht van verschillende algoritmen voor bital-
locatie. De optimale oplossing is veel te complex waardoor een alternatief met
lagere complexiteit meer geschikt is vanuit praktisch standpunt. Een geschikte
oplossing is clustering waarbij e´e´n breekpunt wordt gebruikt voor een groep
van blokken. Deze oplossing werd ook voorgesteld voor bitsnelheidsschaling
van H.262/MPEG-2 Video.
Herkwantisatie is een techniek die een grovere kwantisatie in the transrater
toepast. Op deze manier wordt de residuele data gereduceerd en ontstaat er
een videostroom met lagere bitsnelheid. Een belangrijk probleem bij herk-
wantisatie handelt over de karakteristiek van de kwantiser in the transrater. De
selectie van een geschikte kwantiser in de transrater wordt vaak bestempeld
als het herkwantisatieprobleem. De meeste oplossingen zijn gebaseerd op de
herkwantisatiefout die voortvloeit uit de opeenvolgende kwantisatie in encoder
en transrater. De herkwantisatiefout ontstaat omdat de transrater enkel beschikt
over de gekwantiseerde coe¨fficie¨nten en niet over de originele coe¨fficie¨nten.
In de literatuur wordt perfecte herkwantisatie voorgesteld als een techniek
waarbij geen herkwantisatiefouten meer optreden. Dit wordt gerealiseerd
door een aangepaste kwantiser voor de transrater te selecteren gebaseerd op
de eigenschappen van de kwantiser in de encoder. Hoewel geen herkwanti-
xsatiefouten meer optreden, brengt het wel een aantal nadelen met zich mee.
Zo zal steeds een grove kwantisatie worden toegepast in vergelijking met de
kwantiser in de encoder. Dit beperkt aanzienlijk het aantal mogelijkheden voor
de herkwantisatie en het stemt vaak niet overeen met de eisen opgelegd door
het netwerk of de terminal. Er moet dan ook nog eens bijkomende informatie
over de kwantiser verzonden worden van encoder naar transrater. Zonder deze
informatie is het niet mogelijk om perfecte herkwantisatie toe te passen.
In Hoofdstuk 3 stellen we een alternatieve methode voor. We leiden een
heuristiek af gebaseerd op theoretische rate-distortion resultaten voor een
Laplace-bronmodel die twee keer wordt gekwantiseerd. De berekeningen van
entropie en distortie worden vereenvoudigd door gebruik te maken van karak-
teristieken van het Laplace-bronmodel en de effectieve kwantiser. De effec-
tieve kwantiser wordt gezien als de superpositie van de kwantisers in encoder
en transrater en genereert hetzelfde resultaat als de opeenvolgende toepassing
van de kwantisers. De geheugenloze eigenschap van het Laplace-bronmodel
wordt gecombineerd met de periodieke eigenschap van de effectieve kwantiser
om vergelijkingen voor de entropie en de distortie af te leiden.
De heuristiek wordt afgeleid van de theoretische resultaten voor verschillende
configuraties van encoder en transrater. We stellen vast dat het verhogen van
de stapgrootte met een vaste verschuiving een goede oplossing is voor een fijne
kwantiser in de encoder. Als de kwantiser in de encoder grover wordt, dan is
het beter om de verschijving te laten afnemen met een vaste stapgrootte. De
heuristiek is geı¨mplementeerd in software voor transrating van H.264/AVC en
wordt toegepast op open-loop transrating van B-beelden. Dit geeft aanleiding
tot winsten in visuele kwaliteit (tot meer dan 1 dB voor bepaalde configuraties)
in vergelijking met transrating met een vaste verschijving.
Minstens even belangrijk is de keuze welke architectuur gebruikt wordt
voor transrating. De keuze bepaalt in grote mate de visuele kwaliteit van de
aangepaste video en de complexiteit van de transrater. In het verleden wer-
den vaak oplossingen voorgesteld die slechts e´e´n architectuur gebruiken voor
alle blokken in de videostroom. Deze architectuur komt niet tegemoet aan de
eisen van snelle en efficie¨nte transrating. In Hoofdstuk 4 evalueren we ver-
schillende technieken voor transrating in de context van H.264/AVC en stellen
we gemengde architecturen voor die op macroblokniveau een geschikte archi-
tectuur selecteren.
We beginnen met een evaluatie van de basisarchitecturen in de context van
H.264/AVC: open-loop transrating, snelle transrating in het pixeldomein en
gecascadeerde transrating in het pixeldomein. De open-loop transrater heeft
lage complexiteit maar introduceert spatiale en/of temporele drift. De drift de-
gradeert de visuele kwaliteit waardoor deze architectuur nagenoeg niet bruik-
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baar is. De snelle transrater in het pixeldomein compenseert de herkwanti-
satiefout. Dit is mogelijk door gebruik te maken van een extra predictielus
die aanleiding geeft tot een hogere complexiteit en waardoor afrondingsfouten
ontstaan. De gecascadeerde transrater in het pixeldomein heeft twee predic-
tielussen en is per definitie vrij van drift. De complexiteit is toegenomen in
vergelijking met de open-loop transrater en de snelle transrater in het pixel-
domein. Geen van deze architecturen voldoet aan de eisen van snelle en ef-
ficie¨nte transrating.
Tenslotte stellen we gemengde architecturen voor die een techniek selecteren
die afhangt van het beeldtype en het macrobloktype. De gecascadeerde tran-
srater in het pixeldomein wordt geselecteerd voor I-beelden. Op die manier
wordt geen drift geı¨ntroduceerd en vertoont het I-beeld enkel verminderde
kwaliteit door herkwantisatie. Voor de P- en B-beelden wordt open-loop
transrating of snelle transrating in het pixeldomein geselecteerd. De spatiale
compensatie heeft een behoorlijke verbetering van de visuele kwaliteit zonder
echter de complexiteit aanzienlijk te verhogen. De temporele compensatie kan
de visuele kwaliteit nog verbeteren maar vraagt meer rekenkracht en geheugen
in vergelijking met spatiale compensatie.
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List of abbreviations
AVC Advanced Video Coding
CABAC context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding
CAVLC context-adaptive variable-length coding
CIF Common Intermediate Format
CPDT Cascaded Pixel-Domain Transcoder
DCT discrete cosine transform
DF Deblocking Filter
DFD Displaced Frame Difference
DZ+UTQ dead-zone plus uniform threshold quantization
RS Rate Shaping
FPDT Fast Pixel-Domain Transcoder
fps frames per second
FRExt Fidelity Range Extensions
GOP group of pictures
HD high definition
IBBT Interdisciplinary Institute for Broadband Technology
IDR Instantaneous Decoding Refresh
IEC International Electrotechnical Commission
ISO International Organization for Standardization
ITU International Telecommunication Union
JM Joint Model
JPEG Joint Photographic Experts Group
JVT Joint Video Team
MBAFF macroblock adaptive frame/field
Mbps Megabits per second
MPEG Moving Picture Experts Group
MVC Multi-view Video Coding
NAL network abstraction layer
NURQ nearly-uniform reconstruction quantizer
OL Open-loop
PAFF picture adaptive frame/field
pdf probability distribution function
pmf probability mass function
PSNR peak signal-to-noise ratio
xiv
QoS Quality of Service
QP Quantization Parameter
RDO rate-distortion optimization
SAD sum of absolute differences
SD standard definition
SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio
SSD sum of squared differences
SVC Scalable Video Coding
URQ uniform reconstruction quantizer
VCEG Video Coding Experts Group
VLC Variable Length Code
WMV Windows Media Video
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Chapter 1
Introduction
During the last decades, the number of multimedia applications is growing
explosively, from streaming video over the Internet [1] and mobile interactive
applications to digital television broadcasting [2]. These applications typically
use different kinds of media sources such as text, images, audio, and video.
The video component has a major impact on two important aspects of these
applications. Firstly, the bit rate of the video bitstream is important and has an
impact on the data traffic on the network. Secondly, the visual quality of the
video is important and has an impact on the user experience.
Need for compression Uncompressed video produces an enormous amount
of data and is extremely inefficient for transmission and storage in most ap-
plications. For example, 720p HD video (a resolution of 1280 × 720 pixels)
with a frame rate of 60 frames per second (fps) in YUV 4:2:0 format with 8
bits color depth requires about 660 Mbps. The uncompressed video contains
spatial and temporal redundancy which can be exploited by a variety of com-
pression techniques. The compression techniques determine the required bit
rate and the visual quality and are therefore important for many applications.
A popular design for video compression combines predictive and transform
coding techniques which is often denoted as hybrid video coding [3]. The pur-
pose of predictive coding is to decorrelate adjacent pixel values and only code
the prediction error, while the purpose of transform coding is to describe the
prediction error with as few bits as possible.
A lot of effort has gone to improving this design which has led to significant
gains in compression efficiency over the last decades and the standardization
of two families of video compression algorithms: the MPEG-x standards de-
veloped by ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) and the H.26x
standards developed by ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG).
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Compression standards Two compression standards are jointly developed
by MPEG and VCEG in the Joint Video Team (JVT), and both standards have
been shown very successful: H.262/MPEG-2 Video1 and H.264/AVC.
The MPEG-2 Video standard [4] has been developed for broadcasting and dig-
ital television for both standard-definition and high-definition content. The
main objective for these applications is high quality. Main Profile at Main
Level (MP@ML) is widely implemented. This conformance point is adopted
in a number of applications such as DVD-Video, digital cable television, and
terrestrial broadcasting.
The H.264/AVC standard [5] has been developed for a wider range of appli-
cations: streaming applications, interactive applications (e.g., videoconferenc-
ing), and entertainment-quality applications (e.g., digital television broadcast-
ing). In a first version, three profiles have been standardized (Baseline, Ex-
tended, and Main) [6]. Afterwards, a second version with professional profiles
was added. These profiles are often indicated as the Fidelity Range Exten-
sions (FRExt) [7, 8]. Finally, a scalable extension of H.264/AVC (SVC) and a
multi-view extension of H.264/AVC (MVC) were standardized. In this work,
we focus on the H.264/AVC video coding standard.
Network and device constraints The video bitstreams are sent over hetero-
geneous networks which have different characteristics. The main character-
istics are bandwidth, delay, latency, and jitter. Some networks have variable
availability of bandwidth and cannot guarantee quality of service (QoS) for
real-time applications. Other networks are susceptible to bit errors or packet
losses and the received data may be corrupted or incomplete, so correcting
actions are necessary in the network or at the receiver. Finally, the video bit-
stream arrives at the receiver and is decoded and displayed. The devices at
receiver side may have different characteristics like display properties, pro-
cessing power, battery lifetime, network connectivity etc. When the video bit-
stream does not comply with the constraints imposed by the receiving device,
an adaptation of the video bitstream is required.
In many applications, network and device constraints are unknown at encod-
ing time. In these cases, the properties of the video bitstream may not comply
with these constraints and an adaptation of the video bitstream is required. The
adaptation of the video bitstream will be performed somewhere in the deliv-
ery chain; this could be right after encoding (at the sender), somewhere in an
intelligent network node, or just before decoding (at the receiver). This adap-
tation operation should be done in an efficient way. This means that the quality
should be as good as possible while the adaptation does not require too many
1In the remainder, we refer to the H.262/MPEG-2 Video standard as MPEG-2 Video.
3resources. In this context, two approaches may provide a solution: single-layer
video coding with video transcoding or scalable video coding with bitstream
extraction.
Scalable video coding Scalable video coding refers to the ability to remove
parts of a video bitstream in order to adapt it to the constraints imposed by
networks and devices. This typically results in a layered approach with a
base layer and one or more enhancement layers. Scalable video coding has
a number of benefits compared to single-layer coding. The layering is pro-
vided during coding and the bitstream extraction is a simple operation. This
requires less processing in networks and devices. As a result of the layered
approach, the video bitstreams can be transmitted over networks with different
characteristics, and decoded and displayed on devices with different character-
istics. On top of that, different error protection can be used for different layers.
This makes the transmission system more robust. Nevertheless, scalable video
coding has also a number of drawbacks which can be problematic for some
applications. The bitstream extraction is a simple operation; however, the cod-
ing process requires more processing compared to single-layer coding. The
layering is provided during the coding process, so the extraction points need
to be known before coding. The compression efficiency of layered coding is
typically lower compared to single-layer coding.
Recently, the scalable extension of H.264/AVC has been standardized [9]. This
extension has shown significant improvement in coding efficiency combined
with increased support for scalability relative to scalable profiles of prior video
coding standards. This scalable extension has a number of advantages for spe-
cific applications; however, single-layer video coding is still widely used for
most applications. Scalable video coding will only be used when the benefits
outweigh the drawbacks.
Transcoding In the remainder of this work, we only consider single-layer
video coding where video transcoding is used for the adaptation of video bit-
streams. Transcoding is the operation of converting a video bitstream from one
format to another format [10]. A format is defined by such characteristics as
the bit rate, the frame rate, the spatial resolution, the coding format etc. In a
transcoding scenario, there are two important aspects: the required processing
and memory resources for the transcoding operation and the visual quality of
the video after the transcoding operation.
There exist different types of transcoding which are often combined in order to
meet the constraints imposed by networks and devices. The first solutions for
transcoding were focusing on reducing the bit rate [11, 12]. When the avail-
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able bandwidth on the network is not sufficient for transmission of a video
bitstream, a reduction of the bit rate is required. As a result of the bit rate
reduction, the visual quality of the video will decrease accordingly. This type
of transcoder is indicated as bit rate reduction transcoder and is the main topic
in this work.
Later on, when mobile devices became more common, there was a need for
transcoding solutions that change the temporal or spatial properties of the
video bitstreams. This results in transcoding solutions for frame rate reduc-
tion [13–15] or spatial resolution reduction [16–18].
Another transcoding operation changes the coding format. This operation is
often called heterogeneous transcoding and is required when a device is not
capable of decoding a video bitstream. The conversion often requires a de-
coding operation followed by an encoding operation due to differences in the
coding tools. When other techniques are used, drift compensation is often
incorporated. The conversion from MPEG-2 Video to H.264/AVC was exten-
sively investigated [19, 20].
Other types of transcoding exist which are less common. Some applications
require the insertion of information such as a logo or a banner [21]. This type
of transcoding is popular in broadcasting solutions. When the network is not
reliable, one could add error protection. This type of transcoder is often used
for mobile applications. In the remainder of this work, we only consider bit
rate reduction transcoding.
Transrating In this work, we focus on bit rate reduction transcoding, which
is often called transrating. The objective of transrating is to reduce the bit
rate while maintaining low complexity and achieving the highest quality pos-
sible [22]. Transrating is defined as an operation which, given a video bit-
stream and a set of bit rate constraints, produces another video bitstream that
complies with the set of bit rate constraints by reducing the amount of residual
data. Different techniques for transrating have been proposed in the literature:
rate shaping [23, 24] and requantization [11, 12, 25]. These transrating tech-
niques reduce the amount of residual data in a different way. Rate shaping
removes high-frequency or less-relevant transform coefficients without chang-
ing the quantization parameter, while requantization increases the quantization
parameter and introduces more quantization noise.
Rate shaping The first method for reducing the bit rate of video bitstreams
is rate shaping. Rate shaping is a technique that reduces the amount of resid-
ual data by dropping transform coefficients. The transform coefficients which
are copied to the outgoing video bitstream are given by the breakpoint. The
5breakpoint should be chosen in such a way that the least-relevant transform
coefficients are dropped first.
The first application of transform coefficient removal was found in encoders
[26, 27]. The technique is called thresholding and is used in order to improve
the rate-distortion performance. Thresholding is often combined with quan-
tizer selection. The first video coding standards had a fixed quantizer for all
blocks in a picture and the quantizer selection is therefore based on global
statistics. The breakpoint can vary for each block and is typically determined
using local statistics in the picture.
Afterwards, the thresholding operation was shifted to the network where it
was used for reducing the bit rate of video bitstreams. This is the first ap-
plication of rate shaping and is applied to MPEG-2 Video. The rate shaping
solution directly operates on the video bitstream, so the architecture is very
simple. The variable-length codewords of the incoming video bitstream are
parsed and copied to the outgoing bitstream as indicated by the breakpoint.
The main problem is the way the breakpoints are determined [23, 24] which is
done for each block individually. There has been shown that the optimal set of
breakpoints is somewhat invariant to the accumulated error from past pictures.
Additionally, different approaches have been compared, from the optimal al-
gorithm with high complexity to clustering with low complexity.
We provide an investigation of rate shaping for H.264/AVC in Chapter 2.
First, we show that extensions are required in order to apply rate shaping to
H.264/AVC. Afterwards, we make a study of the quality degradation which re-
sults from data dependencies and propose a solution that compensates for the
shaping error. Finally, we show that an optimal algorithm will be very complex
and that clustering is required in order to control the complexity.
Requantization Another method for reducing the bit rate is requantization.
Requantization is a technique that reduces the amount of residual data by ap-
plying a coarser quantizer. As a result, more quantization noise is introduced
and the output levels can be coded with fewer bits. There are two main issues
about requantization which have been studied in the past for various compres-
sion schemes: what is the best quantizer design in the transrater and what is
the best architecture for transrating.
The best quantizer design in the transrater deals with the characteristics of the
quantizer (i.e., quantizer step size and quantizer offset). Generally, the out-
come of direct quantization is compared with the outcome of requantization.
The outcome of direct quantization is often not equal to the outcome of requan-
tization. This results from the fact that the quantizer in the transrater has only
access to the already quantized transform coefficients instead of the original
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transform coefficients. An additional error is found which is often indicated as
the requantization error. When no requantization error is found, direct quanti-
zation and requantization have the same outcome.
In the past, different approaches have been presented in order to reduce or elim-
inate the requantization error. The main problem is how to find an appropriate
quantizer design. One approach, called perfect requantization [28], selects a
suitable quantizer based on characteristics of the quantizer in the coder in or-
der to eliminate the requantization error. No requantization errors are found;
however, there are some important drawbacks. The quantizer in the transrater
is coarse compared with the quantizer in the coder, and additional information
is required in the requantization transrater which is typically not transmitted in
the video bitstream.
We propose a different approach in Chapter 3 where we derive a transrating
heuristic. The transrating heuristic is based on theoretical rate-distortion re-
sults from a Laplace source which is quantized twice. Furthermore, we evalu-
ate the transrating heuristic using H.264/AVC video bitstreams and show that
requantization is improved.
Another important issue for requantization is the architecture. The first so-
lutions for requantization used one architecture for transrating all pictures. In
that time, open-loop requantization was compared with the cascaded decoder-
encoder. These solutions result in low visual quality or high complexity [25].
Afterwards, solutions have been proposed in order to reduce the drift propa-
gation in open-loop requantization. Only temporal drift is found which results
from the motion-compensated prediction. One of the first approaches for re-
ducing the temporal drift compensates for the requantization errors made in the
reference block [11]. This approach requires one prediction loop and memory
buffers for storing the requantization errors of the reference pictures.
Three solutions for requantization are found in the literature: open-loop re-
quantization (no prediction loop, low complexity, severe drift propagation),
fast pixel-domain transrating (one prediction loop, medium complexity, small
rounding errors), and the cascade of decoder and encoder (two prediction
loops, high complexity, drift-free transrating).
In the H.264/AVC specification, the number of modes is highly increased. This
was required in order to meet the performance requirements. It is important
to use a suitable transrating technique depending on the impact on rate, distor-
tion, and complexity.
Therefore, a mixed architecture will provide a better solution. This technique
was first presented for H.264/AVC [29]. The I pictures are decoded and en-
coded, while the P and B pictures are compensated. This way, no temporal
drift is found. However, nothing was done with the I macroblocks in P and
7B pictures, so spatial drift was found. The spatial drift can be problematic,
especially when the number of I macroblocks in P and B pictures is high.
We start in Chapter 4 with an evalution of transrating techniques in the context
of H.264/AVC. None of the techniques provides a good solution which results
in good visual quality and low complexity. We propose mixed architectures
which apply different techniques based on the picture/macroblock type.
Transrating software In order to study rate shaping and requantization, an
operational framework was developed. This framework can transrate Main
Profile and High Profile H.264/AVC video bitstreams. The software is de-
veloped in such a way that different techniques can be easily combined in an
efficient way. Transrating speed is not the main purpose; however, it gives an
indication of how fast the transrating is.
Overview of publications Parts of the work presented in this book has been
performed in the context of Interdisciplinary Institute for Broadband Technol-
ogy (IBBT) projects or in association with the Service Provider Video Technol-
ogy group of Cisco (formerly Scientific Atlanta) located in Kortrijk, Belgium.
The author’s research has led to eight publications and two submissions (still
under review) in SCI-indexed journals. Furthermore, the presented work has
led to more than 20 conference publications from which eight as first author.
We refer to Appendix A for the full publication list.
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Chapter 2
Rate shaping for H.264/AVC
2.1 Rationale and related work
Video compression is required in order to efficiently store and transmit digi-
tal video. Many compression schemes have been presented and standardized.
Most of these schemes are based on single-layer coding; however, multi-layer
coding has been extensively investigated (e.g., subband coding and hierarchi-
cal coding). Although single-layer and multi-layer coding have their strengths
and weaknesses, single-layer coding has always been dominating. Single-
layer coding results in higher compression efficiency and lower complexity
for coding and decoding; however, bitstream adaptation cannot be achieved
efficiently.
In some cases, the channel capacity may not be sufficient for sending the
video bitstream in real-time. This may result from data traffic generated on
the network by other users, or the capacity of the transmission link may not
be sufficient. In both cases, fast and efficient techniques for adaptation are
necessary. In the literature, two techniques have been presented for reducing
the bit rate of single-layer video bitstreams: rate shaping and requantization.
In this chapter, we investigate rate shaping for H.264/AVC bitstreams.
Rate shaping is often used in multimedia applications in order to adjust the
bit rate of video bitstreams. Various examples can be found where rate shaping
can provide a solution for bit rate reduction. A first example is streaming
video over the Internet [1]. The video bitstream is transmitted over the network
where a best-effort strategy is used. As a result, there is no guarantee that the
video bitstream will be received by the client in real-time. Here, rate shaping
can dynamically adjust the bit rate in order to meet the real-time constraint.
A second example covers the transport of digital television channels over the
cable network [2]. The video bitstream is sent over the backbone network
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with sufficient quality. However, the access network may not have sufficient
capacity to transmit the video bitstream in real-time. Here, the rate shaping
solution can adjust the bit rate of the video bitstream at the cable head-end.
The concept of thresholding was first implemented in encoding systems
where transform coefficients are dropped in order to increase the coding ef-
ficiency. Ramchandran et al. presented a thresholding algorithm that drops
transform coefficients in rate-distortion optimal sense [30]. The thresholding
algorithm is applied to compressed image and video bitstreams and results
in compliant bitstreams. Crouse et al. extended the thresholding algorithm
with an algorithm for optimal selection of the quantizer [26, 27]. The authors
combined the optimal quantizer selection and the optimal thresholding, and ad-
ditionally customize the Huffman coding tables in order to adjust the entropy
coding. The selection of the quantizer is applied to all blocks of the picture. As
a result, the quantizer selection exploits picture-wide statistics. The threshold-
ing operation is applied to each block individually. As a result, the thresholding
operation exploits block-wide statistics. Therefore, the algorithms for optimal
quantizer selection and optimal thresholding are nearly orthogonal.
Later on, data partitioning has been investigated as an extension of thresh-
olding. The residual data in the video bitstream is segmented into two parti-
tions. These partitions can be treated differently by the network. Eleftheriadis
et al. provided an analysis of the problem of optimal data partitioning in an
operational rate-distortion context [31, 32]. The optimal algorithm is shown
to have significantly high complexity and delay. This comes from the motion-
compensated prediction. The causally optimal algorithm optimally solves the
problem when additional constraints of causal operation and low-delay are im-
posed. The memoryless algorithm is shown to perform almost identical; how-
ever, the computational complexity is significantly reduced.
Afterwards, the concept of data partitioning was shifted to the network
in order to reduce the bit rate of video bitstreams. The operation was called
rate shaping which, given the original video bitstream and a bit rate constraint,
generates a new video bitstream that complies with the bit rate constraint by
discarding transform coefficients from the original video bitstream. Eleftheri-
adis et al. made an evaluation of rate shaping for MPEG-2 bitstreams [23,24].
They present theoretical results from a statistical and rate-distortion analysis
of a first-order autoregressive source for motion-compensated prediction. They
give an explanation as to why the optimal set of breakpoints is somewhat in-
variant to the accumulated error from the reference pictures. They also present
experimental results for various bit allocation algorithms (optimal algorithm,
causally optimal algorithm, and memoryless algorithm). They show that fast
designs perform very close to the optimal solution with a significant reduction
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in processing time.
The investigation of rate shaping has shown that the visual quality de-
grades from picture to picture. The shaping operation results in blocking arti-
facts and causes temporal drift due to motion-compensated prediction. Some
approaches try to preserve the visual quality by applying techniques in the
transcoder. Zeng et al. applied feature-oriented rate shaping where they pre-
serve transform coefficients in the edge blocks in order to avoid severe block-
ing artifacts [33]. Ho et al. proposed an efficient and practical foveation model
for MPEG-1 bitstreams and use this model for rate shaping [34].
The popularity of the H.264/AVC video coding standard in multimedia ap-
plications is driven by the strengths of this compression standard. The main
objective for the standardization was a significant increase of the compres-
sion efficiency. A number of questions about H.264/AVC rate shaping are still
unanswered. These questions deal with the design of the solution, the com-
plexity and the performance, the drift control, the bit allocation and so on. We
tackle these issues in this chapter.
In this chapter, we provide an investigation of rate shaping for H.264/AVC
video bitstreams. An overview of MPEG-2 Video specification is given Sec-
tion 2.2 where rate shaping for MPEG-2 Video is presented. The rate shaping
problem for H.264/AVC is presented in Section 2.3, where we elaborate on the
main problems. The extensions for H.264/AVC rate shaping are presented in
Section 2.4. We make an analysis of drift in Section 2.5, and present compen-
sation techniques in order to restrain the drift. Bit allocation for H.264/AVC
rate shaping is treated in Section 2.6. Performance results are given in Sec-
tion 2.7 and the conclusion and future work follow in Section 2.8.
2.2 Rate shaping of MPEG-2 Video
This section provides an overview of the basics of MPEG-2 Video [4] and
elaborates on MPEG-2 Video rate shaping. In particular, the MPEG-2 Video
coding tools are described which have an impact on the rate shaping operation.
2.2.1 MPEG-2 Video coding standard
The MPEG-2 Video coding standard defines hybrid block-based coding where
predictive and transform coding techniques are combined in order to compress
the video signal [35]. The pictures of the video signal are divided into mac-
roblocks which are the basic units for coding. When 4:2:0 subsampling is
used, each macroblock contains one 16×16 block with luminance pixel val-
ues and two 8×8 blocks with chrominance pixel values. As a consequence,
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a macroblock consists of six 8×8 blocks which are the input for transform
coding.
Different picture types are used in the MPEG-2 Video coding standard.
The I pictures represent the key pictures in the video bitstream. These pic-
tures are coded independently and the intensity values are transformed, quan-
tized, and entropy coded. For the P pictures and the B pictures, predictive
and transform coding are combined. The predictive coding encloses motion-
compensated prediction where the best match in the reference picture is indi-
cated by the motion vector and the error values are transformed, quantized, and
entropy coded.
In the remainder of this section, we describe MPEG-2 Video transform
coding and we focus on the way the transform coefficients are manipulated.
Therefore, other data generated during the coding process, not relevant for this
analysis, is not considered. The N 8×8 blocks in a picture are the input for
transform coding and contain, depending on the picture type, intensity values
or error values: f i, i ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}. These input samples are transformed
using the discrete cosine transform (DCT) [36]:
F im,n =
C(m)
2
C(n)
2
7∑
k=0
7∑
l=0
f ik,l cos
(
(2k + 1)pim
16
)
cos
(
(2l + 1)pin
16
)
,
for i ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} and m,n ∈ {0, . . . , 7} , (2.1)
where
C(x) =
{
1√
2
, if x = 0;
1, if x 6= 0. (2.2)
The quantization of the transform coefficients is position-dependent. The
quantizer step sizeQm,n and the quantizer offset m,n control the quantization.
The quantization can be described as follows:
Fˆ im,n =
⌊
F im,n
Qm,n
+ m,n
⌋
Qm,n,
for i ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} and m,n ∈ {0, . . . , 7} , (2.3)
where bac is the largest integer not larger than a.
After the transformation and the quantization, the mode data, the motion
data, and the residual data are entropy coded. The mode data includes the
macroblock mode, the prediction mode, and the macroblock partitioning, the
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motion data covers the motion vectors and the reference picture indices, and
the residual data consists of the quantized transform coefficients. The entropy
coding assigns bitstrings to the syntax elements in an efficient way so that more
probable symbols are assigned short codewords and less probable symbols are
assigned long codewords.
In the following, we provide a description for MPEG-2 Video bitstreams.
For simplicity, we omit the mode and motion data and only consider the resid-
ual data. Before the entropy coding is applied, the residual data is rearranged.
The residual data is converted from a two-dimensional structure to a one-
dimensional sequence according to the zig-zag scan order or the alternate scan
order1. Scanning the transform coefficients in this fashion allows efficient run-
level coding in the subsequent entropy coding. The transform coefficients are
addressed using the index p instead of the position m,n.
The quantized transform coefficients are coded in a different manner de-
pending on their frequency. A different method is applied for the DC transform
coefficient and the AC transform coefficients:
• DC transform coefficient: The differential coding assigns a Huffman
codeword from a one-dimensional tableHdc to each quantized DC trans-
form coefficient according to the difference between its value and the
quantized DC transform coefficient from the previous block.
• AC transform coefficients: The run-length coding assigns a Huffman
codeword from the two-dimensional table Hac to each non-zero quan-
tized AC transform coefficient according to the number of zero quan-
tized transform coefficients preceding the AC transform coefficient in
zig-zag scan order or the alternate scan order zip and the amplitude of
the AC transform coefficient.
As a result, the variable-length codeword corresponding to the quantized
transform coefficient Fˆ ip is assigned to the bitstring S
i
p:
Sip =

Hdc
(
Fˆ ip − Fˆ i−1p
)
if p = 0;
Hac
(
zip, Fˆ
i
p
)
if p 6= 0, Fˆ ip 6= 0;
φ if p 6= 0, Fˆ ip = 0.
(2.4)
The symbol φ represents the null codeword which is used for zero trans-
form coefficients. For coding efficiency, an end-of-block symbol E is intro-
duced. Then, the output bitstream BMPEG-2 Video can be represented as:
1The zig-zag scan order is more suitable for progressive material while the alternate scan
order is more suitable for interlaced material.
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BMPEG-2 Video ≈
N−1∨
i=0
 63∨
p=0
Sip
 ∨ E
 , (2.5)
where the operator ∨ denotes concatenation of bitstrings. The number of bits
RMPEG-2 Video needed for coding one picture can be expressed as follows:
RMPEG-2 Video ≈
N−1∑
i=0
 63∑
p=0
∣∣Sip∣∣+ |E|
 , (2.6)
where |a| measures the length of the codeword a.
The transform coefficients are transformed to single bitstrings which make
up the main part of the video bitstream. Each bitstring represents both run
and level information of the transform coefficient. This way, rate shaping is
an easy operation since each transform coefficient can be uniquely identified
in the bitstream. When a transform coefficient is removed only an update of
the variable-length codeword associated with the next transform coefficient in
zig-zag scan order is required in order to correct the run information.
2.2.2 MPEG-2 Video rate shaping
Rate shaping is an operation which, given a bitstream B and a bit rate con-
straint RT , produces another bitstream Bˆ that complies with the bit rate con-
straint by discarding transform coefficients from bitstream B. This is shown
in Figure 2.1 where the bit allocation operation determines a breakpoint which
is used in the rate shaping operation.
rate shaping 
system
video 
server bit rate 
constraints RT
adapted
bitstream
rate shaping 
operation
bit allocation 
operation
original
MPEG-2 Video 
bitstream
bit rate 
constraint RT
adapted
MPEG-2 Video 
bitstream
Figure 2.1: Rate shaping operation and bit allocation operation.
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There is no communication path between the rate shaping operation and
the source of the video. As a result, no access to the encoder is required and
the coding process is detached from the rate shaping operation. Of particular
interest is the source of the bit rate constraint RT . The bit rate constraint may
be constant and known a priori (e.g., defined as the bandwidth of a circuit-
switched network) or the bit rate constraint may be variable2 (e.g., provided
by the network management layer after end-to-end bandwidth availability es-
timates).
Generally, two rate shaping methods are distinguished [24]: constrained
rate shaping and general rate shaping. Constrained rate shaping discards a
range of non-zero transform coefficients at the end of each block. The number
of non-zero transform coefficients that will be kept is determined by the break-
point b where b ∈ {1, . . . , 64}. General rate shaping removes an arbitrary set
of transform coefficients in each block. The set of transform coefficients is in-
dicated by zeros and ones in the breakpoint vector b = {Θ0, . . . ,Θ63} where
Θ0 = 13 and Θi ∈ {0, 1} for i > 0. The difference between constrained and
general rate shaping is depicted in Figure 2.2 where X represents a non-zero
transform coefficient.
General rate shaping outperforms constrained rate shaping, but it does so
only marginally [24]. The experimental results for MPEG-2 Video rate shap-
ing from 4 Mbps to 3.2 Mbps have shown a small gap less than 1 dB be-
tween constrained and general rate shaping. The effectiveness of constrained
rate shaping comes from the zig-zag scan order which is used to convert the
residual data from a two-dimensional structure to a one-dimensional sequence
and the optimized design of the tables with variable-length codewords of the
MPEG-2 Video entropy coding for residual data. General rate shaping may
drop any subset of transform coefficients for which the zig-zag scan order and
the entropy coding are not optimized. On top of that, the number of break-
points for general rate shaping highly exceeds the number of breakpoints for
constrained rate shaping which results in a significant increase in complexity.
Since general rate shaping is far more complex compared to constrained rate
shaping and the latter one performs close to the former one, we concentrate on
constrained rate shaping in the remainder of this chapter.
A rate shaping solution for MPEG-2 Video bitstreams discards high-
frequency transform coefficients from the bitstream without changing other
syntax elements. As a result of the simple design of the entropy coding, re-
2A variable bit rate constraint most often comes from statistical multiplexes where the bit
rate is shared between video sources with dynamic complexity.
3This additional condition avoids the recoding of the coded block patterns and the re-
execution of the DC predictions.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of constrained and general rate shaping.
moving a transform coefficient is an easy operation. We only need to parse the
bitstream and remove variable-length codewords according to the breakpoint
given by the bit allocation operation. The rate shaping operation for MPEG-2
Video bitstreams is shown in Figure 2.3.
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remove 
coefficients
entropy 
decoding
remove 
coefficients
entropy 
coding
original
MPEG-2 Video 
bitstream
adapted
MPEG-2 Video 
bitstream
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H.264/AVC 
bitstream
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H.264/AVC 
bitstream
run-level 
pairs
Figure 2.3: Rate shaping operation for MPEG-2 Video bitstreams: VLC lookup and
transform coefficient removal.
Let xˆ and x be the decoded video with and without rate shaping, and let
Rˆ and R be the corresponding bit rates of the video bitstreams. Then, the
objective of rate shaping is to minimize the rate shaping distortion ‖x− xˆ‖
subject to the bit rate c nstraint RT [24]: minRˆ≤RT ‖x− xˆ‖. No assumption
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is made about the bit rate of the original bitstream R, which can indeed be
arbitrary. The minimum rate variation Rˆ/R depends on the amount of residual
and non-residual data4 in the original bitstream.
Rate shaping is often considered a low-complexity technique; however, the
bit allocation can be very complicated. In the literature, different algorithms
for bit allocation of MPEG-2 bitstreams were presented with varying perfor-
mance and complexity [24]:
• The optimal algorithm for the minimization problem would have to ex-
amine a complete group of pictures since breakpoint decisions at the
initial I picture may even affect the last P or B picture. Not only the
computational overhead would be extremely high, but the delay would
be unacceptable as well. This algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2.4(a).
• An attractive alternative is one that solves the minimization problem on
a picture basis, where only the error accumulated from past pictures is
taken into account. This algorithm will be referred to as causally optimal
algorithm. This algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2.4(b).
• Starting from the causally optimal algorithm, it is interesting to examine
the benefit of error accumulation tracking. This can be evaluated by ap-
plying the algorithm for intra-only to P and B pictures. Surprisingly, the
results of this memoryless algorithm are almost identical to the causally
optimal algorithm. This algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2.4(c).
No indication is given on the length of the optimization window. Complex-
ity and delay considerations make it desirable that it is kept small. Therefore,
our interests will focus on the case where the algorithm is optimized for one
picture (refer to Figure 2.4(b) and Figure 2.4(c)).
2.3 Impact of coding tools on rate shaping
One of the goals of the H.264/AVC video coding standard is to enhance the
coding efficiency compared to previous video coding standards. In order to
enhance the coding efficiency, the coding tools have been improved [5, 6], in
particular the predictive coding, the transform coding, and the entropy coding.
As a consequence, these coding tools are more complex compared to their
counterparts in previous video coding standards. These changes also have an
impact on the rate shaping and the bit allocation. We give an overview of the
4The residual data only consists of the quantized transform coefficients (both DC and AC
coefficients), while the non-residual data mainly consists of the mode and motion data.
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(a) Optimal algorithm: high complexity, high delay
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(c) Memoryless algorithm: low complexity, low delay
Figure 2.4: Different algorithms for bit allocation (arrows indicate error accumulation
tracking, intervals indicate optimization window).
H.264/AVC coding tools and the bit allocation and discuss the impact on the
rate shaping operation. The block diagram of the H.264/AVC video coder is
shown in Figure 2.5.
Entropy coding The entropy coding of previous video coding standards
combines zig-zag scan, run-level coding, and variable-length coding in order
to generate the bitstream. The bitstream consists of variable-length codewords
which represent the mode data, the motion data, and the residual data. When
applying rate shaping, variable-length codewords belonging to residual data
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Figure 2.5: Block diagram of the H.264/AVC video coder: transform T, quantization
Q, motion estimation ME, mode decision MD, motion compensation Mv , intra coding
Im, and deblocking filter DF.
are removed. This is a simple operation which requires little processing power.
The entropy coding of the H.264/AVC video coding standard is more compli-
cated. The entropy coding is context-adaptive which means that the coding of
blocks or transform coefficients is based on the coding of previous blocks or
transform coefficients. On top of that, the run and level information are coded
separately. Thus, a transform coefficient is not represented by a single bitstring
in the bitstream. We elaborate shortly on the design of H.264/AVC entropy
coding schemes in Section 2.4.1 and show that simply discarding variable-
length codewords is not possible.
Transform coding Previous video coding standards define a two-
dimensional transform that operates on 8×8 blocks with luminance or chromi-
nance data. As a result, one single breakpoint can be used for all types of
residual data. The bit allocation selects a single breakpoint for each 8 × 8
block which results in 65 possible truncation points. The H.264/AVC video
coding standard defines integer and Hadamard transforms which can be com-
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bined depending on the coding mode [37, 38]. As a result, the residual data
is dispersed over different blocks with different sizes. Therefore, one sin-
gle breakpoint cannot be used. We give a brief overview of the H.264/AVC
transform schemes in Section 2.4.2 and propose a solution based on a virtual
breakpoint.
Predictive coding Predictive coding in previous video coding standards is
restricted to motion-compensated prediction. When applying rate shaping to
bitstreams using motion-compensated prediction, temporal drift arises. The
temporal drift results from changes in the reference pictures as a result of rate
shaping and is acceptable for bitstreams with short GOP length. In H.264/AVC
video coding, intra prediction and motion-compensated prediction are com-
bined. Both spatial and temporal redundancies are exploited in order to reduce
the amount of residual data. When applying rate shaping to H.264/AVC bit-
streams, both spatial and temporal drift are found. We need to know what the
impact is of the spatial and temporal drift on the visual quality. We propose to
use compensation techniques in order to restrain the drift in Section 2.5.
Bit allocation The objective of bit allocation is to find the optimal set of
breakpoints. Even for previous video coding standards, this was a very com-
plex issue. The rate-distortion optimal solution is very complex and intro-
duces an unacceptable delay. Therefore, some interesting alternatives were
presented which are more suitable for practical systems. The bit allocation for
H.264/AVC is even more complicated due to the increased number of depen-
dencies. These dependencies result from the predictive coding. We elaborate
on bit allocation issues in Section 2.6.
2.4 Proposed extensions
In this section, we tackle the problems of entropy and transform coding. We
describe the more complex design of H.264/AVC entropy coding and explain
why full entropy decoding and encoding are required. One single breakpoint is
not sufficient for different transforms and block sizes. Therefore, we propose
to use a virtual breakpoint that is used for deriving the actual breakpoints. The
proposed extensions are required in order to apply rate shaping to H.264/AVC
video bitstreams.
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2.4.1 Entropy coding
The simple approach for MPEG-2 Video bitstreams cannot be extended for
H.264/AVC bitstreams since the complexity of the entropy coding is signifi-
cantly increased. The H.264/AVC video coding standard provides two entropy
coding schemes:
• context-based adaptive variable length coding (CAVLC);
• context-based adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC).
We discuss how these entropy coding schemes work and what the impact is on
the rate shaping operation.
CAVLC entropy coding The CAVLC entropy coding encodes the ith 4×4
block using five syntax elements. The following data is used for the entropy
coding: #Ci is the number of non-zero transform coefficients, #T1i is the
number of trailing ones (i.e., +1 or−1 quantized transform coefficients located
at the end of the block), #CA is the number of non-zero transform coefficients
in the block to the left, and #CB is the number of non-zero transform coeffi-
cients in the block above. The run-level pairs (zij , c
i
j) where j ∈
{
1, . . . ,#Ci
}
are arranged in reverse zig-zag scan order. The run-level pairs can be orga-
nized in two vectors zi =
{
zi1, . . . , z
i
#Ci
}
and ci =
{
ci1, . . . , c
i
#Ci
}
which
represent the runs of zeros and the non-zero transform coefficients. The to-
tal number of zero transform coefficients before the last non-zero transform
coefficients is #zi =
∑#Ci
j=1 z
i
j .
We shortly explain the syntax elements and make clear when they change
due to rate shaping:
• The syntax element coeff token signals the number of non-zero trans-
form coefficients #Ci and the number of trailing ones #T1i. A table
with variable-length codewords is selected based on the number of non-
zero transform coefficients in spatially adjacent blocks. An update of
the syntax element is required when transform coefficients of the cur-
rent block or spatially adjacent blocks are dropped. The variable-length
codeword associated with this syntax element is assigned to the bitstring
Si1:
Si1 = H1(#Ci,#T1i,#CA,#CB). (2.7)
• The syntax element trailing ones sign flag defines the signs of the trail-
ing ones. A sign flag is dropped when a trailing one is removed. The
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variable-length codeword associated with this syntax element is assigned
to the bitstring Si2:
Si2 = H2(#T1i, ci). (2.8)
• The syntax element level codes the levels of the non-zero transform co-
efficients, not including the trailing ones. The levels are coded in re-
verse zig-zag scan order and the coding process is matched with already
coded transform coefficients. All non-zero transform coefficients need
to be recoded when a high-frequency transform coefficient is removed.
The variable-length codeword associated with this syntax element is as-
signed to the bitstring Si3:
Si3 = H3(#Ci,#T1i, ci). (2.9)
• The syntax element total zeros denotes the total number of zero trans-
form coefficients before the last non-zero transform coefficient. A bit-
stream update is required when transform coefficients are dropped. The
variable-length codeword associated with this syntax element is assigned
to the bitstring Si4:
Si4 = H4(#zi). (2.10)
• The syntax element run before represents the number of zero transform
coefficients preceding each non-zero transform coefficient. This syntax
element needs to be updated when transform coefficients are dropped.
The variable-length codeword associated with this syntax element is as-
signed to the bitstring Si5:
Si5 = H5(#zi, zi). (2.11)
The output bitstream BCAVLC can be represented as:
BCAVLC ≈
N−1∨
i=0
 5∨
j=1
Sij
 . (2.12)
The number of bits RCAVLC needed for coding one picture can be expressed as
follows:
RCAVLC ≈
N−1∑
i=0
 5∑
j=1
∣∣Sij∣∣
 . (2.13)
We would like to know how the video bitstream is affected when con-
strained rate shaping is applied. When a trailing one is removed, all syntax
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elements change except the level information of the non-zero transform coef-
ficients. When other non-zero transform coefficients are dropped, all syntax
elements change. As a result, nearly all syntax elements are affected when rate
shaping is applied. So, full entropy decoding and encoding is required since
an efficient solution that directly operates on the video bitstream and changes
the syntax elements does not exist.
CABAC entropy coding The CABAC entropy coding encodes the ith 4×4
block according to the following steps [39]: 1) the binarization, 2) the context
modeling, and 3) the arithmetic coding. The block diagram of the CABAC
coder is shown in Figure 2.6.
syntax 
element
binarization context modeling
regular coding 
engine
bypass coding 
engine
arithmetic coder
H.264/AVC 
bitstream
context model update
regular
bypass
Figure 2.6: Block diagram of the CABAC coder.
The binarization maps non-binary valued syntax elements onto bin strings.
Different binarization schemes are defined: unary binarization, truncated
unary binarization, kth order Exp-Golomb binarization, unary/kth order Exp-
Golomb binarization, and fixed length binarization. A context model is as-
signed to each bin of the bin string according to the context index γ. The
context index γ depends on the semantics of the bin, the position of the bin,
and the spatial context. The context model indicates the probability state index
σγ (represented by 6-bit value) and the most probable symbol ωγ (represented
by a binary value). The binary arithmetic coder performs arithmetic coding of
each bin using the selected context model. The principle of arithmetic coding
is based on recursive subdivision of an interval which is defined by its lower
bound and its interval length. This range is indicated by the symbol ρ. There
are two coding modes: the regular coding which uses the context models and
the bypass coding which is used for bins for which one expects a constant
probability of 1/2 for both values 0 and 1.
The locations of the non-zero transform coefficients are represented by the
significance map. For each transform coefficient in zig-zag scan order, a one-
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bit symbol significant coeff flag is transmitted. For each significant coeff flag
symbol which is one, a one-bit symbol last significant coeff flag is transmit-
ted. This symbol indicates if the current transform coefficient is the last one
inside the 4×4 block or if further transform coefficients follow.
The number of transform coefficients considered for building the signif-
icance map is denoted as #P i. The context model for coding the signifi-
cant coeff flag symbol is indicated by (σχ, ωχ), while the context model for
coding the last significant coeff flag symbol is indicated by (σξ, ωξ). Both in-
dexes χ and ξ are determined by the position in the significance map. The
output of the arithmetic coder after coding the significance map is assigned to
the bitstring SiSM , and the selected context models (σχ, ωχ) and (σξ, ωξ) and
the probability state ρ of the arithmetic coder are updated:
SiSM =
#P i∨
j=1
(A (significant coeff flagj |σχ, ωχ, ρ)
∨A(last significant coeff flagj |σξ, ωξ, ρ)
)
. (2.14)
The values of the non-zero transform coefficients are coded using two cod-
ing symbols: coeff abs level minus1 (representing the absolute value of a non-
zero transform coefficient, minus one) and coeff sign flag (representing the
sign of a non-zero transform coefficient).
The number of non-zero transform coefficients is indicated by #Ci. The
coeff abs level minus1 symbol is binarized using the unary/kth order Exp-
Golomb binarization and results in the bin string bin string with length #bins.
The coeff sign flag symbol is coded using the bypass mode where a constant
probability of 1/2 indicates a probability state index σ = 0 and a most proba-
ble symbol ω = ×, where the symbol × represents a don’t care.
The context model for coding the bin bin stringj [k] is indicated by (σψ, ωψ)
where the index ψ is determined by the coding process for transform coeffi-
cients. The output of the arithmetic coder is assigned to the bitstring SiLV . The
selected context models (σψ, ωψ) and the probability state ρ of the arithmetic
coder are updated:
SiLV =
#C∨
j=1
((
#bins∨
k=1
A (bin stringj [k]|σγ , ωγ , ρ)
)
∨A (coeff sign flagj |σ = 0, ω = ×, ρ)) . (2.15)
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The output bitstream BCABAC can be represented as:
BCABAC ≈
N−1∨
i=0
(
SiSM ∨ SiLV
)
. (2.16)
The number of bits RCABAC needed for coding one picture can be expressed as
follows:
RCABAC ≈
N−1∑
i=0
(∣∣SiSM ∣∣+ ∣∣SiLV ∣∣) . (2.17)
We would like to know how the video bitstream is affected when constrained
rate shaping is applied. The main problems come from the arithmetic coding.
Firstly, the output bits of the arithmetic coder cannot be uniquely assigned to
syntax elements. This way it is impossible to remove a transform coefficient
and correct the significance map. Secondly, if one could assign output bits to
syntax elements, there would still be a problem with the synchronization of
the context models and the range of the arithmetic coder. In order to guarantee
correct decoding, the entropy coding of all subsequent 4× 4 blocks should be
updated as well. Such an update operation is quite complex and requires that
all subsequent 4× 4 blocks are entropy decoded and encoded.
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Figure 2.7: Rate shaping process for H.264/AVC video bitstreams: entropy decoding,
transform coefficient removal, and entropy coding.
Because of the design of CAVLC and CABAC entropy coding schemes,
directly removing transform coefficients from H.264/AVC video bitstreams is
not possible. As a result, full entropy decoding and encoding are required.
This, however, complicates the rate shaping process for H.264/AVC. The rate
shaping process for H.264/AVC video bitstreams is presented in Figure 2.7.
2.4.2 Transform coding
The H.264/AVC video coding standard provides four different transforms: 4×4
integer transform, 4×4 Hadamard transform, 2×2 Hadamard transform, and
8×8 integer transform. These transforms are used in four transform schemes
which are illustrated in Figure 2.8:
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• 4×4 integer transform;
• 4×4 integer transform followed by 4×4 Hadamard transform;
• 4×4 integer transform followed by 2×2 Hadamard transform;
• 8×8 integer transform.
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(a) 4×4 integer transform
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(b) 4× 4 integer transform followed by 4× 4
Hadamard transform
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(d) 8×8 integer transform
Figure 2.8: Illustration of four transform schemes (TB×B , HB×B , andQB×B denote
the integer transform, the Hadamard transform, and the quantization forB×B blocks,
respectively).
The one-stage schemes apply the 4×4 or 8×8 integer transform to the resid-
ual data before applying quantization (see Figure 2.8(a) and Figure 2.8(d)).
The two-stage schemes apply the 4×4 integer transform to the residual data
and subsequently apply the 2×2 or 4×4 Hadamard transform to the DC values
from the integer transform (see Figure 2.8(b) and Figure 2.8(c)).
The different transforms and block sizes complicate the rate shaping op-
eration. When all blocks are treated the same way (i.e., the same breakpoint
is used regardless of the origin of the transform coefficients), the rate shaping
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process removes transform coefficients with different importance. This will
have an impact on the visual quality. As a consequence, different breakpoints
are required for rate shaping.
Therefore, we propose to use a virtual breakpoint b in order to control
the rate shaping process. This breakpoint spans 64 frequency components and
determines the actual breakpoints which are used during rate shaping. We
define a mapping between the virtual breakpoint and the actual breakpoints:
bint8×8 = b and bint4×4 =
⌊
b+2
4
⌋
. These values are chosen so that the number
of coefficients retained is proportional to the total number of coefficient bands
(16 resp. 64).
These breakpoints are used for rate shaping of blocks which result from the
4× 4 and 8× 8 integer transforms. Other transform coefficients are the output
of the 2× 2 or 4× 4 Hadamard transforms. Since these transform coefficients
represent low-frequency information (i.e., DC transform coefficients from the
integer transforms), no rate shaping is applied to these blocks. In the remainder
of this chapter, we always indicate the virtual breakpoint of the rate shaping
process.
2.5 Rate shaping with drift compensation
In this section, we make an analysis of the rate shaping operation for motion-
compensated prediction and intra prediction. In order to solve the minimiza-
tion problem, we need to calculate the accumulated error. We propose to com-
pensate the accumulated error in order to restrain drift propagation. We present
mixed architectures for rate shaping that combine spatial and temporal com-
pensation. Finally, we discuss the impact of deblocking on the adapted video
bitstreams.
2.5.1 Drift propagation evaluation
In order to evaluate H.264/AVC rate shaping, we perform some experiments
for motion-compensated and intra-predicted pictures.
Rate shaping of motion-compensated pictures In a first experiment, we
apply rate shaping to motion-compensated pictures and leave intra-predicted
pictures unchanged. We show some screenshots of motion-compensated pic-
tures after rate shaping in Figure 2.9. The visual quality of the pictures mainly
depends on the temporal drift. The size of the GOP, the breakpoint values, and
the motion activity in the video scene have an impact on the temporal drift,
while the number of intra-predicted blocks have an impact on the spatial drift.
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(a) b = 16, 36.89 dB, 0.778 Mbps, 2.5%
reduction
(b) b = 8, 34.75 dB, 0.700 Mbps, 12.2%
reduction
(c) b = 4, 33.23 dB, 0.577 Mbps, 27.7%
reduction
Figure 2.9: Rate shaping of motion-compensated pictures (Main Profile, CABAC,
IPPP, GOP length = 16, QP = 26, Foreman, CIF, 30 fps, 96th picture, motion-
compensated).
For breakpoints b = 16 and b = 8, almost no visual artifacts can be seen for bit
rate reductions of 2.5% and 12.2%, respectively. For breakpoint b = 4, some
smaller errors are found; however, the visual quality is still acceptable. This
results in a bit rate reduction of 27.7%. From this, it follows that rate shaping
can be applied to motion-compensated pictures. However, when the size of
the GOP increases, the breakpoint values increase, or the motion activity of
the video scene is high, the visual quality will degrade more severely due to
temporal drift.
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(a) b = 24, 21.93 dB, 0.778 Mbps, 2.6%
reduction
(b) b = 12, 17.59 dB, 0.702 Mbps, 12.1%
reduction
(c) b = 8, 16.63 dB, 0.627 Mbps, 21.5%
reduction
Figure 2.10: Rate shaping of intra-predicted pictures (Main Profile, CABAC, IPPP,
GOP length = 16, QP = 26, Foreman, CIF, 30 fps, 97th picture, intra-predicted).
Rate shaping of intra-predicted pictures In a second experiment, we apply
rate shaping to intra-predicted pictures and leave motion-compensated pictures
unchanged. We show some screenshots of intra-predicted pictures after rate
shaping in Figure 2.10. The visual quality of the pictures mainly depends on
the spatial drift. For breakpoint b = 24, small artifacts are already visible for a
bit rate reduction of barely 2.5%. For breakpoints b = 12 and b = 8, the loss
in visual quality becomes unacceptable. This results in bit rate reductions of
12.1% and 21.5%, respectively. From this, it follows that rate shaping cannot
be applied to intra-predicted pictures without taking precautions [29]. This
was not the case for rate shaping of MPEG-2 bitstreams where the blocks in
intra-coded pictures are coded independently.
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2.5.2 Drift analysis for motion-compensated blocks
Most video coding standards provide motion-compensated prediction where
the blocks are predicted based on already coded pictures and only the pre-
diction error and the motion data are coded in the bitstream. The motion-
compensated prediction is improved in the H.264/AVC video coding standard
with features such as variable block sizes, multiple reference pictures, and
1/4-pixel motion vector accuracy. The motion-compensated pictures may also
contain intra-predicted blocks; however, we omit these blocks in the following
analysis. The concept of motion-compensated prediction in the H.264/AVC
video coding standard is illustrated in Figure 2.11.
picture n-2 picture n-1 picture n picture n+1
Figure 2.11: Illustration of motion-compensated prediction in H.264/AVC.
The pixel values of motion-compensated blocks are reconstructed at de-
coder side according to the following formula:
xi = Mv(pi) + ei, (2.18)
where xi, pi, and ei represent the decoded pixel values, the reference
pixel values, and the residual values, respectively, and Mv denotes motion-
compensated prediction with motion data v (i.e., motion vectors and reference
picture indices). The motion-compensated prediction only uses decoded pixel
values from reference pictures. When rate shaping is applied, the pixel values
are reconstructed at decoder side according to the following formula:
xˆi = Mv(pˆi) + eˆi, (2.19)
where xˆi, pˆi, and eˆi represent the decoded pixel values, the reference pixel
values, and the residual values after rate shaping.
In order to solve the minimization problem, we need to compare the re-
constructed pixel values with and without rate shaping. We define an S-
dimensional breakpoint vector B = {b1, . . . , bS} where breakpoint bi only
affects the residual data of block xi and the number S represents the size of
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the optimization window. The minimization problem has the following formu-
lation:
B∗ = arg min
B
S∑
i=1
‖Mv(pi) + ei −Mv(pˆi)− eˆi‖
= arg min
B
S∑
i=1
‖ai + ei − eˆi‖
Subject to: R(B∗) =
S∑
i=1
Ri(bi) ≤ RT , (2.20)
where ai is the accumulated error due to motion-compensated prediction based
on truncation of transform coefficients in reference pictures, ei − eˆi is the
current-block only distortion due to rate shaping of the prediction error, and
Ri(bi) is the rate required for coding residual block i using breakpoint bi.
In order to solve the minimization problem, we need to calculate the
accumulated error due to motion-compensated prediction. The motion-
compensated prediction is a non-linear operator: Mv(pi) − Mv(pˆi) 6=
Mv(pi − pˆi). This way, two loops for motion-compensated prediction are
required, one that receives the original signal and one that receives the shaped
signal. With some lack in arithmetic accuracy, the prediction loops can be
collapsed together and the complexity for calculating the accumulated error
significantly reduces.
When the distortion metric is the squared error, the minimization problem
has the following formulation in the transform domain:
B∗ = arg min
B
S∑
i=1
∑
j
Ai(ξ(j))2 +
∑
j≥bi
2Ai(ξ(j))Ei(j) +
∑
j≥bi
Ei(j)2

Subject to: R(B∗) =
S∑
i=1
Ri(bi) ≤ RT , (2.21)
where Ei(j) is the jth transform coefficient of the ith block of the prediction
error in zig-zag scan order, Ai(j) is the jth transform coefficient of the ith
block of the accumulated error in zig-zag scan order, and ξ(·) maps run-level
positions from the prediction error to actual zig-zag scan positions. The distor-
tion not only involves the shaping error and the accumulated error, but some
crossterms as well.
The accumulated error causes temporal drift which typically grows from
picture to picture and results in severe degradation of the visual quality near
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the end of the GOP. Three factors have an impact on the temporal drift: the
size of the GOP, the breakpoint values, and the motion activity in the video
scene. Since the visual quality is an important aspect for bit rate reduction,
techniques are necessary for reducing the accumulated error.
2.5.3 Drift analysis for intra-predicted blocks
Most video coding standards provide intra coding where the blocks are coded
independently using transform, quantization, and entropy coding. The intra
coding in the H.264/AVC video coding standard is improved with spatial pre-
diction which provides different prediction directions that use reconstructed
pixel values of spatially adjacent blocks. The spatial prediction selects the op-
timal prediction direction for estimating the current block and only the predic-
tion error and the prediction direction are coded in the bitstream. The concept
of intra 4×4 prediction in the H.264/AVC video coding standard is illustrated
in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.12: Illustration of intra 4×4 prediction in H.264/AVC: surrounding refer-
ence pixel A-M are used for spatial prediction according to one of the nine prediction
modes.
The pixel values of intra-predicted blocks are reconstructed at decoder side
according to the following formula:
xi = Im(pi) + ei, (2.22)
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where Im denotes intra prediction with prediction mode m. The intra predic-
tion only uses decoded pixel values from spatially adjacent blocks. When rate
shaping is applied, the pixel values are reconstructed at decoder side according
to the following formula:
xˆi = Im(pˆi) + eˆi, (2.23)
where xˆi, pˆi, and eˆi represent the decoded pixel values, the reference pixel
values, and the residual values after rate shaping.
In order to solve the minimization problem, we need to compare the recon-
structed pixel values with and without rate shaping. The minimization problem
for intra prediction has an equivalent formulation as for motion-compensated
prediction:
B∗ = arg min
B
S∑
i=1
‖Im(pi) + ei − Im(pˆi)− eˆi‖
= arg min
B
S∑
i=1
‖ai + ei − eˆi‖
Subject to: R(B∗) =
S∑
i=1
Ri(bi) ≤ RT , (2.24)
where ai is the accumulated error due to intra prediction based on truncation
of transform coefficients in spatially adjacent blocks and ei− eˆi is the current-
block only distortion due to rate shaping of the prediction error.
In order to solve the minimization problem, we need to calculate the accu-
mulated error due to intra prediction. The intra prediction is also non-linear:
Im(pi)− Im(pˆi) 6= Im(pi − pˆi). This way, two loops for intra prediction are
required, one that receives the original signal and one that receives the shaped
signal. With some lack in arithmetic accuracy, the prediction loops can be
merged which results in a complexity reduction.
The accumulated error results in spatial drift which is visible for rate shap-
ing. The drift accumulates and propagates from the top-left corner to the
bottom-right corner. This propagating effect results from the raster scan or-
der and the prediction directions. The spatial drift is mainly determined by the
prediction directions, the breakpoint values, and the amount of texture in the
picture. Since the visual quality is very important, techniques are required for
reducing or removing the spatial drift.
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2.5.4 Drift compensation
The question remains how we are going to restrain the drift propagation. The
problem was solved for requantization transcoding where the requantization
errors are used for drift compensation. The approach was first demonstrated
for motion-compensated blocks [11] and afterwards applied to intra-predicted
blocks [40]. The same principle can be applied to rate shaping where we store
the shaping error and use these error values in order to compensate in depen-
dent blocks.
Compensation technique The starting point is the cascaded decoder-
encoder with thresholding. The thresholding operation serves as the operation
which reduces the amount of residual data and results in a video bitstream with
reduced bit rate. The cascaded decoder-encoder with thresholding is depicted
in Figure 2.13. Since two prediction loops are maintained in the cascaded
decoder-encoder with thresholding, this solution is by definition drift-free. The
signals in the decoder of the transcoder have superscript 1 while the signals in
the encoder of the transcoder have superscript 2. The decoder and the encoder
in the transcoder have the same quantizer step size.
The mode and motion data are copied from the incoming to the outgo-
ing video bitstream. This way, a significant reduction in complexity can be
achieved. The complexity reduction consists of two things. Firstly, the pic-
ture reordering is canceled out which results in a significant reduction of the
memory buffers; also the delay which results from the picture reordering is
eliminated. Secondly, the coding decisions of the incoming video can be used
for the outgoing video bitstream which results in a significant reduction of the
computational complexity. As a result, an encoded I picture is again coded as
an I picture, a P picture is again coded as a P picture, and a B picture is again
coded as a B picture.
There is no need for decoding the pictures since no pixel-domain opera-
tions are required. The reconstruction in the decoder can be written as follows:
r1n = p
1
n + e
1
n where p
1
n represents the prediction and e
1
n denotes the residuals.
The residuals in the encoder can be written as follows: e2n = r
1
n− p2n where r1n
is the reconstruction of the decoder and p2n is the prediction in the encoder. The
rate shaping operation introduces an error signal d2n. Thus, the reconstruction
in the encoder can be written as follows: r2n = e
2
n + d
2
n + p
2
n. From this, it
follows that r2n = r
1
n + d
2
n.
The rate shaping solution with compensation is presented in Figure 2.14.
We start by taking the difference in the pixel domain between the original sig-
nal and the shaped signal. The difference values are stored in memory buffers
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Figure 2.14: Transcoder with reduced complexity.
and are used to generate the spatial and temporal compensation in the pixel
domain. Since we work on rate shaping errors instead of reconstructed pixel
values, no deblocking filter is required. This reduces the computational com-
plexity of the rate shaping architecture.
Independence of compensation techniques The motion-compensated pic-
tures contain both intra-predicted and motion-compensated blocks. For these
pictures, spatial and temporal compensation can be used in order to control
the drift propagation. The spatial and temporal compensation can be applied
independently. This means that spatial compensation is not required in order
to apply temporal compensation and vice versa. The only requirement for the
compensation is that the error values are available for compensation. The er-
ror values of spatially adjacent blocks are necessary for spatial compensation
while temporal compensation requires the error values of the reference pic-
tures.
The number of intra-predicted blocks in motion-compensated pictures deter-
mines the amount of spatial drift, and the spatial drift has a major impact on
the quality degradation of these pictures. Often less than 10% of the blocks are
intra-predicted; however, when the temporal prediction fails (e.g., scenes with
high motion . . . ), complete intra-predicted regions occur. The mode frequency
is presented for IBBP coding in Figure 2.15(a) and for hierarchical coding in
Figure 2.15(b).
For IBBP coding, the temporal prediction fails more frequently for P pictures
than for B pictures. This follows from the increased distance to the reference
pictures. As a result, the P pictures contain more I macroblocks and less skip
macroblocks, while almost no I macroblocks are found in B pictures. For hi-
erarchical coding, similar observations can be made. The distance to the refer-
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ence pictures again determines how many I macroblocks are found. Since the
distance to the reference pictures is typically higher for the pictures in lower
temporal layers, more I macroblocks will be found in these pictures.
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(a) IBBP coding
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Figure 2.15: Mode frequency (Main Profile, QPI = 27, Foreman sequence, CIF
resolution, 30 fps).
Rate-distortion behavior We would like to know what the impact is on rate
and distortion when adding compensation to rate shaping. For rate shaping
without compensation, both rate and distortion will be affected by the rate
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shaping operation on previous blocks: Ri(b1, . . . , bi) and Di(b1, . . . , bi). The
rate is affected as a result of the context-adaptive property of the entropy cod-
ing. The distortion is affected due to the predictive coding for intra-predicted
and motion-compensated blocks. This is not the case when we apply com-
pensation, the impact on rate and distortion will be different: Ri(b1, . . . , bi)
and Di(bi). The rate will change due to the compensation which adds a sig-
nal that represents the mismatch in prediction. The compensation rectifies the
mismatch in prediction and the breakpoint operations on previous blocks will
have no impact on the distortion of the current block.
Bit allocation In the context of MPEG-2 Video rate shaping, different al-
gorithms for bit allocation have been presented. These algorithms are shortly
discussed in Section 2.2.2. The dependencies result from motion-compensated
prediction. The rate shaping solution does not compensate for the shaping er-
rors which results in temporal drift. Only low-complexity bit allocation is
used. So, the causally optimal algorithm and the memoryless algorithm are
considered. These algorithms optimize the rate shaping operation picture by
picture using rate and distortion. As a result, the rate shaping solution affects
all blocks in a picture in a similar way.
Bit allocation is even more important for H.264/AVC. This results from the
increased number of dependencies in the video bitstream. Again, only low-
complexity bit allocation is used. We would like to know what the outcome is
when open-loop rate shaping is applied. For the causally optimal algorithm,
both the shaping error and the accumulated error are involved. The spatial
drift tends to increase according to the prediction direction, so the blocks in
the lower right corner will be affected more compared to the blocks in the
upper left corner. For the memoryless algorithm, only the shaping error is con-
sidered. As a result of that, the rate shaping will have an equal impact on all
parts of the picture. What is the impact of the compensation on the bit alloca-
tion? The compensation eliminates the spatial and temporal drift. Only spatial
drift is important since the optimization window covers one single picture for
the causally optimal algorithm and the memoryless algorithm. The rate shap-
ing will affect all blocks in the picture in a similar way (i.e., according to the
rate-distortion metric). The problem corresponds to the case where open-loop
rate shaping is combined with the memoryless algorithm.
2.5.5 Rate shaping architecture
The evaluation in Section 2.5.1 has shown that drift propagation is found after
rate shaping. The spatial drift is already visible for small bit rate reductions.
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Therefore, intra-predicted blocks should be handled carefully. The temporal
drift is less dominant compared to the spatial drift. The temporal drift becomes
visible when the size of the GOP increases, the breakpoint values increase, or
motion activity of the video scene is high. In order to improve the visual
quality, we propose to combine rate shaping and compensation techniques.
The compensation techniques restrain the drift propagation. These techniques
can be applied independently in the spatial and temporal direction. The only
requirement is the availability of the shaping errors of the reference blocks.
We combine different rate shaping techniques in order to enable a trade-off
between visual quality and complexity. The compensation techniques result in
better visual quality but these techniques also require more computational re-
sources. On top of that, the compensation removes the accumulated error but
the compensation is not accurate when the prediction loops are collapsed to-
gether. As a result, small rounding errors are found in the decoded video. The
intra-predicted pictures are the key pictures and have a major impact on the
quality of all pictures in the GOP. As a consequence, we only apply rate shap-
ing to the motion-compensated pictures and leave the intra-predicted pictures
unchanged.
Since the spatial and temporal compensation can be applied independently
in motion-compensated pictures, we can decide what blocks should be com-
pensated. Since spatial drift is more severe than temporal drift and intra predic-
tion is easier than motion-compensated prediction, we prefer to activate spatial
compensation in order to suppress the spatial drift. Additionally, we could add
temporal compensation in order to further improve the visual quality. This,
however, will increase the complexity significantly. This results in the follow-
ing mixed architectures for rate shaping:
• RS-OL architecture
– No rate shaping for I pictures.
– Open-loop rate shaping for P pictures and B pictures.
• RS-SC architecture
– No rate shaping for I pictures.
– Rate shaping with spatial compensation for intra-predicted blocks
in P pictures and B pictures.
– Open-loop rate shaping for motion-compensated blocks in P pic-
tures and B pictures.
• RS-STC architecture
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– No rate shaping for I pictures.
– Rate shaping with spatial and temporal compensation for P pic-
tures and B pictures.
These architectures will be evaluated in Section 2.7.
2.6 Bit allocation
The problem of bit allocation has been extensively investigated for video cod-
ing. The goal of bit allocation for video compression is to minimize the dis-
tortion by properly allocating quantizers to the various macroblocks. Bit allo-
cation for rate shaping is similar to bit allocation for video coding. The main
differences are the selection of breakpoints instead of quantizers and the rela-
tion with rate and distortion. The goal of bit allocation for rate shaping is to
minimize the transcoding distortion by properly allocating breakpoints to the
various blocks.
In the remainder of this section, we discuss bit allocation for rate shaping
in the context of independent coding (e.g., MPEG-2 Video intra coding) and
dependent coding (e.g., H.264/AVC intra coding). We elaborate in more detail
on issues related to rate shaping and show that rate-distortion optimality cannot
be achieved for dependent coding due to high complexity. In order to find a
fast solution, an alternative sub-optimal method is presented that allocates one
breakpoint for a set of blocks.
Bit allocation for independent coding The minimization problem for inde-
pendent coding has the following formulation:
B∗ = arg min
B
S∑
i=1
Di(bi)
subject to: R(B∗) =
S∑
i=1
Ri(b∗i ) ≤ RT . (2.25)
The breakpoint only affects the rate and distortion of one block. The com-
plexity of the minimization problem is exponential in the dependency-tree
depth S: 65S . In order to reduce the complexity, the constrained problem can
be converted to an unconstrained problem using Lagrange multipliers [41]:
B∗ = arg min
B
{
S∑
i=1
Di(bi) + λ
S∑
i=1
Ri(bi)
}
. (2.26)
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The two minimization problems (Equation (2.25) and Equation (2.26)) are
not equivalent; however, for some value of λ, their solutions become identical
[42]. In order to find the optimal solution B∗ = {b∗1, . . . , b∗S}, we need to find
the optimal value for λ. This can be done using a bisection algorithm [41]
or a descent algorithm [43]. The complexity of the minimization problem is
significantly reduced: 65S.
Bit allocation for dependent coding The minimization problem for open-
loop rate shaping for dependent coding has the following formulation:
B∗ = arg min
B
{
S∑
i=1
Di(b1, . . . , bi) + λ
S∑
i=1
Ri(b1, . . . , bi)
}
subject to: R(B∗) =
S∑
i=1
Ri(b∗1, . . . , b
∗
i ) ≤ RT , (2.27)
where both rate and distortion depend on the set of breakpoints {b1, . . . , bi}.
The minimization problem for rate shaping with compensation for dependent
coding has the following formulation:
B∗ = arg min
B
{
S∑
i=1
Di(bi) + λ
S∑
i=1
Ri(b1, . . . , bi)
}
subject to: R(B∗) =
S∑
i=1
Ri(b∗1, . . . , b
∗
i ) ≤ RT , (2.28)
where the distortion only depends on the breakpoint bi, while the rate depends
on the set of breakpoints {b1, . . . , bi}.
Both rate shaping with and without compensation are exponentially com-
plex in the dependency-tree depth S: 65S . The dependency-tree depth can
be very large in state-of-the-art video coding. This results from the combina-
tion of intra prediction and motion-compensated prediction. In this context,
we illustrate the complexity of the bit allocation for rate shaping of one I pic-
ture. We consider a video sequence with QCIF resolution that contains 99
macroblocks per picture. Each macroblock contains 16 4× 4 blocks which re-
sults in 1584 blocks per picture. Since these blocks are coded dependently, the
maximum dependency-tree depth is very high. As a consequence, the bit allo-
cation is a too difficult problem when we exhaustively evaluate all rate shaping
possibilities. Thus, other techniques are required in order to speed up the rate
shaping operation.
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Pruning conditions In order to obtain a fast solution for rate shaping, we
need to find pruning conditions. Ramchandran et al. verified the monotonicity
property for MPEG-1 bitstreams [44]. This property states that better coding
of the independent block leads to more efficient coding of the dependent block
due to better prediction.
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Figure 2.16: The monotonicity property for dependent coding with two blocks and
three breakpoints.
In Figure 2.16, the monotonicity property is illustrated for dependent cod-
ing with two blocks and three breakpoints. The rate-distortion curve on the
left shows results for rate shaping with the breakpoints b1 = {0, 32, 64} for
the independent block. The rate-distortion curve on the right shows results for
rate shaping with the breakpoints b2 = {0, 32, 64} for the dependent block.
The fast solution for rate shaping is based on Trellis coding where sub-optimal
rate shaping paths are removed.
Ferguson et al. have shown that the monotonicity property does not hold
for strongly-dependent coding [45]. The authors show that significant discon-
tinuities are found on the rate-distortion curves. When the monotonicity prop-
erty is used, rate-distortion optimality cannot be guaranteed. So, this property
cannot be used for reducing the complexity of the algorithm for finding the
rate-distortion optimal solution.
Clustering A popular technique is clustering where a common breakpoint
is used for a set of blocks. This technique was also used for rate shaping of
MPEG-2 bitstreams [24]. For rate shaping of MPEG-2 bitstreams, the cluster-
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ing does not decrease the complexity of rate shaping by much for any of the
rate shaping algorithms.
This is different when we look at clustering for rate shaping of H.264/AVC
bitstreams. Here, intra-predicted blocks are found which are strongly con-
nected with the neighbouring blocks due to spatial prediction. As a conse-
quence, the bit allocation is hard to solve due to the increased number of de-
pendencies. So, clustering will significantly decrease the complexity since
intra-predicted blocks, which have many spatial dependencies with neighbour-
ing blocks, are treated as a single unit for bit allocation.
In the remainder of the chapter, the rate-distortion results are generated
with fixed breakpoints for all blocks in the picture. As a result, no bit allocation
is necessary and the power of the rate shaping architecture is measured.
2.7 Performance results
2.7.1 Experimental setup
In order to evaluate the performance of rate shaping, we selected sequences
with varying characteristics: Foreman, Paris, and Stefan sequences (CIF reso-
lution, 30 fps). The video sequences are coded using the H.264/AVC reference
software (Joint Model version 14.2). The default coding tools are used: five
reference pictures, CABAC entropy coding [39], and rate-distortion optimiza-
tion (RDO) [46].
The sequences are coded using Main Profile (only 4× 4 blocks). An IBBP
coding structure and a GOP length of 15 pictures is used. Alternatively, a
hierarchical coding structure with three temporal layers (periods of seven con-
secutive B pictures) is used with an intra period of 16 pictures. The coding
structures have one thing in common, they all have an instantaneous decod-
ing refresh (IDR) access unit approximately every 500 ms 5. The periodic
insertion of an IDR access unit enables fast random access which is often re-
quired in multimedia applications [46]. The sequences are coded with QPI
values (for I slices) 22, 27, and 32, QPP = QPI + 1 values (for P slices), and
QPB = QPI + 2 values (for B slices). These correspond to the values used in
the VCEG common test conditions [47]. In the remainder of this section, we
only mention the QP value for the I slices.
The rate shaping architectures are implemented in software which is used
5An IDR access unit contains an I picture which is a picture that can be decoded without
decoding any previous pictures in the video bitstream. The presence of an IDR access unit
indicates that no subsequent pictures in the video bitstream will require reference to pictures
prior to the I picture in the IDR access unit.
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to generate the shaped video bitstreams. The shaped video bitstreams are gen-
erated using increasing breakpoints. By using fixed breakpoints for all blocks,
we eliminate the impact of bit allocation in the performance of rate shaping.
In order to cover realistic bit rate constraints, we focus on bit rate reductions
up to 40%.
2.7.2 Hierarchical coding
Although IBBP coding is widespread, hierarchical coding is frequently en-
countered in some scenarios. These coding structures not only improve the
coding performance [9] but also permit temporal scalability. In this case, the
GOP6 consists of a sequence of P or B pictures which are organized in differ-
ent temporal layers Tk with k representing the corresponding temporal layer
identifier. The P or B pictures which belong to a certain temporal layer only
make use of pictures from lower temporal layers. This way the highest tem-
poral layer can always be removed without impairing the visual quality of the
decoded video sequence at reduced frame rate. This is also the technique for
temporal scalability in SVC, the scalable extension of the H.264/AVC spec-
ification [9, 48]. Hierarchical coding with P and B pictures are presented in
Figure 2.17(a) and Figure 2.17(b), respectively.
2.7.3 Rate-distortion results
IBBP coding, Main Profile, CIF resolution, 30 fps The rate-distortion re-
sults for IBBP coding are shown in Figure 2.18 (QPI = 22) and Figure 2.19
(QPI = 32). Results for recoding are provided as reference. Recoding con-
sists of decoding followed by encoding where the mode and motion data are
retained.
The open-loop rate shaping (RS-OL architecture) points out that the visual
quality is severely degraded. The quality loss results from both spatial and tem-
poral drift. The spatial compensation (RS-SC architecture) already improves
the visual quality for the Stefan sequence. Less improvement is found for the
Paris sequence. The degree of improvement mainly depends on the amount of
intra-predicted blocks in motion-compensated pictures. For sequences with a
considerable amount of intra-predicted blocks, the compensation may improve
the visual quality with 2 to 3 dB. For sequences with almost no intra-predicted
6The H.264/AVC video coding standard provides more flexibility for defining reference pic-
tures for motion-compensated prediction. Temporal scalability with dyadic temporal enhance-
ment layers can be very efficiently provided with the concept of hierarchical P or B pictures.
In this context, a GOP is defined as the set of pictures between two successive pictures of the
temporal base layer together with the succeeding base layer picture [9].
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(a) Hierarchical prediction structure with P pictures (structural encoder/decoder delay of
zero)
group of pictures (GOP)
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(b) Hierarchical prediction structure with B pictures
Figure 2.17: Hierarchical prediction structures.
blocks, the compensation will have almost no impact on the visual quality
and the drift propagation mainly results from temporal dependencies. We can
further improve the rate shaping by adding temporal compensation (RS-STC
architecture). We measured an improvement of 2 to 3 dB for sequences with a
strong temporal dependence between successive pictures.
The rate-distortion results can be analyzed in a different way. What hap-
pens when compensation is added when the same breakpoint is used? When
spatial compensation is added, the bit rate stays approximately the same while
the visual quality improves. When temporal compensation is added, the visual
quality is approximately the same while the bit rate reduces. When all trans-
form coefficients are removed, the compensation is completely canceled out.
The three solutions result in one single rate-distortion point.
The PSNR values of the 45 first pictures of the Stefan sequence are de-
picted in Figure 2.20. The results are generated for the sequence Stefan
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Figure 2.18: Rate-distortion results for IBBP coding, Main Profile, QPI = 22, CIF
resolution, 30 fps.
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Figure 2.19: Rate-distortion results for IBBP coding, Main Profile, QPI = 32, CIF
resolution, 30 fps.
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Figure 2.20: PSNR results for IBBP coding, Main Profile, QPI = 22, Stefan se-
quence, CIF resolution, 30 fps: RS-OL (b = 12, 28, 53 dB, 2, 00 Mbps), RS-SC
(b = 12, 31, 15 dB, 2, 00 Mbps), and RS-STC (b = 24, 35, 28 dB, 1, 98 Mbps).
with QPI = 22. We selected breakpoint b = 12 for the RS-OL architec-
ture (28, 53 dB, 2, 00 Mbps), breakpoint b = 12 for the RS-SC architecture
(31, 15 dB, 2, 00 Mbps), and breakpoint b = 24 for the RS-STC architecture
(35, 28 dB, 1, 98 Mbps). The figure shows the evolution of the temporal drift
from picture to picture. We can see that the maximum quality loss is up to
10 dB near the end of the first GOP. The PSNR values fluctuate a lot with
the period of the GOP which results in the ”pumping” or ”breathing” artifact
commonly known in industry.
Hierarchical coding, Main Profile, CIF resolution, 30 fps The rate-
distortion results for hierarchical coding are shown in Figure 2.20 (QPI = 22)
and Figure 2.21 (QPI = 32). The main difference between IBBP coding and
hierarchical coding is the distance between the reference picture and the pic-
ture to be coded. This is so for the B picture in the lowest temporal layer
where the distance to the reference pictures is high. As a result, the temporal
prediction may fail and more spatial prediction may be expected. This results
in more spatial drift when rate shaping is applied. The spatial drift propagates
to other temporal layers due to the prediction mechanism in the hierarchical
prediction structure. The spatial compensation will be more important which
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Figure 2.21: Rate-distortion results for hierarchical coding, Main Profile, QPI = 22,
CIF resolution, 30 fps.
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Figure 2.22: Rate-distortion results for hierarchical coding, Main Profile, QPI = 32,
CIF resolution, 30 fps.
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is clearly visible in the figures.
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Figure 2.23: PSNR results for hierarchical coding, Main Profile, QPI = 22, Stefan
sequence, CIF resolution, 30 fps: RS-OL (b = 12, 27, 16 dB, 1, 55 Mbps), RS-SC
(b = 12, 32, 62 dB, 1, 54 Mbps), and RS-STC (b = 28, 35, 45 dB, 1, 55 Mbps).
The PSNR values of the 45 first pictures of the Stefan sequence are de-
picted in Figure 2.23. The results are generated for the sequence Stefan
with QPI = 22. We selected breakpoint b = 12 for the RS-OL architec-
ture (27, 16 dB, 1, 55 Mbps), breakpoint b = 12 for the RS-SC architecture
(32, 62 dB, 1, 54 Mbps), and breakpoint b = 28 for the RS-STC architecture
(35, 45 dB, 1, 55 Mbps). We can see that the maximum quality loss is more
than 15 dB in the middle of the first GOP.
2.7.4 Visual quality
Besides rate-distortion results, visual results clearly show the impact of the
drift compensation on the transrated video bitstreams. Figure 2.24 shows vi-
sual results for the 13th picture of the Stefan sequence for IBBP coding, while
Figure 2.25 shows visual results for the 9th picture of the Stefan sequence for
hierarchical coding.
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2.7.5 Rate shaping speed
The average processing speed is presented for different architectures in Ta-
ble 2.1 (rate shaping for IBBP coding) and in Table 2.2 (rate shaping for hier-
archical coding). These results are obtained from non-optimized software and
serve as an indication of the complexity of the different architectures. Many
optimizations are possible in order to speed up the rate shaping architectures;
however, it does not belong to the scope of this work. These timing results
were generated on a platform with an Intel Xeon X5355 processor and 16 GB
RAM in a Microsoft Windows XP environment.
Table 2.1: Average transrating speed [fps] for rate shaping over all possible break-
points for IBBP coding, Main Profile, Foreman sequence, CIF resolution, 30 fps.
QPI
22 27 32
RS-OL 25.34 27.08 29.80
RS-SC 26.62 28.33 29.75
RS-STC 6.72 6.89 6.99
Table 2.2: Average transrating speed [fps] for rate shaping over all possible break-
points for hierarchical coding, Main Profile, Foreman sequence, CIF resolution,
30 fps.
QP
22 27 32
RS-OL 25.42 27.91 30.32
RS-SC 24.32 27.10 29.59
RS-STC 6.77 7.08 7.18
The breakpoint value only has impact on the number of transform coeffi-
cients that needs to be processed by the entropy coding engine. When more
transform coefficients are discarded from the video bitstream, less transform
coefficients are packed in the video bitstream and the rate shaping operation
becomes faster. Therefore, the presented results correspond to averages taken
over the rate shaping operations for different breakpoints. The average pro-
cessing speed is shown in frames per second (fps). The spatial compensation
has almost no impact on the rate shaping speed. The temporal compensation
severely increases the complexity of the rate shaping solution.
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2.7.6 Memory requirements
Another important issue for rate shaping systems are the memory require-
ments. The memory capacity consists of two parts: 1) memory for input and
output buffers and 2) memory for the rate shaping process. Memory buffers
are required at the input and output of the rate shaping system. The size of
the buffers depends on the level and profile of the video bitstreams. Each
video processing system needs these buffers. Besides the input/output mem-
ory buffers, memory is required for the rate shaping process. The memory size
is mainly determined by the picture buffers, as described in [49]. Open-loop
rate shaping requires no picture buffers while spatial compensation needs stor-
age for one picture and temporal compensation needs buffers for the number
of reference pictures.
2.8 Conclusions and original contributions
In this chapter, we identified problems for H.264/AVC rate shaping. We
showed that the rate shaping solution for MPEG-2 bitstreams requires exten-
sions in order to tackle the improved H.264/AVC coding tools. We cannot
simply discard run-level pairs due to the increased complexity of the entropy
coding. As a consequence, full entropy decoding and encoding are required.
Since different transforms are defined, one single breakpoint is not sufficient.
We proposed a solution that derives the actual breakpoint based on the virtual
breakpoint. Spatial and temporal drift are introduced as a result of the im-
proved predictive coding. We made an analysis of the drift problem and pro-
posed to use compensation techniques in order to restrain the drift propagation.
Afterwards, we discussed architectures that combine compensation with open-
loop rate shaping. We also investigated the bit allocation problem and showed
that the problem is very complex. We presented clustering as an alternative
with an acceptable complexity. The rate-distortion results showed that spatial
and temporal compensation result in significant gains. These gains depend on
the characteristics of the video bitstreams. We found that spatial compensation
is better than temporal compensation when considering complexity and visual
quality.
The work that was presented in this chapter can also be found in the fol-
lowing publications:
• Stijn Notebaert, Jan De Cock, Kenneth Vermeirsch, Peter Lambert, and
Rik Van de Walle. Rate shaping for H.264/AVC coded video. Submitted
to IEEE Transactions on Multimedia.
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• Stijn Notebaert, Jan De Cock, Kenneth Vermeirsch, Peter Lambert, and
Rik Van de Walle. Improved dynamic rate shaping for H.264/AVC video
streams. In Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on Image
Processing (ICIP), pages 1616–1619, San Diego, CA, USA, October
2008.
Chapter 3
Quantizer offset selection
for improved requantization
3.1 Rationale and related work
Requantization transrating is often used for reducing the bit rate of video bit-
streams according to constraints imposed by client or network. An important
question deals with the design of the quantizer in the transrater. The quantizers
typically used in image and video coding are controlled by the quantizer step
size and the quantizer offset. The quantizer step size defines the width of the
quantizer bins, while the quantizer offset controls the size of the dead-zone.
The size of the dead-zone is important in image and video coding since typical
coding algorithms address most of the effort to efficient coding of zeros [50].
In the past, many efforts have been done in order to optimally change the
quantizer in the transrater [28,51–54]. Only a few contributions are concerned
with both the quantizer step size and the quantizer offset. These contributions
try to eliminate the requantization errors which follow from the successive
quantization in encoder and transrater. This leads to coarse quantization in
the transrater compared to the quantization in the encoder. Therefore, we in-
vestigate requantization transrating where both the quantizer step size and the
quantizer offset are involved.
Werner presented a theoretical analysis of the requantization problem for
MPEG-2 Video intra coding [51]. The aim of the work is twofold: 1) present
a theoretical analysis of requantization transrating and 2) derive quantization
methods for efficient transrating. Two cost functions are evaluated and com-
pared in this paper. The first cost function is optimal in distortion and results
in gains up to 1.3 dB compared to the quantizer in the TM-5 reference soft-
ware encoder for higher bit rates. The second cost function is optimal in rate-
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distortion sense and results in gains up to 0.4 dB compared to the quantizer in
the TM-5 reference software encoder for the same bit rate. These results are
not limited to MPEG-2 Video coding and thus can be adopted by other non-
predictive image and video coding algorithms such as JPEG image coding and
H.263 intra-only video coding.
Bauschke et al. present a heuristic for requantization of JPEG compressed
images [52, 53]. They provide a mathematical analysis of the requantization
problem based on a Laplace source for the DCT transform coefficients. They
derive a heuristic for requantization which determines the optimal quantizer
step size. The resulting images are often smaller and have better visual quality
compared to blind requantization where no properties of the quantizer in the
encoder are taken into account. The approach can be applied to other image
and video coding algorithms which are based on transform coding and quanti-
zation. The main difference with our approach is that their approach does not
consider the quantizer offset.
Bialkowski et al. proposed an adapted reconstruction based on the quan-
tizers in encoder and transrater [54]. After requantization, the reconstruction
level is centered in each effective quantizer bin. This method results in a sub-
stantial gain in visual quality for most pairs of quantizers. The presented tech-
nique, however, is not compliant with a specification since both quantizer step
sizes need to be signaled in the adapted video bitstream.
Shen investigated the requantization problem and derived conditions for
perfect requantization [28]. Perfect requantization is achieved when the out-
come of requantization is equivalent to the outcome of direct quantization for
all possible transform coefficients. This implies conditions on the quantizer
design of the transrater. These conditions usually result in coarse quantization
which leads to constraints that are too restrictive for practical transrating.
Gendler et al. investigated the rounding problem for requantization trans-
rating [55]. They provide a theoretical analysis of the requantization problem
by calculating entropy and distortion for different rounding methods. They
derive a heuristic for the quantizer design based on the observations from the
analysis. The main difference with our approach is that their approach is based
on a fixed quantizer offset.
In this chapter, we present a different approach for the requantization prob-
lem based on rate-distortion observations. Our approach is based on the rate-
distortion behavior of a residual signal which is quantized twice. The outcome
of the theoretical analysis is used for deriving a transrating heuristic. This
transrating heuristic is used in a transrating solution for H.264/AVC.
The chapter begins with a discussion of the design of a scalar quantizer
in Section 3.2. The requantization problem is explained in Section 3.3. We
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compare direct quantization and requantization and define different types of
requantization errors. We also elaborate on the conditions for perfect requan-
tization. In Section 3.4, the analysis of the effective quantizer, which results
from the superposition of the quantizers in encoder and transrater, shows that
the effective quantizer has a periodic property. Furthermore, it is well-known
that a Laplace source satisfies the memoryless property for exponentially de-
creasing functions. Using these properties, we derive expressions for entropy
and distortion. These can be used for further investigation of the behavior of
the requantization process. We examine the requantization problem for both
fine and coarse first-step quantization and derive a heuristic for improving the
requantization process. By applying the proposed requantization theory to
H.264/AVC in Section 3.5, we show that H.264/AVC requantization can be
improved by adapting both quantizer step size and quantizer offset in the tran-
srater. We observe gains of about 1 dB compared to requantization transrating
with a fixed quantizer offset. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 3.6.
3.2 Quantizer design
The quantizer is an important coding tool when optimizing the coding per-
formance of image and video coding systems. The quantizer consists of two
mapping operations: the classification in the encoder and the reconstruction
in the decoder. The optimization of the quantizer is a difficult problem and
has been extensively investigated in the literature [56–59]. We provide a short
overview of some important characteristics of quantizers in this section.
A quantizer maps a signal with a range of values to a quantized signal with a
reduced range of values, allowing for a more efficient representation. A scalar
quantizer maps one sample of the input signal to one quantized output value,
while a vector quantizer maps a group of samples to a group of quantized out-
put values. In image and video coding, scalar quantization is frequently used.
3.2.1 Scalar quantization
The classification maps a transform coefficient xi to a quantization index li
while the reconstruction generates a reconstruction level ri based on the quan-
tization index li. The quantization in a system typically involves application of
the classification at the encoder, transmission of the information through the
communication channel, and application of the reconstruction at the decoder.
In the remainder of this section, we first discuss the reconstruction and the
classification. Finally, we elaborate on a popular combination of classification
and reconstruction which is frequently found in image and video coding.
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Reconstruction A well-known reconstruction is the nearly-uniform recon-
struction quantizer (NURQ) which uses two control parameters: the quantizer
step size Q1 and the reconstruction offset ∆1. The NURQ reconstruction can
be represented as follows:
ri = sgn(li) ·Q1 · (|li|+ ∆1), (3.1)
where sgn(a) is the sign of a and |a| is the absolute value of a. A NURQ
reconstruction is very popular and is often used in image and video coding
standards such as the JPEG standards for image coding and the MPEG-x and
H.26x standards for video coding.
An important special case is the uniform reconstruction quantizer (URQ),
which is defined as a NURQ reconstruction with reconstruction offset ∆1 = 0:
ri = sgn(li) ·Q1 · |li| . (3.2)
Two well-known examples of standards that use the URQ reconstruction are
the JPEG image coding standard and the H.264/AVC video coding standard.
Another special case of a NURQ reconstruction is the case where ∆1 =
1/2, as found in most older standards for image and video coding such as
H.261, MPEG-1/2 Video, H.263, MPEG-4 Visual, and JPEG2000.
Classification One classification for the NURQ reconstruction is the dead-
zone plus uniform threshold quantization (DZ+UTQ). A DZ+UTQ classifica-
tion can be expressed using two control parameters: the quantizer step size Q1
and the quantizer offset 1. The quantizer step size Q1 defines the width of all
quantizer bins except the width of the dead-zone. The width of the dead-zone
is controlled by both the quantizer step sizeQ1 and the quantizer offset 1. The
DZ+UTQ classification can be represented as follows:
li = sgn(xi) ·
⌊ |xi|
Q1
+ 1
⌋
, (3.3)
where bac is the largest integer not larger than a.
DZ+UTQ classification and URQ reconstruction It has been shown that
a DZ+UTQ classification with a URQ reconstruction provides the optimal so-
lution under a rate-distortion constraint for sources with a Laplace probability
distribution function [58, 59].
Until now, the quantizer has been fully determined by the quantizer step size
Q1 and the quantizer offset 1. Alternatively, the quantizer can be described
by the set of decision levels {di} and the set of reconstruction levels {ri}, for
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i ∈ Z. In the figures, the decision levels are denoted by the | symbol and the
reconstruction levels are indicated with the × symbol.
The dead-zone is determined by the decision levels d−1 = (−1 + 1)Q1 and
d1 = (1−1)Q1. The size of the dead-zone is therefore 2(1−1)Q1 for 1 < 1.
Each transform coefficient x ∈ (d−1, d1) is mapped onto the reconstruction
level r0 = 0. The positive transform coefficients outside the dead-zone are
partitioned into intervals [di, di+1) where di = (i − 1)Q1, i ∈ Z+0 . Each
transform coefficient x ∈ [di, di+1) is mapped onto the same reconstruction
level ri = iQ1. The negative transform coefficients outside the dead-zone are
partitioned into intervals [di−1, di) where di = (i + 1)Q1, i ∈ Z−0 . Each
transform coefficient x ∈ [di−1, di) is mapped onto the same reconstruction
level ri = iQ1.
The quantizer characteristic q(x) is shown in Figure 3.1 for the combination
of DZ+UTQ classification and URQ reconstruction.
3.2.2 Transform coefficient distribution
A widespread model for transform coefficients found in the literature [60–63]
is the generalized Gaussian distribution given by
pgg(x) =
β
2αΓ(1/β)
e−(|x|/α)
β
, x ∈ R, (3.4)
where Γ is the gamma function, α is the scale factor, and β is the shape factor.
The generalized Gaussian distribution turns into the Laplace distribution or the
Gaussian distribution when appropriate values for the parameters are chosen.
For β = 1, the generalized Gaussian distribution becomes the Laplace distri-
bution with parameter λ = 1/α:
pl(x) =
λ
2
e−λ|x|, x ∈ R. (3.5)
For β = 2, the generalized Gaussian distribution becomes the Gaussian distri-
bution with variance σ2 = α2/2:
pg(x) =
1
σ
√
2pi
e−x
2/2σ2 , x ∈ R. (3.6)
Reininger et al. [60] and Lam et al. [63] have shown that the DCT transform
coefficients in image and video coding systems can be very well approximated
by the Laplace distribution.
Another model which is often used for transform coefficients is the
Cauchy-Lorentz distribution with parameter µ given by
pc(x) =
1
pi
µ
µ2 + x2
, x ∈ R. (3.7)
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Figure 3.1: Quantizer characteristic for the combination of DZ+UTQ classification
and URQ reconstruction.
Kamaci et al. [64] used this model to better represent the distribution of the
transform coefficients. The distribution of the transform coefficients has fatter
tails which are better represented by the Cauchy-Lorentz distribution.
Since the Laplace distribution is a good choice regarding simplicity and
accuracy, we found it appropriate to select this distribution. In the following,
we elaborate on the quantization of a Laplace source before we tackle the
problem of requantization.
3.2.3 Quantization of Laplace source
The transform coefficients are typically uniformly quantized with quantizer
step size Q1 and quantizer offset 1. Let P1(iQ1) be the probability that a
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transform coefficient is quantized to the value iQ1, where i ∈ Z:
P1(iQ1) =

(i+1)Q1∫
(i−1+1)Q1
pl(x)dx =
(
eλ1Q1−e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
eλiQ1 , if i < 0;
(1−1)Q1∫
(−1+1)Q1
pl(x)dx = 1− e−λ(1−1)Q1 , if i = 0;
(i+1−1)Q1∫
(i−1)Q1
pl(x)dx =
(
eλ1Q1−e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
e−λiQ1 , if i > 0.
(3.8)
Note that the probabilities P1(iQ1) decrease exponentially when moving away
from the value zero. The probability distribution function (pdf) of a Laplace
source and the probability mass function (pmf) of a quantized Laplace source
are further used for deriving entropy and distortion.
The entropy of the quantized transform coefficients is defined as:
H1 = −
+∞∑
i=−∞
P1(iQ1) log2 P1(iQ1). (3.9)
We refer to Appendix C for the derivation of the closed-form expression for
entropy:
H1 =−
(
1− e−λ(1−1)Q1
)
log2
(
1− e−λ(1−1)Q1
)
−
(
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
) e−λQ1
1− e−λQ1
×
[
log2
(
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
− λQ1
(1− e−λQ1) ln 2
]
. (3.10)
Using the squared-error criterion (x− xˆ)2, the distortion of the quantized
transform coefficients is defined as:
D1 =
+∞∑
i=−∞
∫ Ui
Li
pl(x) (x− iQ1)2 dx, (3.11)
where Li and Ui are the upper and lower bounds of the quantizer bins.
We refer to Appendix C for the derivation of the closed-form expression for
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distortion:
D1 =
2
λ2
− e−λ(1−1)Q1
(
(1− 1)2Q21 +
2(1− 1)Q1
λ
+
2
λ2
)
+
2e−λQ1
1− e−λQ1 ×
[
eλ1Q1
(
21Q
2
1
2
− 1Q1
λ
+
1
λ2
)
−e−λ(1−1)Q1
(
(1− 1)2Q21
2
+
(1− 1)Q1
λ
+
1
λ2
)]
. (3.12)
The entropy in function of the quantizer step size is shown in Figure 3.2(a)
and the distortion in function of the quantizer step size is shown in Fig-
ure 3.2(b). When a fine quantizer is used, the data rate is high while there
is almost no degradation. When the quantizer becomes coarser, the amount
of data is reduced while the quality is decreased. The entropy in function of
the quantizer offset is shown in Figure 3.2(c) and the distortion in function
of the quantizer offset is shown in Figure 3.2(d). When the quantizer offset
increases, the dead-zone decreases which results in a reduced number of zero
transform coefficients. The pdf diffuses which results in higher entropy. This
effect changes when the dead-zone becomes very small. From this point, the
entropy starts to decrease. The distortion is rather high for low and high values
of the quantizer offset 1. In this case, the reconstruction level is located near
the boundaries of the quantizer bin and the average quantization error is high.
For 1 values around 0.5, the distortion is significantly lower. The distortion in
function of the entropy is shown in Figure 3.2(e). The same results for entropy
and distortion are reported by Rajpoot [65].
Typically, the optimal quantizer offset is in the range [0, 0.5] for a unimodal
pdf. An algorithm for calculating the optimal quantizer parameters is proposed
for several generalized Gaussian distributions in [66]. Each quantizer offset
results in a unique rate-distortion point. This results from the fact that the
transform coefficients are modeled using a continuous source.
3.3 Requantization problem
From this point on, we only use a Laplace source, the DZ+UTQ classification,
and the URQ reconstruction. We also assume Q2 > Q1 which is typical for
transrating. We start with a comparison of direct quantization and requanti-
zation. We define different requantization errors and show for which cases
the outcome of direct quantization is equal to the outcome of requantization.
Afterwards, we elaborate on perfect requantization where no requantization
errors occur. Finally, we point out the typical problems of perfect requantiza-
tion.
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Figure 3.2: Quantizer behavior for Laplace source with parameter λ = 0.01.
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3.3.1 Problem formulation
The requantization problem investigates the difference between direct quanti-
zation and requantization. The reference in the comparison is direct quanti-
zation which corresponds to the ideal situation where the transrater knows the
original signal perfectly. The quantizer in the transrater for requantization uses
the same quantizer step size as the quantizer for direct quantization. Direct
quantization and requantization are presented in Figure 3.3.
reference quantizer
Q2 Q2-1
xi z'i
quantizer 1
Q1 Q1-1
xi yi
quantizer 2
Q2 Q2-1
zi
(a) Direct quantization.
reference quantizer
Q -1
xi z'i
quantizer 1
Q1 Q1-1
xi yi
quantizer 2
Q2 Q2-1
zi
(b) Requantization.
Figure 3.3: Direct quantization with the quantizer (Q2, 2) versus requantization with
the first-step quantizer (Q1, 1) and the second-step quantizer (Q2, 2).
Direct quantization applies a coarse quantizer to the original transform co-
efficients. The quantizer characteristic is determined by the quantizer step size
Q2 and the quantizer offset 2. Let xi be the transform coefficient and let q′2(.)
be the reference quantizer. Then the outcome of the reference quantizer is
denoted as z′i:
z′i = q
′
2(xi) = sgn(xi) ·
⌊ |xi|
Q2
+ 2
⌋
·Q2. (3.13)
Requantization applies a first-step quantizer in the encoder followed by a
second-step quantizer in the transrater [51]. The first-step quantizer charac-
teristic is determined by the quantizer step size Q1 and the quantizer offset 1
while the second-step quantizer characteristic is determined by the quantizer
step size Q2 and the quantizer offset 2. Let xi be the transform coefficient,
and let q1(.) and q2(.) be the first-step and second-step quantizers. Then the
outcome of both quantizer processes are denoted as yi and zi:
yi = q1(xi) = sgn(xi) ·
⌊ |xi|
Q1
+ 1
⌋
·Q1 (3.14)
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and
zi = q2(yi) = sgn(yi) ·
⌊ |yi|
Q2
+ 2
⌋
·Q2. (3.15)
Ideally, the outcome of requantization should be identical to the outcome
of direct quantization: zi = z′i. However, this is often not the case. This results
from the requantization errors which are introduced by requantization, because
requantization has only access to the already quantized transform coefficients
instead of the original transform coefficients.
3.3.2 Requantization errors
In this chapter, we identify different types of requantization errors. The discus-
sion is restricted to positive transform coefficients and the extension for nega-
tive transform coefficients is straightforward due to symmetry of the quantiz-
ers. Direct quantization maps transform coefficients in the range [d2,j , d2,j+1)
to the second-step reconstruction level r2,j . Requantization maps transform
coefficients in the range [d1,i, d1,i+1) to the first-step reconstruction level r1,i
in the encoder. Afterwards, the first-step reconstruction level r1,i is mapped to
the second-step reconstruction level r2,j in the transrater. Finally, we compare
the range of transform coefficients which are mapped to the second-step re-
construction level r2,j and show that one of the following cases will be found
as illustrated in Figure 3.4:
• Case 1: d2,j ≤ d1,i and d1,i+1 ≤ d2,j+1. The quantizer bin of the
first-step quantizer completely fits in a quantizer bin of the second-step
quantizer. In this case, no requantization error is found for the transform
coefficients in the range [d1,i, d1,i+1).
• Case 2: d1,i < d2,j and d1,i+1 ≤ d2,j+1. In this case, requantization
for the transform coefficients in the range [d1,i, d2,j) results in a recon-
struction level which is higher (positive error, indicated in red) than the
reconstruction level obtained by direct quantization.
• Case 3: d2,j ≤ d1,i and d2,j+1 < d1,i+1. In this case, requantization
for the transform coefficients in the range [d2,j+1, d1,i+1) results in a
reconstruction level which is lower (negative error, indicated in blue)
than the reconstruction level obtained by direct quantization.
We illustrate this with a simple example shown in Figure 3.5. This example
is based on the first-step quantizer (Q1 = 40, 1 = 1/3) and the second-step
quantizer (Q2 = 56, 2 = 1/3). The figure shows both quantizers and what
the difference is between direct quantization and requantization. The red zones
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Figure 3.4: Identification of requantization errors.
indicate the range of transform coefficients where a positive requantization er-
ror is found while the blue zones indicate the range of transform coefficients
where a negative requantization error is found. The figure also shows the pe-
riodic behavior of the superposition of the quantizers as will be explained in
Section 3.4.1.
3.3.3 Perfect requantization
Transrating without requantization errors can be accomplished if the set of
decision levels of the second-step quantizer {d2,j} forms a subset of the set
of the decision levels of the first-step quantizer {d1,i} [51]: {d2,j} ⊆ {d1,i}.
This is only possible when the quantizers in encoder and transrater are geared
to one another.
Previous research has shown that careful selection of the quantizer step size
and the quantizer offset in the second-step quantizer results in highly improved
transrating performance [28]. The selection of the control parameters for the
second-step quantizer is based on the properties of the first-step quantizer.
The cases in which no requantization errors occur are identified as perfect
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requantization. All boundaries of quantizer bins of the second-step quantizer
must align with the boundaries of quantizer bins of the first-step quantizer.
The condition for perfect requantization can be decomposed in two parts (il-
lustrated in Figure 3.6):
• The boundary of the dead-zone of the second-step quantizer should be
aligned with a boundary of a quantizer bin of the first-step quantizer.
This can be expressed as follows: (1 − 2)Q2 = (1 − 1)Q1 + kQ1
where k ∈ N.
• The quantizer step size of the second-step quantizer must be an integer
multiple of the quantizer step size of the first-step quantizer. This is
represented by the quantizer step size ratio RQ = Q2/Q1 ∈ N0.
x0
(1-ε1) Q1 Q1
(1-ε2) Q2 Q2
Figure 3.6: Perfect requantization: perfect alignment of quantizer bins.
This is only feasible for quantizer offset combinations (1, 2) for quantizer
step size ratio RQ = Q2/Q1 as presented in Table 3.1, where n ∈ N [28].
Table 3.1: The quantizer step size ratio RQ for different combinations (1, 2).
HHHHH1
2 0 1/6 1/4 1/3 1/2
0 n 6n 4n 3n 2n
1/6 - 6n+1 - - -
1/4 - - 4n+1 - -
1/3 - 6n+2 - 3n+1 -
1/2 - 6n+3 4n+2 - 2n+1
For example, when both quantizer offsets are 1/3, the quantizer step size
ratio should satisfy the condition RQ = 3n + 1, where n ∈ N. As a result,
the quantizer step size ratio should have one of the following values RQ ∈
{1, 4, 7 . . .}. A quantizer step size ratio RQ = 1 means that the quantizers in
encoder and transrater are equivalent (both quantizer step size and quantizer
offset). In this case, the requantization does not change the residual data. A
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quantizer step size ratio RQ > 1 corresponds to a coarser requantization in the
transrater compared to the quantization in the encoder.
Although perfect requantization allows to avoid requantization errors, the
outcome is often not suitable for practical implementations due to the follow-
ing reasons:
• Quantizer information The quantizer step size Q1 and the quantizer
offset 1 are both required for encoding, while only the quantizer step
size Q1 is required for decoding. Typically no extra bits are spent for
sending information that is not required at the decoder side. For perfect
requantization, both control parameters are necessary in the transrater.
As a result, we need to transmit this information in order to derive the
control parameters for perfect requantization.
• Coarse requantization When mode and motion data are reused from
the incoming video bitstream, a significant reduction in complexity is
achieved. This approach yields good results when the target bit rate is
close to the original bit rate. When the target bit rate strongly deviates
from the original bit rate, the quality drops due to sub-optimal use of
mode and motion data. These observations were found by Lefol et al.
[67, 68] when they evaluated mode refinement in the context of intra
and inter coding. The conditions for perfect requantization typically
result in coarse requantization and coarse requantization results in a high
reduction of the bit rate. As a consequence, mode and motion refinement
are necessary in order to improve the coding performance when perfect
requantization is applied.
3.3.4 Requantization architectures
The requantization problem, as discussed in Section 3.3.1, focuses on open-
loop transrating. The open-loop transrater is a good solution for non-predictive
coding schemes such as JPEG image coding and MPEG-2 Video intra-only
video coding. No drift is introduced by transrating and the visual quality is
good. The open-loop transrater, however, does not perform as good for pre-
dictive coding schemes. The requantization errors will propagate according to
the prediction directions. This can be solved by choosing another architecture
for transrating. In the remainder of this section, we give a short overview of
three basic architectures for transrating which are most commonly found in
literature [69]. These architectures are evaluated in the context of predictive
coding. We are interested in the statistics of the signal before requantization
and explain which architectures can benefit from an adapted quantizer offset.
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Open-loop transrater (OL transrater) The OL transrater applies inverse
quantization with quantization parameter QP1 and requantization with quan-
tization parameter QP2. This transrater has low complexity; however, severe
quality degradation is found. The OL transrater is presented in Figure 3.7.
Q1-1
entropy 
decoding Q2
entropy 
coding
Q1-1
entropy 
decoding + Q2
entropy 
coding
predictor
+
+
+
+ -
A
B
Figure 3.7: The OL transrater.
We are interested in the signal statistics before requantization. The per-
formance of the requantization is also determined by the characteristics of the
signal before requantization. This signal consists of the reconstruction levels
ri = iQ1 which are shown in Figure 3.8. This transrating architecture will be
further investigated in this chapter in order to know what the impact of quan-
tizer step size and quantizer offset is on the signal statistics.
Q10 2Q1-Q1-2Q1
pB(b)
b
Q10 2Q1-Q1-2Q1
pA(a)
a
Figure 3.8: Signal statistics in the OL transrater before requantization.
Fast pixel-domain transrater (FP transrater) The FP transrater recon-
structs the residual signal in the pixel domain. A closed-loop correction is per-
formed in order to compensate for the requantization drift. This requires intra
prediction and motion-compensated prediction. The complexity is increased
compared to OL transrater; however, the drift propagation is restrained. Be-
sides the requantization noise, small errors are found which come from non-
linear operations in the coding tools. The FP transrater is depicted in Fig-
ure 3.9.
Again, the statistics of the signal just before requantization are important
in order to improve the quantization in the transrater. The signal consists of
two components: 1) the residual signal and the correction signal. The residual
signal is equivalent to the signal found for OL transrating. According to Hait
et al. [70], the correction signal for intra coding can be modeled using a γ
distribution. The combined signal is shown in Figure 3.10. This transrating
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Figure 3.9: The FP transrater.
architecture will not be studied in this chapter. An extension of the approach
presented in this chapter could be further investigated.
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Figure 3.10: Signal statistics in the FP transrater before requantization.
Cascaded pixel-domain transrater (CP transrater) The CP transrater con-
sists of a decoder followed by an encoder where the encoding process uses the
mode and motion data from the decoding process. The transrating architecture
is by definition drift-free; however, it requires more resources compared to OL
and FP transrating. Since the video bitstream is decoded and subsequently en-
coded, the input signal to the quantizer of the encoder in the transrater will
have approximately a Laplace distribution. So, a quantizer offset as found in
encoding systems will be appropriate. Therefore, this transrating architecture
is not further investigated in this chapter.
3.4 Requantization analysis
The relatively simple signal statistics for OL transrating allow us to find closed-
form expressions for entropy and distortion. We make a rate-distortion analysis
of the requantization problem and investigate the behavior of the combination
of quantizers in encoder and transrater. The combined quantizer is called the
effective quantizer. Based on properties of the effective quantizer and the pdf
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of the transform coefficients, we derive an efficient method for calculating en-
tropy and distortion of a signal which is quantized twice. Using the theoretical
results, we derive a transrating heuristic which can be used during requantiza-
tion transrating.
3.4.1 Effective quantizer characteristic
The requantization process is a mapping operation which assigns first-step re-
construction levels to second-step quantizer bins. This operation is determined
by characteristics of both quantizers.
In order to understand the combined effect of both quantizers, we apply the
superposition principle to the first-step and second-step quantizer characteris-
tics. The superposition of both quantizer characteristics results in the effective
quantizer characteristic [54]. This corresponds to the quantizer which has to
be applied to the original transform coefficients in order to obtain the same
outcome as the requantization process. The effective quantizer characteris-
tic qeff(x) is depicted in Figure 3.11 for the first-step quantizer (Q1 = 40,
1 = 1/3) and the second-step quantizer (Q2 = 56, 2 = 1/3). The effective
quantizer has the following properties:
• The quantizer characteristic has a non-uniform property since the length
of the quantizer bins correspond to multiples of the quantizer bin of
the first-step quantizer. Apart from exceptional cases, the superposition
of uniform quantizers typically does not result in a uniform quantizer.
This results from the mapping operation in the requantization where one
or more first-step reconstruction levels are mapped to one second-step
quantizer bin.
• The quantizer characteristic has a periodic property with period T . The
period is determined by the quantizer step sizes. The length of the period
can be described as T = βQ1 = αQ2, where the values α and β are
defined as Q1/gcd and Q2/gcd and gcd is the greatest common divisor
of the two quantizer step sizes.
These properties are illustrated in Figure 3.11. The values α = 5 and
β = 7 are computed using gcd = 8 for the first-step quantizer (Q1 = 40,
1 = 1/3) and the second-step quantizer (Q2 = 56, 2 = 1/3). The non-
uniform and periodic properties can be observed in the figure.
The periodic property of the effective quantizer characteristic is an inter-
esting property when analyzing the requantization process. When combining
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Figure 3.11: Effective quantizer characteristic for the superposition of the first-step
quantizer (Q1 = 40, 1 = 1/3) and the second-step quantizer (Q2 = 56, 2 = 1/3).
The length of the period of the effective quantizer is indicated at the bottom of the
figure.
this quantizer property with the memoryless property of the exponentially de-
creasing pdf of the transform coefficients, the requantization analysis can be
simplified.
The memoryless property of a Laplace source can be described as follows:
pE(x) = λe−λx for x ≥ 0. Given the random variable X with exponential
distribution, the pdf ofX− t is equivalent to the pdf ofX for any non-negative
value t. The memoryless property can be expressed as pE(x+t) = pE(x)e−λt.
This property is valid for both sides of the Laplace distribution.
The memoryless property and the periodic property will be used in the
remainder of this section in order to find expressions for entropy H and dis-
tortion D of a double-quantized signal. As a result, only a small part of the
effective quantizer characteristic needs to be investigated.
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3.4.2 Entropy calculation
After the second-step quantization, the entropy of the transform coefficients is
calculated as follows:
H2 = −
+∞∑
i=−∞
P2(iQ2) log2 P2(iQ2). (3.16)
The requantization process assigns first-step reconstruction levels to second-
step quantizer bins. This mapping process results in the following probabili-
ties:
P2(iQ2) =
τi∑
l=σi
P1(lQ1). (3.17)
The group of first-step reconstruction levels that are mapped to the same
second-step quantizer bin are determined by the values τi and σi. For coarser
requantization, i.e., requantization with Q1 < Q2, at least one reconstruction
level falls in each second-step quantizer bin.
Using the symmetry of the quantizers in encoder and transrater (see Equa-
tion (3.14) and Equation (3.15)), the expression for the entropy can be split in
different components as follows:
H2 = H2,0 + 2
+∞∑
i=1
H2,i. (3.18)
The entropy component H2,0 is determined by the coefficients which fall
in the dead-zone after second-step quantization:
H2,0 = −P2(0) log2 P2(0) (3.19)
The probability of these coefficients is described as
P2(0) = P1(0) + 2
η∑
l=1
P1(lQ1). (3.20)
The value η is determined by the number of reconstruction levels of the first-
step quantizer which fall in the dead-zone of the second-step quantizer. The
same condition can be expressed mathematically as a Diophantine inequality:
ηQ1 < (1− 2)Q2 ≤ (η + 1)Q1. The expression for entropy H2,0 is given in
Equation (3.23) using Equation (3.8).
The entropy components H2,i are determined by the probability of the
non-zero quantized transform coefficients after second-step quantization. Due
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to the memoryless property of the Laplace source and the periodic property
of the effective quantizer, the same mapping is found for quantizer intervals
jQ2, (j+α)Q2, (j+ 2α)Q2, . . . for a fixed value j. As a result, the following
substitutions are applied: i = j+ kα for j ∈ {0, . . . , α− 1} and m = n+ kβ
for n ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1} with k ∈ {δ(j), . . . ,+∞}. The function δ(j) repre-
sents the Dirac function which has value 1 for j = 0 and value 0 for j 6= 0.
The expression for the entropy (Equation (3.18)) can be rewritten as
H2 = H2,0 + 2
α−1∑
j=0
H ′2,j . (3.21)
The entropy components H ′2,j describe the entropy as a result of mapping µ
first-step reconstruction levels to one second-step quantizer bin. In our work,
the value µ is restricted to the set {1, 2}. This results from the condition on
the requantization process: Q1 < Q2 < 2Q1. This is an acceptable condition
on the quantizers of encoder and transrater since transrating applications often
demand for small reductions of the bit rate (as described in Section 3.3.3). The
entropy component H ′2,j can be formulated as follows:
H ′2,j = −
+∞∑
k=δ(j)
P2((j + kα)Q2) log2 P2((j + kα)Q2). (3.22)
The evaluation of the previous expression for j 6= 0 and j = 0 results in
two closed-form expressions which are given in Equation (3.24) and Equa-
tion (3.25), respectively.
The proposed rate-distortion model has a limitation on the range of values
for the quantizer offset 2. The model is only valid for the range [0, max),
where max = Q1/Q2. When the quantizer offset 2 exceeds the value max,
the calculation is wrong and a correction is required. This is not a serious
problem since the value max falls in the range [0.5, 1] when Q2 < 2Q1. The
problem results from the fact that a reconstruction level of the first-step quan-
tizer is excluded from the calculations.
This is illustrated in Figure 3.12 for the first-step quantizer Q1 = 40 with
1 = 1/3 and the second-step quantizer Q2 = 56 with 2 = 2/3 or 2 = 4/5.
In this example, we consider what happens with the first-step reconstruction
level r1,6 when increasing the quantizer offset 2. For 2 < max the recon-
struction level is assigned to entropy term H4, while for 2 > max the re-
construction level is assigned to entropy term H5. This is an assignment over
the period boundary, so this requires corrections to Equation (3.24) and Equa-
tion (3.25). Because this situation is not encountered in practical solutions, we
only need the expressions for 2 < max.
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H2,0 =− P2(0) log2 P2(0)
=−
((
1− e−λ(1−1)Q1
)
+
(
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
) η∑
l=1
e−λlQ1
)
log2
((
1− e−λ(1−1)Q1
)
+
(
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
) η∑
l=1
e−λlQ1
)
(3.23)
H ′2,0 =−
+∞∑
k=1
P2(kαQ2) log2 P2(kαQ2)
=−
(
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
µ∑
l=0
e−λ(n+l)Q1
e−λβQ1
1− e−λβQ1
×
[
log2
((
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
µ∑
l=0
e−λ(n+l)Q1
)
− λβQ1
(1− e−λβQ1) ln 2
]
(3.24)
H ′2,j =−
+∞∑
k=0
P2((j + kα)Q2) log2 P2((j + kα)Q2)
=−
(
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
µ∑
l=0
e−λ(n+l)Q1
1
1− e−λβQ1
×
[
log2
((
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
µ∑
l=0
e−λ(n+l)Q1
)
− λβQ1e
−λβQ1
(1− e−λβQ1) ln 2
]
(3.25)
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3.4.3 Distortion calculation
After the second-step quantization, the distortion of the transform coefficients
is calculated as follows:
D2 =
+∞∑
i=−∞
∫ Ui
Li
pl(x) (x−mQ2)2 dx, (3.26)
where the values Li and Ui are the lower and upper bounds of a particular first-
step quantizer bin and the value mQ2 is the second-step reconstruction level.
The magnitude-error criterion |x− xˆ| is used where x is the original symbol
and xˆ is the output symbol after requantization.
Using the symmetry of the quantizers in encoder and transrater (see Equa-
tion (3.14) and Equation (3.15)), the expression for the distortion can be split
in different components as follows:
D2 = D2,0 + 2
+∞∑
i=1
D2,i. (3.27)
The distortion component D2,0 represents the distortion of the transform
coefficients which are quantized to the value zero by the first-step quantizer.
This distortion component is defined as
D2,0 =
∫ (1−1)Q1
(−1+1)Q1
λ
2
e−λ|x|x2dx = 2
∫ (1−1)Q1
0
λ
2
e−λxx2dx
=
2
λ2
− e−λ(1−1)Q1
(
(1− 1)2Q21 +
2(1− 1)Q1
λ
+
2
λ2
)
. (3.28)
The distortion components D2,i represent the distortion of the non-zero
transform coefficients after first-step quantization. Due to the memoryless
property of the Laplace source and the periodic property of the effective quan-
tizer, we apply the substitutions i = j + kβ for j ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1} and
m = n + kα for n ∈ {0, . . . , α− 1}. The expression for distortion (Equa-
tion (3.27)) can be rewritten as
D2 = D2,0 + 2
β−1∑
j=0
D′2,j . (3.29)
The distortion component D′2,j can be formulated as follows:
D′2,j =
+∞∑
k=δ(j)
∫ (j+kβ+1−1)Q1
(j+kβ−1)Q1
λ
2
e−λx (x− (n+ kα)Q2)2 dx. (3.30)
Evaluation of this expression, for both j 6= 0 and j = 0, are given in Equa-
tion (3.31) and Equation (3.32), respectively.
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D′2,0 =
+∞∑
k=1
∫ (kβ+1−1)Q1
(kβ−1)Q1
λ
2
e−λx (x− (n+ kα)Q2)2 dx
=
e−λβQ1
1− e−λβQ1
[
eλ1Q1
(
(−1Q1 − nQ2)2
2
+
(−1Q1 − nQ2)
λ
+
1
λ2
)
− e−λ(1−1)Q1
(
((1− 1)Q1 − nQ2)2
2
+
((1− 1)Q1 − nQ2)
λ
+
1
λ2
)]
(3.31)
D′2,j =
+∞∑
k=0
∫ (j+kβ+1−1)Q1
(j+kβ−1)Q1
λ
2
e−λx (x− (n+ kα)Q2)2 dx
=
1
1− e−λβQ1
[
e−λ(j−1)Q1
(
((j − 1)Q1 − nQ2)2
2
+
((j − 1)Q1 − nQ2)
λ
+
1
λ2
)
− e−λ(j+1−1)Q1
(
((j + 1− 1)Q1 − nQ2)2
2
+
((j + 1− 1)Q1 − nQ2)
λ
+
1
λ2
)]
(3.32)
3.4.4 Rate-distortion analysis
The objective of the rate-distortion analysis is to allow us to choose optimal
parameters Q2 and 2 in rate-distortion sense. Using the expressions for en-
tropy and distortion, we plot several rate-distortion graphs for different con-
figurations. The transform coefficients are modeled with Laplace parameter
λ = 0.01. We refer to Section 3.5.2 for more information about how to deter-
mine an appropriate value for this parameter.
The first-step quantization is performed with quantizer step sizes Q1 ∈
{10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500} and a fixed quantizer offset 1 = 1/3. The quan-
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tizer step sizes are in accordance with the range of quantizers available in the
H.264/AVC coding standard. We refer to Appendix B for more information
about the range of quantizers in H.264/AVC and the mapping between the
quantization parameter and the quantization step size. Most multimedia appli-
cations use quantization parameters in the range from 28 to 40, or equivalently,
quantizer step sizes in the range from 16 to 64. The optimal quantizer offset
for a Laplace source depends on the Laplace parameter λ and the design of
the quantizer and the entropy coder. An algorithm for calculating the optimal
control parameters for the quantizer is proposed for several generalized Gaus-
sian distributions in [66]. In this work, the quantizer offset has a fixed value
1 = 1/3. The H.264/AVC reference software provides flexibility regard-
ing the quantizer offset. The quantizer offsets change based on the prediction
mechanism of the macroblock and the position of the transform coefficient in
the residual block. The default values for the quantizer offsets are approxi-
mately 1/3 or 1/6.
The second-step quantization is performed with quantizer step size Q2 =
Q1 + g∆Q where ∆Q = Q1/10 and g ∈ N0. The quantizer offset 2 can
take values from the range [0, max), where the value max depends on the
quantizers in encoder and transrater. We refer to the last part of Section 3.4.2
for more information about the range of values for the quantizer offset 2.
Rate-distortion results The rate-distortion results are presented in Fig-
ure 3.13 for fine quantization in the encoder, Figure 3.14 for medium quan-
tization in the encoder, and Figure 3.15 for coarse quantization in the en-
coder. Each curve in the rate-distortion graph represents requantization with
one second-step quantizer step size. The rate-distortion points are obtained by
changing the quantizer offset with a fixed quantizer step size. We connect the
rate-distortion points for clarity. The number of points depends on the quan-
tizer step sizes used for encoding and transrating. In contrast to encoding, a
range of quantizer offsets may generate one rate-distortion point. This results
from the fact that the distribution of the input signal of the transrater is not
continuous. The distribution of the input signal is modeled using a pmf instead
of a pdf as elaborated on in Section 3.3.4. Therefore, each transrating opera-
tion which leads to the same mapping operation in the transrater has the same
entropy H and distortion D.
Model verification We validate the proposed rate-distortion model in
Matlab. We generate an array with samples which result from a Laplace
source. We apply the first-step quantizer with quantizer steps size Q1 and
quantizer offset 1 and successively apply the second-step quantizer with
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Figure 3.13: Theoretical rate-distortion results for fine quantization in the encoder.
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Figure 3.14: Theoretical rate-distortion results for medium quantization in the en-
coder.
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Figure 3.15: Theoretical rate-distortion results for coarse quantization in the encoder.
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quantizer step size Q2 and quantizer offset 2. We show the rate-distortion
results in Figure 3.16.
Convex hull The theoretical model allows us to improve the requantization.
In order to find a good solution for requantization, we need to operate on the
convex hull. The convex hull corresponds with the set of optimal rate-distortion
points [31] [24]. The rate-distortion points which lie above the convex hull,
and hence are not optimal, should not be considered for requantization. As
we can see from the theoretical model, the convex hull covers other points
for different configurations. Since the Laplace parameter λ and the first-step
quantizer have a major impact on the rate-distortion results, we distinguish two
cases: low λQ1 product and high λQ1 product. These cases are discussed in
the remainder of this section.
Low λQ1 product For fine quantization in the encoder, the pmf of the sig-
nal consists of many small probability peaks which decrease slowly for higher
reconstruction levels. This signal has high entropy and low distortion and the
pmf is presented in Figure 3.17(a). A big number of probability peaks and
the freedom in the design of the second-step quantizer allow for a broad range
of target bit rates to be achieved. Results are shown in Figure 3.13 for the
first-step quantizers Q1 = 10 and Q1 = 20, respectively. This typically corre-
sponds with fine quantization in the encoder (i.e., high-quality video coding).
The convex hull consists of the rate-distortion points generated with increasing
second-step quantizer step size Q2 and a fixed second-step quantizer offset.
High λQ1 product For coarse quantization in the encoder, the pmf of the
signal consists of a small number of peaks of significant probability. This re-
sults from the fast decay of the probability for higher reconstruction levels.
This signal has low entropy and high distortion and the pmf is presented in
Figure 3.17(b). The number of mapping operations in the transrater is lim-
ited. Only a few reconstruction levels will have a noticeable impact on the
requantization. The probability peaks associated with higher reconstruction
levels have almost no impact on the entropy and distortion of the requantized
signal. When we ignore the higher reconstruction levels, only a small num-
ber of mapping operations is possible. Results are shown in Figure 3.15 for
the first-step quantizers Q1 = 200 and Q1 = 500, respectively. The convex
hull consists of the rate-distortion points generated with second-step quantizer
step size Q2 = Q1 + 1 and decreasing second-step quantizer offset 2. Fur-
ther increasing the quantization can be realized by increasing ∆Q with a fixed
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Figure 3.16: Verification of theoretical results with Matlab.
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Figure 3.17: Probability mass function of quantized Laplace source (λ = 0.01).
Transrating heuristic Based on the rate-distortion analysis we propose the
following heuristic for transrating. For coarse quantization in the encoder, a
good solution consists of first decreasing the quantizer offset 2 with fixed
quantizer step size Q2. When we reach 2 = 0 and higher bit rate reductions
are required, the quantizer step size Q2 can be increased with a fixed quantizer
offset 2 = 0. The classical approach with variable quantizer step size Q2 and
fixed quantizer offset 2 = 1/3 is used as reference.
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3.5 H.264/AVC requantization transrating
In order to verify the heuristic derived from the theoretical rate-distortion
model, the heuristic is implemented in an H.264/AVC transrater. The remain-
der of this section describes the experimental setup and the rate-distortion re-
sults for H.264/AVC requantization.
3.5.1 Experimental setup
In order to evaluate the performance of requantization, we selected sequences
with varying characteristics: Foreman, Paris, and Stefan sequences (CIF reso-
lution, 30 fps). The video sequences are coded using the H.264/AVC reference
software (Joint Model version 15.1). The default coding tools are used: five
reference pictures, CABAC entropy coding [39], and rate-distortion optimiza-
tion (RDO) [46].
The encoder was configured to use Main Profile, with IBBP coding struc-
ture with GOP length of 15 pictures. Each picture corresponds to a single slice
which is coded with a fixed QP1 and 1 value. The sequences are coded with
QPI values (for I slices) 22, 27, and 32, QPP = QPI + 1 values (for P slices),
andQPB = QPI+2 values (for B slices). These correspond to the values used
in the VCEG common test conditions [47]. In the remainder of this section,
we only mention the QP value for the I slices.
The encoder enables explicit quantizer offset support [71–73]. Both the
quantizer step size and the quantizer offset can vary. The quantizer offsets
change based on the prediction mechanism of the macroblock and the position
of the transform coefficient in the residual block. Both 4 × 4 or 8 × 8 blocks
are supported in the H.264/AVC specification. When no quantizer offsets are
given, default values are selected.
Based on our work [40, 74], a mixed architecture was chosen for
H.264/AVC requantization transrating. The mixed architecture has good vi-
sual results and acceptable complexity. This transrating architecture applies
decoding and re-encoding to the I pictures, spatial and temporal compensation
to the P pictures, and open-loop transrating to the B pictures. In the architec-
ture, we employ our heuristic in order to improve the transrating of B pictures.
3.5.2 Transform coefficient distribution
In order to quantify typical residual data for B pictures in H.264/AVC, we
performed some statistical measurements. In order to measure the statistics
of the transform coefficients, we need to correct the outcome of the transform
function in the encoder. The transform function only incorporates the kernel
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transform while the post-scaling operation is postponed to the quantization. In
order to have the transform coefficients at our disposal, a position-dependent
multiplication is required with factors 1/4, 1/10, and 1/2
√
10. These factors
are used for the 4× 4 transform, the factors for the 8× 8 transform are derived
the same way. We refer the reader to Appendix B for more information about
the multiplication factors and the intertwined transform and quantization.
The Laplace parameter can be computed using different methods. A first
method computes the variance σ2 of the transform coefficients [75]. The
Laplace parameter is found using the well-known relation: λ =
√
2/σ. A
second method could be the maximum likelihood estimation for the Laplace
parameter [76]. We select the variance-based method in order to find a typical
value for the Laplace parameter. We excluded data from Intra and Skip mac-
roblocks from the results. From these measurements it is clear that a Laplace
parameter λ = 0.01 is an appropriate choice.
3.5.3 Transrating results for variable quantizer offset
The rate-distortion results for requantization transrating with fixed and variable
quantizer offset are shown in Figure 3.18 (Foreman sequence), Figure 3.19
(Paris sequence), and Figure 3.20 (Stefan sequence). These results present
the achievable rate-distortion points for requantization transrating of the first
B picture for different first-step quantizers.
The rate-distortion graphs show two curves: one curve represents requan-
tization with a fixed quantizer offset (2 = 1/3) and one curve represents re-
quantization with a variable quantizer offset. The ∆QP value ranges from 1 to
5 and the quantizer offset 2 is in the range [0, max). The results for the vari-
able quantization offset are generated using the transrating heuristic described
in the previous section.
For fixed quantizer offset 2, a gap in the bit budget is found when ∆QP
increases from 3 to 4. For variable quantizer offset 2, a gap in the bit budget is
found when the quantizer offset 2 is decreased to the value 0. This results from
the small transform coefficients in the video bitstream. These small transform
coefficients have value −1 or +1 and disappear due to requantization.
From the rate-distortion results, it is clear that both approaches can achieve
the same bit budget. However, the visual quality is improved when we allow
some flexibility regarding the quantizer offset 2. When the transrating heuris-
tic is used, gains are found for all experiments. The gains are smaller when the
quantizer in the encoder becomes finer. This follows from the discussion given
in Section 3.4.4.
The maximum gain is found when the following two rate-distortion points
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Figure 3.18: Rate-distortion results for open-loop requantization of B pictures for the
Foreman sequence. The notation for the labels in the figures is (Q2, 2).
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Figure 3.19: Rate-distortion results for open-loop requantization of B pictures for the
Paris sequence. The notation for the labels in the figures is (Q2, 2).
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Figure 3.20: Rate-distortion results for open-loop requantization of B pictures for the
Stefan sequence. The notation for the labels in the figures is (Q2, 2).
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are compared: 1) fixed quantization offset with ∆QP = 4 and 2 = 1/3 and
2) variable quantization offset with ∆QP = 1 and 2 = 0. The maximum gain
is about 1 to 2 dB for all experiments. The maximum gain increases for low-
quality video coding (coarser quantization, higher QP values) and decreases
for high-quality video coding (finer quantization, lower QP values). This also
corresponds with the findings from Section 3.4.4.
3.6 Conclusions and original contributions
In this chapter, we derive a transrating heuristic based on theoretical rate-
distortion results of the Laplace source which is quantized twice. In order
to simplify the calculations for entropy and distortion, we provide a solution
based on the characteristics of the Laplace source and the effective quantizer.
The effective quantizer is derived as the superposition of the quantizers in en-
coder and transrater and generates the same output as successively applying
these quantizers. The memoryless property from the Laplace source is com-
bined with the periodic property of the effective quantizer in order to derive
expressions for entropy and distortion. The transrating heuristic is derived
from the theoretical results for different quantization and requantization. We
found that increasing the quantizer step size with fixed quantizer offset is a
good solution for fine quantization in the encoder. When the quantization in
the encoder is coarse, a better solution consists of decreasing the quantizer off-
set with fixed quantizer step size. The transrating heuristic was implemented
in transrating software for H.264/AVC and is applied to open-loop transrating
of B pictures. We found gains in visual quality (more than 1 dB for certain
configurations) compared to transrating with fixed quantizer step size.
The work that was presented in this chapter can also be found in the fol-
lowing publications:
• Stijn Notebaert, Jan De Cock, Kenneth Vermeirsch, Peter Lambert, and
Rik Van de Walle. Quantizer offset selection for improved requantiza-
tion transcoding. Submitted to Elsevier, Signal Processing: Image Com-
munication.
• Stijn Notebaert, Jan De Cock, Kenneth Vermeirsch, Peter Lambert, and
Rik Van de Walle. Leveraging the quantization offset for improved re-
quantization transcoding of H.264/AVC video. In Proceedings of the
Picture Coding Symposium (PCS), Chicago, IL, USA, May 2009.
Chapter 4
Mixed architectures for
H.264/AVC requantization
4.1 Rationale and related work
Requantization transrating is often used in order to meet the bit rate constraints
imposed by network or client. The requantization transrater applies a coarser
quantizer in order to reduce the amount of residual data. One of the main is-
sues for requantization transrating is what transrating architecture should be
used. The transrating architecture has a major impact on the complexity of the
transrating solution and the quality of the transrated video bitstreams. The se-
lection of a transrating architecture should be done consciously. In this chapter,
different transrating architectures are compared and evaluated in the context of
H.264/AVC.
In the past, various transrating architectures have been presented which ap-
ply one transrating technique to all pictures in the video bitstream. Two trans-
rating techniques were considered: the open-loop transrater and the cascaded
decoder-encoder. Sun et al. evaluated transrating architectures that reduce
the bit rate of MPEG video bitstreams [25]. They investigated two open-loop
architectures and two cascaded decoder-encoder architectures. The authors
presented two open-loop transrating architectures, one architecture discards
high-frequency transform coefficients, the other architecture requantizes the
residual data with a coarser quantizer. These low-complexity architectures do
not have a decoding and encoding loop nor a reference picture buffer. The
visual quality tends to degrade from picture to picture until an I picture is
reached. The degradation results from temporal drift which is introduced by
the motion-compensated prediction. The authors also investigated two cas-
caded decoder-encoder architectures, one architecture keeps the coding de-
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cisions of the incoming video bitstream, the other architecture evaluates all
coding modes again. These architectures maintain two prediction loops (i.e.,
a decoding loop and an encoding loop) and require more computational and
memory resources; however, the transcoded video bitstreams have good visual
quality.
The first approach towards a low-complexity technique that avoids the tem-
poral drift was proposed by Morisson et al. [77]. The solution is developed
for video bitstreams that are generated with a predictive algorithm, such as
motion-compensated prediction. The distortion introduced by the requantiza-
tion is calculated and a correction signal is included in the video bitstream.
The correction signal restrains the temporal drift which results from the refer-
ence mismatch due to the predictive coding. However, the calculation of the
requantization distortion and the generation of the correction signal requires
more processing.
Assunc¸a˜o et al. provided an in-depth description of the transrating tech-
nique that restrain the temporal drift [78]. The authors focused on transrating
of MPEG-2 Video bitstreams and started from the cascade of decoder and en-
coder and merged the prediction loops. They provided a description of the
transrating architecture which shows that the low-complexity technique adds
the correction signal required in order to restrain the temporal drift. The visual
quality and the bit rate are similar to single coding at the reduced bit rate, the
maximum overhead in bit rate is about 5% and the difference in PSNR is less
than 1 dB.
Keesman et al. analyzed two important problems involved in the use of a
transrater in the transmission chain [11]: the transrater complexity and the tran-
srater performance. When the incoming and outgoing picture types are equal,
the prediction information can be copied from incoming to outgoing video bit-
stream which results in a reduction of the computational complexity. Further
reducing the complexity of the transrater can be achieved by considering mo-
tion compensation as a linear operator. As a result, the decoding and encoding
loop in the transrater can be replaced by only one prediction loop which oper-
ates on requantization differences instead of reconstructed pixel values.
A drift-free transrater for reducing the bit rate of MPEG-2 Video bitstreams
was proposed by Assunc¸a˜o et al. [12]. The transrating architecture fully op-
erates in the transform domain. As a result, motion-compensated prediction
needs to be implemented in the transform domain. The computational com-
plexity of the approach can be reduced by 81% when approximations are used.
In addition, Lagrange optimization is used for the bit allocation in the tran-
srater. This results in better visual quality compared to direct encoding at the
target bit rate with non-optimized MPEG-2 Video software.
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Since the market makes the shift from MPEG-2 Video to H.264/AVC as
coding format for various multimedia applications, the producers of equip-
ment for generation, transmission, and consumption have to focus more on
H.264/AVC technology. One of the main reasons of the switch is the improved
coding efficiency attainable by the H.264/AVC video coding standard [5,6,46].
As a consequence, intelligent solutions are required in order to efficiently pro-
cess H.264/AVC bitstreams, in particular transrating.
Lefol et al. presented an approach for transrating of H.264/AVC video bit-
streams [29]. The authors combine different techniques for requantization in a
mixed architecture which selects a requantization technique based on the pic-
ture type. The cascade of decoder and encoder is used for the I pictures, while
transrating with temporal compensation is used for the P and B pictures. Al-
though the proposed architecture results in acceptable visual quality, a PSNR
gap of about 3 to 4 dB was found compared to the cascaded decoder-encoder.
They found that the properties of the video bitstream, in particular the number
of I macroblocks in P and B pictures, have a major impact on the visual quality,
but they do not propose any solution for this problem.
In this chapter, the transrating problem of H.264/AVC video bitstreams is
studied. Three basic architectures with their strengths and weaknesses are pre-
sented in the context of H.264/AVC. These basic transrating architectures re-
tain the coding decisions from the incoming video bitstream in order to restrict
the computational complexity of the transrating solution. These architectures
are the open-loop transrater, the transrater with spatial/temporal compensation,
and the cascaded decoder-encoder.
Applications require both fast transrating and good visual quality. We
found that none of the basic architectures can meet these requirements. The
open-loop transrater has low computational complexity and memory require-
ments. However, severe drift is introduced due to the spatial and temporal de-
pendencies in the video bitstream. The transrater with compensation has one
prediction loop. This transrater improves the visual quality of the transrated
video but requires more memory capacity and processing power. The cas-
caded decoder-encoder is the only drift-free architecture in this comparison.
This transrating architecture, however, requires significantly more resources
(both processing power and memory capacity) due to two prediction loops.
Since all three basic architectures lack either fast transrating and good visual
quality, a mixture of basic architectures is more appropriate.
Mixed transrating architectures are presented in this chapter which intel-
ligently combine different transrating techniques based on the picture/mac-
roblock type. The mixed transrating architectures decode and encode the I
pictures, while the P and B pictures are transrated using open-loop requanti-
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zation or compensation techniques. Applying spatial compensation in motion-
compensated pictures highly reduces the visual artifacts and therefore results
in acceptable video bitstreams with reduced bit rate. Adding temporal com-
pensation in motion-compensated pictures further improves the visual quality,
albeit to a smaller extent, but also increases the computational complexity and
memory requirements of the transrating architecture.
The main focus of this chapter is on mixed architectures for transrating.
The mixed architectures were developed in the context of a project with the
Service Provider Video Technology group of Cisco (formerly Scientific At-
lanta). An extensive discussion of compensation techniques is found in the
dissertation of Jan De Cock [79].
The chapter is organized as follows. The basic architectures are discussed
in context of H.264/AVC transrating in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, we present
four mixed architectures for H.264/AVC requantization transrating. We dis-
cuss the transrating methods for different picture types, in particular the com-
pensation methods for reducing drift propagation. Finally, Section 4.4 provides
a performance analysis and Section 4.5 concludes this chapter.
4.2 Basic transrating architectures
In the literature, different architectures for transrating have been presented
which can be classified according to their computational complexity. We dis-
cuss three basic transrating architectures which retain the coding decisions of
the incoming video bitstream. The classification of the basic transrating archi-
tectures is given in Figure 4.1.
increasing 
computational
complexity
CP transrater
- CP for I, P, and B
FP transrater
- FP for I, P, and B
OL transrater
- OL for I, P, and B
full decoding 
and re-encoding
Figure 4.1: Transrating architecture classification: basic transrating architectures.
The open-loop (OL) transrater is the transrating solution with the least
computational and memory requirements. This type of transrater parses the
original video bitstream, changes the characteristics without taking into ac-
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count potential dependencies, and finally writes out the modified video bit-
stream.
In order to improve the visual quality of the transrated video bitstreams,
spatial/temporal compensation techniques can be applied. These techniques
compensate for the requantization error made in the reference blocks. This
type of transrater is referred to as the fast pixel-domain (FP) transrater.
The cascaded pixel-domain (CP) transrater consists of the cascade of de-
coder and encoder. The coding decisions of the incoming video bitstream can
be copied to the outgoing video bitstream. This results in a significant reduc-
tion of the computational complexity. The transrating process is drift-free due
to the double-loop character of the transrating architecture.
In this section, the three basic architectures for transrating are discussed in
the context of H.264/AVC.
4.2.1 Open-loop transrater (OL transrater)
The OL transrating architecture is the requantization transrating architecture
with the least computational complexity and memory requirements. The
coding decisions remain unchanged for both intra-predicted and motion-
compensated macroblocks, since coding parameters from the incoming video
bitstream are passed on to the outgoing video bitstream. The different steps in
the OL transrating architecture are as follows. First, CAVLC or CABAC en-
tropy decoding is applied to the residual data. Using the original quantization
parameter QP1 the residual data is inverse quantized and inverse transformed.
Next, the difference values are transformed and requantized using the new
quantization parameter QP2. Finally, the residual coefficients are CAVLC or
CABAC entropy coded in order to obtain the new video bitstream at the target
bit rate. The pixel-domain OL transrater is shown in Figure 4.2.
mode data, motion data
T-1Q1-1
entropy 
decoding T Q2
entropy 
coding
Figure 4.2: Pixel-domain open-loop transrater.
One can see that the inverse and forward transforms can be combined as
a result of orthogonality. This way, the pixel-domain OL transrater is con-
verted to a transform-domain OL transrater. This transrating solution further
reduces the required amount of processing power. The transform used in the
H.264/AVC specification is non-unitary and the normalization and the quan-
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tization are intertwined. As a result, special care has to be taken regarding
the multiplication factors in the requantization. This results in adjusted mul-
tiplication factors in the requantization [29], which is indicated by an accent
in Figure 4.3. More information about the transform and the quantization in
H.264/AVC is given in Appendix B.
mode data, motion data
Q1-1
entropy 
decoding Q2'
entropy 
coding
Figure 4.3: Transform-domain open-loop transrater.
The H.264/AVC specification provides two entropy coding schemes:
CAVLC and CABAC. CAVLC entropy coding has low complexity and is sup-
ported by all profiles of the specification. CABAC entropy coding results in
additional coding gain and is only supported in some profiles of the specifica-
tion. According to Marpe et al. [39], average bit rate savings of 9% to 14%
can be achieved for a set of video sequences representing typical material in
broadcast applications and for a range of acceptable video quality of about 30
to 38 dB. The entropy coding can be different for the incoming and the out-
going video bitstreams. The selection of another entropy coding scheme has
only impact on the coding efficiency and the entropy coding complexity. Other
components of the transrating solution will not be affected by the entropy cod-
ing process.
The requantization process will reduce the amount of residual data in order
to decrease the number of bits needed for entropy coding. The requantization
process may convert blocks with less residual data to blocks with only zero
coefficients. When all 4×4 blocks of a macroblock contain zeros and the
motion vector difference is zero, the macroblock will be efficiently signaled as
P Skip or B Skip macroblock [80]. In this case, the transrating process converts
the macroblock type.
In the video bitstream, besides the requantized residual data, two syntax
elements should be updated before entropy coding. The change in QP needs
to be signaled at the slice and/or macroblock level by changing the syntax
elements slice qp delta and mb qp delta. All other syntax elements remain
unchanged. When the ∆QP = QP2 −QP1 is kept fixed throughout the slice,
changing mb qp delta is only necessary for avoiding overflow and underflow
of the QP value. The QP values must be in the range [0, 51] according to the
H.264/AVC specification [5].
An important disadvantage of the OL transrater is encoder-decoder mis-
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match, resulting in degraded visual quality of the transrated video bitstreams.
The reference pixel values are changed due to the requantization process; how-
ever, no action is taken in order to compensate for the changes in the reference.
The requantization process introduces errors in the pictures, denoted as re-
quantization drift, which propagate both spatially and temporally according to
the dependencies in the video bitstream.
The OL transrater severely reduces the visual quality, primarily as a con-
sequence of spatial error propagation, caused by intra prediction. This can be
seen from the transrated I picture shown in Figure 4.4. In most cases, the visual
quality of transrated I pictures is unacceptable due to spatial drift propagation
and accumulation. Since these pictures are used as reference for subsequent
P and B pictures, the visual quality of I pictures should be as good as possi-
ble. From this observation, we can conclude that OL transrating for I pictures
should be avoided.
The OL transrating solution is the de facto approach for MPEG-2 Video
transrating. This transrating approach has low complexity and results in good
visual quality for typical coding settings. Spatial drift is not found since the
intra-coded blocks does not apply spatial prediction. Temporal drift is found
due to motion-compensated prediction; however, the temporal drift is canceled
out when the next GOP starts.
4.2.2 Fast pixel-domain transrater (FP transrater)
The OL transrater has low complexity; however, spatial and temporal drift is
found. In order to restrain the drift, we calculate the requantization error and
use this error for compensation. This, however, introduces one prediction loop
which increases the complexity. The same technique was presented for rate
shaping in Chapter 2.
We start from the cascade of decoder and encoder. This architecture is
drift-free due to the double-loop character. The mode and motion data are
copied from the incoming to the outgoing bitstream. This leads to a significant
complexity reduction. Firstly, the memory requirements are reduced since the
picture reordering is canceled out. Secondly, reuse of mode and motion data
leads to a significant reduction of the complexity since no resources are spent
for calculating the new mode and motion data. We collapse the prediction
loops together. This way, we calculate and store the requantization error. Af-
terwards, the requantization error is used to compensate for the requantization
error in depending blocks. This leads to the FP transrater with pixel-domain
compensation shown in Figure 4.5.
A first simplification can be realized by moving the forward and inverse
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(a) Before OL transrating.
(b) After OL transrating (∆QP = 4, Y-PSNR = 24.09 dB).
(c) Difference values (mid-level gray = no difference).
Figure 4.4: Visual results for the 197th picture of the Shuttlestart sequence (HD 720p,
60 fps, QPI = 27, I picture).
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Figure 4.5: Fast pixel-domain transrater (calculation of the requantization error and
compensation in the pixel-domain).
transform operations [11]. This way, the compensation is added in the trans-
form domain. A disadvantage of this architecture is that an error is introduced
due to less accuracy in the difference value. This yields the FP transrater with
transform-domain compensation shown in Figure 4.6.
A second simplification can be realized by removing the forward and in-
verse transform operations [12]. This way, the compensation is generated and
added in the transform domain. This requires a transform-domain equivalent
of intra prediction and motion-compensated prediction. We already mentioned
that adding the compensation in the transform domain results in small rounding
errors since the difference values are calculated in the transform domain. Addi-
tionally, there will be an error due to intra prediction and motion-compensated
prediction in the transform domain. This results from the fact that an equiv-
alent operation in the transform domain will results in small rounding errors.
This yields the FP transrater with transform-domain compensation shown in
Figure 4.7.
There are still a number of complex operations in this transrating architec-
ture which have an important impact on the transrating speed of the architec-
ture:
• Intra prediction: The intra prediction in the H.264/AVC video coding
standard provides directional prediction (nine prediction modes for In-
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Figure 4.6: Fast pixel-domain transrater (calculation of the requantization error in the
pixel domain and compensation in the transform domain).
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Figure 4.7: Fast pixel-domain transrater (calculation of the requantization error and
compensation in the transform domain).
tra 4x4, nine prediction modes for Intra 8x8, and four prediction modes
for Intra 16x16). The intra prediction is performed using the intra pre-
diction mode of the incoming video bitstream. Besides the intra pre-
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interlaced frame coded as two fields
interlaced frame coded as field and frame macroblock pairs
(a) Field mode: an interlaced frame coded as two separate coded fields.
interlaced frame coded as two fields
interlaced frame coded as field and frame macroblock pairs
(b) Frame mode: an interlaced frame coded as field and frame macroblock pairs.
Figure 4.8: Support for interlaced coding in the H.264/AVC video coding standard.
diction itself, the selection of the appropriate reconstructed pixel values
needs to be done.
• Motion-compensated prediction: The motion-compensated prediction
in the H.264/AVC video coding standard defines variable block-size mo-
tion compensation with multiple reference pictures and quarter-pixel
motion vector accuracy [81]. The motion-compensated prediction is per-
formed using the motion vectors and the reference picture indices of the
incoming video bitstream. Besides the motion-compensated prediction
itself, the reference pixel values should be fetched from memory.
• Support for interlaced coding: The H.264/AVC video coding standard
allows different coding modes for interlaced content. A frame can be
coded either as two separate coded fields (field mode, see Figure 4.8(a))
belonging to two different NAL units or the two fields may be coded
together as a frame (frame mode, see Figure 4.8(b)) inside a single net-
work abstraction layer (NAL) unit. In addition, in frame mode, pairs
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of vertical macroblocks can be either coded as field macroblocks (mac-
roblocks containing samples from a single field) or frame macroblocks
(macroblocks containing interleaved samples from the two fields). It is
possible to switch between these different modes, at picture level (pic-
ture adaptive frame/field - PAFF) and, when frame mode is used, at mac-
roblock level (macroblock adaptive frame/field - MBAFF).
• Motion vector derivation: The H.264/AVC video coding standard pro-
vides an efficient compression technique for motion vectors. The me-
dian of motion vectors of neighboring (sub)macroblock partitions is cal-
culated and the motion vector difference is entropy coded. The skip
modes (P Skip and B Skip) and the direct modes (B Direct 16x16 and
B Direct 8x8) further increase the computational complexity. In order
to find the neighboring (sub)macroblock partitions, some additional pro-
cesses are necessary. These processes are even more complex in the
context of interlaced coding.
• Sub-pixel interpolation: The interpolation process may be required to
perform half-pixel or quarter-pixel interpolation. The interpolation pro-
cess, defined in the H.264/AVC video coding standard [82], uses a 6-tap
filter for half-pixel interpolation and a 2-tap filter for quarter-pixel in-
terpolation. This process is required in both the decoder and encoder
loop.
• Reference picture management: The reference picture management
comprises the reference picture list construction and the reference pic-
ture marking process. The reference picture marking process can be
sliding window or adaptive reference picture marking. In the former
case, a first-in first-out (FIFO) mechanism is used for the short-term
reference pictures. In the latter case, memory management control op-
erations (MMCO) are provided in the video bitstream for marking pic-
tures as long-term reference, as unused for reference etc. The required
memory buffers depend on the number of prediction loops. An archi-
tecture with two prediction loops requires reconstruction at decoder and
encoder side, and therefore this architecture demands the memory ca-
pacity of both a decoder and an encoder.
Advantages of the single-loop nature of the FP transrating architecture are
the limitation of the required buffer sizes and the need for only one intra pre-
diction or motion compensation step, hereby also avoiding the complex de-
blocking process. However, motion vector derivation and quarter-pixel motion
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compensation are still necessary. An important disadvantage is the introduc-
tion of small errors which will result in compensation drift. The compensa-
tion drift is typically smaller compared to the requantization drift. This also
results in small visual artifacts as can be seen from the visual results. The er-
rors are introduced due to non-linear operations in intra prediction and motion
compensation, and due to the absence of clipping operations (elaborated on in
Section 4.3.8).
This architecture allows spatial and temporal compensation to be applied
independently (i.e., spatial compensation is not required in order to apply tem-
poral compensation and vice versa). The only requirement is that the requan-
tization errors should be stored in memory buffers. For spatial compensation
only the requantization errors of the current picture are used, while for tempo-
ral compensation the requantization errors of all reference pictures should be
available. These requantization errors are generally small and tend to increase
when higher ∆QP values are used. This results from the increased distortion
when the QP value grows.
The spatial compensation compensates for the requantization errors in
neighboring blocks since these blocks are used as reference for the intra pre-
diction. The requantization error, which will propagate spatially according to
the intra prediction direction, is rectified by the spatial compensation. Since
intra prediction is a low-complexity method, this compensation technique will
hardly have impact on the total processing time.
The temporal compensation compensates for the requantization errors
which result from requantization of reference pictures. This requires motion
vector derivation (at most two motion vectors for every (sub)macroblock par-
tition) and half-pixel or quarter-pixel interpolation. Therefore temporal com-
pensation will have more impact on the processing time and the memory buffer
requirements.
The FP transrating architecture compensates for requantization errors in
the reference pixel values. No requantization drift is found, however, compen-
sation drift exists due to a number of inaccuracies. This results in small errors
which can propagate according to the dependencies in the video bitstream.
This can be seen from the transrated I picture shown in Figure 4.9.
4.2.3 Cascaded pixel-domain transrater (CP transrater)
The CP transrating architecture consists of the cascade of decoder and encoder.
The transrating process is drift-free as a result of two prediction loops. The
coding decisions of the incoming video bitstream are copied to the outgoing
video bitstream. This results in a significant reduction of the computational
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(a) Before FP transrating.
(b) After FP transrating (∆QP = 4, Y-PSNR = 34.65 dB).
(c) Difference values (mid-level gray = no difference).
Figure 4.9: Visual results for the 197th picture of the Shuttlestart sequence (HD 720p,
60 fps, QPI = 27, I picture).
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complexity.
4.2.3.1 Rate-distortion optimal coding
The coder control decides what part of the picture should be coded using what
method. This is an encoder issue which is typically a complex operation.
The main goal of video coding is to minimize the coding distortion D subject
to a rate constraint RC : min {D} subject to R ≤ RC . In order to simplify
the problem, Lagrange optimization is often used. This way, the constrained
problem is converted to an unconstrained problem: min {D + λR}.
Coder control consists of two operations [46, 83, 84]: rate-constrained motion
estimation and rate-constrained mode decision. The coder control is discussed
in the context of H.264/AVC.
Rate-constrained motion estimation In the first step, motion estimation is
performed by minimizing the following Lagrange functional:
JME(m, λME) = DDFD(s, c,m) + λME ·RMOT (m− p), (4.1)
with m = (mx,my) being the motion vector and p = (px, py) being the
motion vector prediction, s being the original block and c being the motion-
compensated block, λME being the Lagrange multiplier for the motion esti-
mation, DDFD being the distortion of the displaced frame difference (DFD)
and RMOT being the number of bits for coding the motion data.
The distortion cost is defined as follows, with p = 1 for the sum of absolute
differences (SAD) and p = 2 for the sum of squared differences (SSD):
DDFD(s, c,m) =
By∑
y=1
Bx∑
x=1
|s [x, y]− c [x−mx, y −my]|p , (4.2)
with values Bx and By being the vertical and horizontal dimensions of the
partition.
The rate cost only represents the motion data and can easily be computed using
a table lookup.
Rate-constrained mode decision In the second step, the mode decision is
performed by minimizing the following Lagrange functional:
JMD(s, r, v|QP, λMD) = DREC(s, r, v|QP ) + λMD ·RMD(s, r, v|QP ),
(4.3)
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with r being the reconstructed macroblock, v being the macroblock mode,QP
being the quantizer parameter, and λMD being the Lagrange multiplier for the
mode decision. The macroblock mode is chosen from a defined set which
depends on the slice type.
The distortion cost is defined as the SSD calculation between the original block
s and the reconstructed block r:
DREC(s, r, v|QP ) =
16∑
y=1
16∑
x=1
|sY [x, y]− rY [x, y, v|QP ]|2
+
∑
C∈{U,V }
 8∑
y=1
8∑
x=1
|sC [x, y]− rC [x, y, v|QP ]|2
 ,
(4.4)
with sY and rY being the original and reconstructed luminance values, while
sU , sV and rU , rV being the original and reconstructed chrominance values.
The rate cost is the number of bits associated with choosing macroblock mode
v and quantization parameter QP . This also includes the bits for the mac-
roblock header, the motion data, and the residual data.
Lagrange parameters Some experiments have been conducted in order to
determine the optimal values for the λ parameters [46]. From these experi-
ments, the following parameter follows for mode decision:
λMD = 0.85 · 2(QP−12)/3. (4.5)
Additionally, λ parameters for motion estimation are determined as follows:
λME =
√
λMD or λME = λMD, (4.6)
when using SAD or SSD distortion, respectively.
The rate-constrained motion estimation and the rate-constrained mode de-
cision demonstrate that rate-distortion optimal coding is a complex operation.
As a consequence, this operation should be avoided during transrating. In this
case, the mode and motion data of the incoming video bitstream is used which
results in a significant reduction of the complexity. However, this may result
in decreased coding efficiency.
For small bit rate reductions, the mode and motion data of the incoming video
bitstream are still representative. Again calculating the mode and motion data
in the transrater will slightly improve the transrating in rate-distortion sense.
For higher bit rate reductions, new mode and motion data is necessary in order
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to preserve coding efficiency. Many applications only require small reductions
of the bit rate, the mode and motion data can be used for the outgoing video
bitstream without severely affecting the coding efficiency.
4.2.3.2 Deblocking filter
The deblocking filter has to be performed in both decoder and encoder loop
[85]. Since the deblocking filter itself requires much processing power, this
operation will have a noticeable impact on the transrating speed of the archi-
tecture. When it comes to visual quality, the position of the deblocking filter
has a significant impact. Deblocking has to be applied in two places in the ar-
chitecture, both in the decoder as well as in the encoder loop. The position of
the deblocking filter at the decoder side can be an issue for the CP transrating
architecture. If we want to simulate the behavior of the cascade of decoder
and re-encoder, the position of the deblocking filter should be as indicated in
Figure 4.10. In the cascade, the pictures are deblocked before being output.
Then, these pixels are used as a starting point for the encoder. In this way,
however, differences are introduced in the images, even when requantizing
with ∆QP = 0. Another strategy is to position the deblocking filter as in
Figure 4.11, where no changes are introduced when ∆QP = 0 is applied.
For OL and FP transrating, a macroblock-based data flow model can be
used. Due to the introduction of the deblocking filter, however, this is no
longer possible for the CP transrating architecture in Figure 4.10. Deblock-
ing of a macroblock affects all the pixels in one macroblock, as well as the
right two columns of pixels of the macroblock to the left (when available),
and the bottom two rows of pixels of the top macroblock (when available). A
dataflow model could be used that transrates macroblocks with a delay of one
macroblock row. For the sake of elegance of implementation and symmetry,
however, a picture-based dataflow model was used. When the CP transrating
architecture in Figure 4.11 is used, this restriction no longer applies, and a
macroblock-based data flow model is again possible. Since non-deblocked
pixels are used as a reference for encoding, it is no longer necessary to wait for
deblocking of the macroblock to the right or to the bottom to allow encoding.
4.3 Mixed transrating architectures
In practical applications, the OL and FP transrating architectures will result in
degraded quality when applied to H.264/AVC video bitstreams, even though
for prior video coding standards (such as MPEG-2 Video) the output quality
remained close to that of drift-free transrating with the CP transrating architec-
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ture [11]. Still, this finding does not eliminate the applicability of the underly-
ing techniques used in these architectures. While for intra prediction, both OL
and FP transrating result in spatial drift propagation, requantization and com-
pensation errors will only slowly propagate throughout the video sequence for
motion-compensated prediction.
For this reason, it becomes clear that mixed architectures, which apply dif-
ferent transrating techniques depending on the picture/macroblock type, can
pose a low-complexity alternative to the CP transrating architecture, while
keeping quality loss limited. In this way, the benefits of the different transrater
techniques can be exploited to the fullest.
The technique of combining different methods is often used in hetero-
geneous transcoding in order to enable a compensation technique. This re-
sults in a transcoding solution which is complexity scalable and has an adap-
tive method for drift error control. Shen et al. proposed an architecture for
transcoding from MPEG-2 Video to Windows Media Video (WMV) [86]. On
top of the format conversion, a reduction of the bit rate or a reduction of the
spatial resolution is performed. Both Qian et al. [19] and Tang et al. [20]
proposed an architecture for transcoding from MPEG-2 Video to H.264/AVC.
They consider the drift error due to requantization and the mismatch in motion
compensation and propose a transform-domain solution for transcoding.
4.3.1 Transrating rules
Different architectures can be constructed as a combination of the three basic
techniques. A number of rules can be formulated in order to derive mixed
architectures that reduce computational complexity and memory requirements
but nonetheless result in high-quality transrated video bitstreams:
Rule 1: In order to obtain reliable reference pictures, I pictures should
preferably be transrated using the CP transrating architecture. In this way no
spatial drift is introduced and all dependent pictures can use the drift-free I
picture as reference.
Rule 2: For intra-predicted macroblocks, a choice can be made between
the OL or FP transrating architectures. For example, pictures that are used as
reference should use spatial compensation, while non-reference pictures can
be transrated using the OL architecture.
Rule 3: For motion-compensated macroblocks, a choice can be made be-
tween the OL or FP transrating architectures. For example, pictures that are
used as reference should use temporal compensation, while non-reference pic-
tures can be transrated using the OL architecture.
We already mentioned that spatial and temporal compensation can be ap-
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plied independently. This means that spatial compensation is not required in
order to apply temporal compensation and vice versa. The only requirement
is that the requantization errors are available for compensation. As a result
of that, the number of combinations is also limited since certain combinations
cannot be realized. For example, when P pictures are OL transrated and the
B pictures are compensated, the compensation values will not be available in
memory buffers and thus compensation cannot be applied. This combination
is not sensible since these transrating techniques cannot be combined in this
way. So, the feasible solutions for H.264/AVC transrating take into account
the typical dependencies in video bitstreams.
Decoding and re-encoding the intra-predicted macroblocks in P and B pic-
tures without fully decoding these pictures is not possible. The reference pixel
values for intra-predicted macroblocks may belong to motion-compensated
macroblocks, so these reference pixel values also need to be decoded. How-
ever, when constrained intra pred flag is enabled, the intra-predicted mac-
roblocks are not allowed to use pixel values from motion-compensated mac-
roblocks. In this case, the intra-predicted regions in P and B pictures can
be decoded and re-encoded without the need for decoding and re-encoding
motion-compensated macroblocks.
4.3.2 Transrating architectures
We make a distinction between reference pictures and non-reference pictures.
The transrating errors, denoted as requantization drift (OL transrating) or com-
pensation drift (FP transrating), may propagate depending on the nal ref idc
syntax element which indicates if the slice belongs to a reference or non-
reference picture. In order to make a clear distinction between the presented
transrating architectures, every architecture will be indicated as a quintuplet
of transrater techniques (α, β, γ, δ, ). The elements of this quintuplet corre-
spond to the choice of techniques used for transrating each of the five following
picture/macroblock pairs:
• α: I pictures (all intra-predicted macroblocks);
• β: intra-predicted macroblocks in P and B reference pictures;
• γ: motion-compensated macroblocks in P and B reference pictures;
• δ: intra-predicted macroblocks in P and B non-reference pictures;
• : motion-compensated macroblocks in P and B non-reference pictures.
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In the remainder of the chapter, the reference pictures are the P pictures while
the non-reference pictures correspond to the B pictures. However, the mixed
transrating architectures can easily be applied to other video bitstream config-
urations such as hierarchical coding with B pictures.
The classification of the basic and mixed transrating architectures is given
in Figure 4.12. The computational complexity increases from left to right in the
figure. The basic architectures are the OL transrater, the FP transrater, and the
CP transrater. These transraters apply the same algorithm to all macroblocks
with no regard to the picture/macroblock type. Four additional mixed architec-
tures are presented. These architectures apply different techniques depending
on the picture/macroblock type.
The global architecture for the mixed transrating solutions is depicted in
Figure 4.13. The I pictures are decoded and subsequently re-encoded using the
CP transrating architecture. For these pictures, only intra prediction is used, so
computational complexity remains fairly low for this part of the architecture.
The P and B pictures are transrated using the OL or FP transrating architec-
tures. Three switches (Sacc: storage of requantization errors, Sspat: controls
the spatial compensation, and Stemp: controls the temporal compensation) are
able to activate the compensation techniques. In this combined architecture, no
DF is used since all operations for transrating P and B pictures are performed
on difference values instead of pixel values.
Taking into account the rules above, four sensible additional architectures
can be derived which are discussed in Section 4.3.3 to Section 4.3.6. This re-
sults in a complexity-scalable solution as elaborated on in Section 4.3.7. The
discussion is based on regular IBBP coding structures, however, the mixed
architectures can also be applied on hierarchical B pictures. The compensa-
tion techniques (both spatial and temporal) are not perfect due to a number of
inaccuracies which are elaborated on in Section 4.3.8.
4.3.3 Architecture 1: no spatial or temporal compensation in P
and B pictures (CP,OL,OL,OL,OL)
This architecture applies OL transrating to all macroblocks in P and B pic-
tures. Accumulation of requantization errors is not required (Sacc is open)
and both spatial and temporal compensation are disabled (Sspat and Stemp are
open). As a consequence of the absence of compensation, spatial and temporal
drift appear in P and B pictures and requantization errors propagate accord-
ing to the dependencies in the video bitstream. However, the drift problem
is less problematic for video bitstreams with small resolution and short IDR
period. Besides the resolution and the IDR period, other characteristics are
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found which have an important impact on the visual quality of the transrated
video bitstreams. A significant factor is the number of intra-predicted mac-
roblocks in P and B pictures which determines the amount of spatial drift that
is introduced.
Since P and B pictures are transrated using the OL transrating architec-
ture, the computational complexity of the overall transrating architecture is
very low. No temporal compensation is applied and therefore motion vector
derivation and quarter-pixel motion-compensated prediction are not necessary.
This results in a transrating architecture which approximates the transrating
speed of the OL transrating architecture. On top of that, no memory buffers
for reference pictures need to be provided since the requantization errors of the
reference pictures do not have to be stored for future compensation of depen-
dent pictures.
4.3.4 Architecture 2: only spatial compensation in P and B pic-
tures (CP,FP,OL,FP,OL)
This architecture spatially compensates the intra-predicted macroblocks and
applies OL transrating to motion-compensated macroblocks. The requantiza-
tion errors are stored in frame memory (Sacc is closed) as they will be used for
future compensation. Applying only spatial compensation (Sspat is closed)
eliminates the spatial drift, however, temporal drift propagation still exists
(Stemp is open). The spatial drift has a major impact on visual quality; spa-
tial compensation highly improves the visual quality of the transrated video
bitstream.
The computational complexity of this architecture is also very low since
only spatial compensation is applied. Spatial compensation only requires in-
tra prediction techniques, without the more complex tools from the motion-
compensated prediction (such as the motion vector derivation and the quarter-
pixel interpolation). The spatial compensation also has a minor impact on the
memory requirements. No requantization errors need to be stored for reference
pictures, only the requantization error of the current picture is required.
4.3.5 Architecture 3: spatial compensation in P and B pictures
and temporal compensation in P pictures (CP,FP,FP,FP,OL)
P pictures are transrated using spatial and temporal compensation (Sacc, Sspat,
and Stemp are closed), while for B pictures only spatial compensation is per-
formed and thus the motion-compensated macroblocks are OL transrated (Sacc
and Sspat are closed, Stemp is open). In order to obtain a reference for tem-
poral compensation, the difference between the decoded and re-encoded intra
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picture is passed on to the decoded picture buffer for temporal compensation
of P pictures.
In order to apply the temporal compensation, the motion vectors have to
be derived for the P pictures. Together with the quarter-pixel interpolation
process, this process is the determining factor in the computational complexity
of the overall architecture. This way, temporal compensation has much more
impact on processing time compared to spatial compensation. Besides more
processing power, more frame memory is required. The frame memory will be
used for storing the requantization errors of reference frames in order to apply
temporal compensation.
4.3.6 Architecture 4: spatial and temporal compensation in P and
B pictures (CP,FP,FP,FP,FP)
This transrating architecture applies both spatial and temporal compensation
regardless of the picture type. The requantization errors are stored in the frame
memory (Sacc is closed). Both spatial and temporal compensation is performed
(Sspat and Stemp are closed). No requantization drift is found, however, the
compensation is not perfect due to a number of inaccuracies (elaborated on in
Section 4.3.8).
This architecture only requires half the memory requirements of the CP
transrating architecture and needs approximately half the processing power
of the CP transrating architecture. However, the transrating speed of this ar-
chitecture is mainly determined by the characteristics of the incoming video
bitstream. More intra-predicted macroblocks in P and B pictures will increase
the transrating speed of the overall architecture as temporal compensation is
more complex compared to spatial compensation.
4.3.7 Dynamic architectures
The global architecture, shown in Figure 4.13, embodies four mixed trans-
rating architectures which are obtained by using the three switches. It is pos-
sible to change these switches during operation, resulting in a complexity-
scalable solution. This can be advantageous in situations where the load on the
transrating system needs to be controlled or the visual quality of the transrated
video bitstreams needs to be retained.
Most transrating systems typically process multiple video bitstreams si-
multaneously. In this case, the transrating system could take advantage
of using a complexity-scalable design by applying reconfigurable or repro-
grammable hardware. When, for example, the number of video bitstreams in-
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creases, temporal compensation could be disabled in order to reduce the load
on the transrating system.
Complexity-scalable solutions could also be beneficial in case the visual
quality of the transcoded video bitstreams should be retained. The amount
of drift depends on the dependencies in the video bitstream, in particular the
amount of spatial (smooth or textured) and temporal (slow motion or varying
content) information found in the video bitstream.
4.3.8 Inaccuracies of compensation technique
The spatial and temporal compensation techniques are not accurate due to non-
linear operations in H.264/AVC coding tools. These non-linear operations in-
troduce rounding errors which are small and therefore do not result in disturb-
ing visual artifacts. Some of these coding tools are:
• Intra prediction: Both encoder and decoder use the reconstructed pixel
values of neighboring blocks for spatial extrapolation. The spatial ex-
trapolation, more precisely in the directional prediction modes not in-
cluding horizontal and vertical prediction modes, calculates prediction
values using division operations. Single-loop architectures apply these
extrapolation formulas to requantization errors instead of pixel values
resulting in small errors.
• Sub-pixel interpolation: Both the encoder and decoder generate half-
pixel and quarter-pixel values using a 6-tap and 2-tap FIR filter, respec-
tively, in order to generate the appropriate reference values. These fil-
ters average a number of pixel values in order to generate a sub-pixel
value. These filters are normalized using divisions which results in small
rounding errors when these filters are applied to requantization errors in-
stead of pixel values.
Other sources of inaccuracies are found which result from the fact that
operations cannot be applied to the residual values:
• Deblocking filter: The reconstruction process for reference frames in
the H.264/AVC specification uses an in-loop deblocking filter for reduc-
ing blockiness by changing pixel values at block boundaries. Single-
loop architectures apply intra prediction or motion-compensated predic-
tion to requantization errors and therefore the deblocking process is not
applicable for removing block boundaries.
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• Clipping operations: Encoding and decoding processes incorporate
saturating operations in order to restrict pixel values to the range of
[0, 255] (for 8-bit samples). Single-loop transrating architectures op-
erate on the requantization errors and use these error values in order to
compensate. Mismatches can be introduced due to pixel values which
are clipped at decoder side where as no action is taken in the single-loop
transrating architecture.
4.4 Performance results
4.4.1 Experimental setup
In order to evaluate the performance of the architectures for requantization, we
selected a number of sequences with varying characteristics: Foreman, Paris,
and Stefan sequences (CIF resolution, 30 fps) and Crew, Sailormen, and Shut-
tlestart sequences (720p HD resolution, 60 fps). The video sequences are
coded using the H.264/AVC reference software (Joint Model version 13.2).
The default coding tools are used: five reference pictures, CABAC entropy
coding [39], and rate-distortion optimization (RDO) [46].
Main Profile, where only 4×4 integer transform is allowed, is used for
coding the CIF sequences while High Profile, where both 4×4 and 8×8 integer
transforms are allowed, is used for the 720p HD sequences. An IBBP coding
structure with a GOP length of 15 pictures is used for the CIF sequences while
an IBBBP structure with a GOP length of 28 pictures is used for the 720p HD
sequences. Alternatively, a hierarchical prediction structure with three tempo-
ral layers (periods of seven consecutive B pictures) is used with an intra period
of 16 pictures for CIF sequences and an intra period of 32 pictures for 720p
HD sequences. All coding structures defined for CIF and 720p HD content
insert an IDR access unit approximately every 500 ms. The periodic insertion
of an IDR access unit enables fast random access which is often required in
multimedia applications [46].
The sequences are coded with QPI values (for I slices) 22, 27, and 32,
QPP = QPI + 1 values (for P slices), and QPB = QPI + 2 values (for
B slices). These correspond to the values used in the VCEG common test
conditions [47]. In the remainder of this section, we only mention the QP
value for the I pictures.
The requantization architectures are implemented in software which is
used to generate the transrated video bitstreams. The transrated video bit-
streams are generated using increasing QP . The ∆QP ranges from 1 to 6
for all slices in the coded H.264/AVC video bitstream. Since no rate control
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mechanism is used, it is possible to measure the intrinsic power of the requan-
tization architectures without having an impact on the transrating speed. In
order to cover realistic bit rate constraints, we focus on bit rate reductions up
to 40%.
4.4.2 Rate-distortion results for basic transrating architectures
The rate-distortion results for the basic transrating architectures are shown in
Figure 4.14 for CIF sequences and Figure 4.15 for 720p HD sequences.
The OL transrater applies requantization without considering the depen-
dencies in the video bitstream. The requantization results in errors which re-
sult in unpredictable drift. The PSNR values are below 35 dB for small bit rate
reductions and decrease further to 20 dB for higher bit rate reductions. This re-
sults in severe quality degradation, rendering this transrating architecture use-
less. However, this architecture only applies entropy decoding, requantization
and entropy coding and therefore has the lowest computational complexity; in
this way, it can serve as a reference for processing speed. The OL transrater
does not always result in monotonic behavior due to randomness of drift prop-
agation. This can be seen in Figure 4.14(a) for OL transrating with ∆QP = 4
to ∆QP = 6. Another observation shows a significant gap in bit rate for OL
transrating with ∆QP = 3 and ∆QP = 4. This effect results from the re-
moval of small transform coefficients. Similar observations can be made for
transrating of 720p HD material.
The CP transrating consists of decoding followed by encoding. The mode
and motion data of the decoding process is used for the encoding process. The
transrater consists of two prediction loops, so drift propagation is completely
avoided. This solution has the best rate-distortion results. Minimal quality
degradation is found for a given transrating ratio. The rate-distortion graphs
for CP transrating are monotonic decreasing. The PSNR values decrease with
about 5 dB for a reduction of the bit rate of approximately 50% when CP
transrating with ∆QP = 6 is applied. This is found for both CIF and 720p
HD material. There is almost no difference between the CP transrater with DF
inline and the CP transrater with DF offline. As a result, the best solution can
be chosen in function of system requirements.
The FP transrating applies requantization where the requantization error
from the reference block is compensated. Due to intra prediction and motion-
compensated prediction, both spatial and temporal compensation is provided
which results in one prediction loop. The compensation is not perfect and re-
sults in rounding errors. The rate-distortion curves are not always monotonic.
This comes from the rounding errors which propagate and accumulate. For
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Figure 4.14: Rate-distortion results for the basic transrating architectures for Main
Profile, CIF resolution, 30 fps.
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Figure 4.15: Rate-distortion results for the basic transrating architectures for IBBBP
coding, High Profile, 720p HD resolution, 60 fps, QPI = 22.
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CIF sequences, the PSNR values are between 2 and 10 dB below the results
for CP transrating. For 720p HD sequences, the PSNR gap further increases.
Transrating results for I pictures (see Section 4.2.2) have shown that FP trans-
rating introduces many artifacts. This way, FP transrating should be used for
spatial and temporal compensation in P and B pictures.
4.4.3 Rate-distortion results for mixed transrating architectures
The rate-distortion results for the mixed transrating architectures are found in
Figure 4.16 for the CIF sequences and Figure 4.18 for the HD sequences.
The mixed architectures provide rate-distortion results in between. The
mixed architecture which applies CP transrating to I pictures and OL trans-
rating to P and B pictures (CP, OL, OL, OL, OL), already approaches the
rate-distortion performance of the CP architecture within 4 dB. From this, the
importance of re-encoding the I pictures in the video bitstream becomes clear.
This architecture is comparable with the OL transrater in terms of computa-
tional complexity. This results from the fact that the computational complex-
ity of the intra prediction is marginal, when compared to the motion vector
derivation and quarter-pixel motion-compensated prediction. The use of OL
transrating for P and B pictures, however, will lead to a decline in visual qual-
ity over a longer GOP. In particular, spatially propagating drift can result in
artifacts in the pictures and a drop in visual quality. For this reason, the (CP,
OL, OL, OL, OL) architecture is restricted in its applicability for transrating
of H.264/AVC bitstreams.
Spatial compensation performs particularly well, while not applying spa-
tial compensation leads to losses up to 4 dB for larger transrating ratios. These
compensation techniques require slightly more processing power compared
with the OL transrating and thus result in a transrater solution which is some-
what slower than the OL transrater. The (CP, FP, OL, FP, OL) architecture is
constructed in this way, with a speed loss of up to 30%.
Temporal compensation for P pictures further improves the visual quality,
in particular for low to medium transrating ratios. Using temporal compensa-
tion for B pictures leads to little or no additional gain when compared to OL
requantization of B macroblocks. Temporal compensation demands motion
vector derivation and quarter-pixel motion-compensated prediction; as can be
expected, these coding tools have a major impact on the total processing time.
However, applying both spatial and temporal compensation result in a trans-
rating architecture (CP, FP, FP, FP, FP) which almost doubles the transrating
speed and halves the memory requirements compared to the CP architecture,
while having a loss of 1 to 2 dB in visual quality. For nearly identical quality
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Figure 4.16: Rate-distortion results for the mixed transrating architectures for Main
Profile, CIF resolution, 30 fps.
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results, the (CP, FP, FP, FP, OL) architecture leads to a speed-up by a factor of
four when compared to CP transrating.
The PSNR values of the 45 first pictures of the Paris and Stefan sequences
are shown in Figure 4.17(a) and Figure 4.17(b), respectively. The figures show
the evolution of the temporal drift from picture to picture. For IBBP coding,
we selected ∆QP = 6 for all transrating architectures and we can see that
the maximum quality loss is up to 3 dB near the end of the third GOP. For
hierarchical coding, we selected ∆QP = 6 for all transrating architectures
and we can see that the maximum quality loss is up to 10 dB in the middle
of the first GOP. The PSNR values fluctuate a lot with the period of the GOP
which results in the ”pumping” or ”breathing” artifact commonly known in
industry.
4.4.4 Visual quality
Besides rate-distortion results, visual results clearly show the impact of drift
propagation on the transrated video bitstreams. Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20
show visual results for the 260th frame of the Crew sequence (B picture in
the middle of a GOP). The decoded frame is shown in Figure 4.19(a), while
the transrated frames for OL transrating, FP transrating, and CP transrating
are shown in Figure 4.19(b), Figure 4.19(c), and Figure 4.19(d). Figure 4.20
shows the impact of spatial and temporal compensation in the mixed archi-
tecture: no compensation (see Figure 4.20(a)), only spatial compensation (see
Figure 4.20(b)), spatial compensation for both P and B pictures and tempo-
ral compensation for P pictures (see Figure 4.20(c)), and spatial compensation
and temporal compensation for both P and B pictures (see Figure 4.20(d)).
4.4.5 Transrating speed
We measured the processing time for transrating of H.264/AVC bitstreams ac-
cording to eight transrating modes (four basic transrating architectures and
four mixed transrating architectures) and we calculated the number of pic-
tures which are processed every second. The average transrating speed for the
Foreman sequence is presented for IBBP coding and hierarchical coding in Ta-
ble 4.1 and Table 4.2, respectively. The average transrating speed for the Crew
sequence is presented for IBBP coding and hierarchical coding in Table 4.3
and Table 4.4, respectively. These results are obtained from non-optimized
software and serve as an indication of the complexity of the different architec-
tures. Many optimizations are possible in order to speed up the rate shaping
architectures; however, it does not belong to the scope of this work. These tim-
ing results were generated on a platform with an Intel Xeon X5355 processor
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and 16 GB RAM in a Microsoft Windows XP environment.
Table 4.1: Average transrating speed [fps] for requantization transcoding over all
∆QP values for the Foreman sequence, IBBP coding, Main Profile.
QPI
22 27 32
(OL, OL, OL, OL, OL) 57.36 62.51 66.91
(FP, FP, FP, FP, FP) 8.10 8.32 8.47
(CP, CP, CP, CP, CP) - DF inline 4.83 4.94 5.07
(CP, CP, CP, CP, CP) - DF offline 4.89 5.04 5.13
(CP, OL, OL, OL, OL) 42.73 47.60 52.03
(CP, FP, OL, FP, OL) 40.84 46.46 52.22
(CP, FP, FP, FP, OL) 20.11 20.59 20.91
(CP, FP, FP, FP, FP) 7.94 8.16 8.33
Table 4.2: Average transrating speed [fps] for requantization transcoding over all
∆QP values for the Foreman sequence, hierarchical coding, Main Profile.
QPI
22 27 32
(OL, OL, OL, OL, OL) 58.30 65.69 67.44
(FP, FP, FP, FP, FP) 7.68 7.70 7.52
(CP, CP, CP, CP, CP) - DF inline 4.60 4.63 4.54
(CP, CP, CP, CP, CP) - DF offline 4.69 4.70 4.59
(CP, OL, OL, OL, OL) 44.06 49.54 56.29
(CP, FP, OL, FP, OL) 42.94 48.70 51.90
(CP, FP, FP, FP, OL) 27.83 28.72 29.58
(CP, FP, FP, FP, FP) 7.52 7.57 7.39
The OL transrater (used as reference in the comparison) clearly has the
lowest complexity, while the CP transrater requires most processing power
(factor of about 10 to 15 more). The mixed architectures with and without
spatial compensation result in low-complexity solutions which approach the
transrating speed of the OL transrater, while the mixed architecture with both
spatial and temporal compensation substantially increases computational com-
plexity. The temporal compensation, which requires motion vector derivation
and quarter-pixel motion-compensated prediction, has a major impact on the
total processing time.
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Table 4.3: Average transrating speed [fps] for requantization transcoding over all
∆QP values for the Crew sequence, IBBBP coding, High Profile.
QPI
22 27 32
(OL, OL, OL, OL, OL) 4.06 4.60 5.12
(FP, FP, FP, FP, FP) 0.84 0.83 0.83
(CP, CP, CP, CP, CP) - DF inline 0.51 0.51 0.52
(CP, CP, CP, CP, CP) - DF offline 0.51 0.51 0.52
(CP, OL, OL, OL, OL) 4.91 5.99 6.89
(CP, FP, OL, FP, OL) 3.98 5.00 5.57
(CP, FP, FP, FP, OL) 2.31 2.37 2.48
(CP, FP, FP, FP, FP) 0.82 0.83 0.81
Table 4.4: Average transrating speed [fps] for requantization transcoding over all
∆QP values for the Crew sequence, hierarchical coding, High Profile.
QPI
22 27 32
(OL, OL, OL, OL, OL) 3.86 4.57 4.64
(FP, FP, FP, FP, FP) 0.78 0.77 0.75
(CP, CP, CP, CP, CP) - DF inline 0.46 0.47 0.47
(CP, CP, CP, CP, CP) - DF offline 0.46 0.48 0.47
(CP, OL, OL, OL, OL) 5.90 6.58 6.92
(CP, FP, OL, FP, OL) 4.52 5.55 5.74
(CP, FP, FP, FP, OL) 2.82 2.94 2.89
(CP, FP, FP, FP, FP) 0.77 0.76 0.74
4.4.6 Memory requirements
Horowitz et al. made a complexity analysis of an H.264/AVC decoder [49]
and found that the storage requirements can be divided into different classes:
1) frame memory (i.e., reconstructed frame memory and reference frame mem-
ory), 2) macroblock memory (i.e., memory for values from neighboring mac-
roblocks which are used during intra prediction and deblocking and memory
for storing transform coefficients, prediction values, and pixel values), and 3)
memory for constant data (i.e., tables for entropy coding, etc.). They found
that frame memory dominates the storage requirements. Besides memory for
the transrating architecture, a processing system needs bit buffers which store
the receiving and sending bits. The memory size of these buffers does not
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depend on the transrating architecture.
In this section, we examine in more detail the frame memory requirements
for different transrating architectures. No frame memory is required for OL
transrating. The FP transrater needs memory for storing requantization differ-
ences (9-bit memory for storing difference values in the range [-255, +255])
while the CP transrater requires twice the amount of memory for storing re-
constructed pixel values for decoder and encoder (8-bit memory for storing
decoded pixel values). Let n be the number of reference frames and w and
h the width and the height of the pictures, respectively. We summarize the
memory requirements for different transrating architectures in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Memory requirements for basic transrating architectures.
Architecture α β γ δ 
OL - - - - -
FP (9-bit) h · w h · w n · h · w h · w n · h · w
CP (8-bit) 2 · h · w 2 · h · w 2 · n · h · w 2 · h · w 2 · n · h · w
When the pictures are processed successively, the allocated memory can
be reused. As a result, we obtain the memory requirements for the basic and
mixed architectures as shown in Table 4.6. These results show that the mem-
ory requirements are mainly determined by the transrating architecture for the
motion-compensated blocks.
Table 4.6: Memory requirements for basic and mixed transrating architectures.
Architecture Total memory
(OL, OL, OL, OL, OL) -
(FP, FP, FP, FP, FP) h · w (9-bit) + n · h · w (9-bit)
(CP, CP, CP, CP, CP) 2 · h · w (8-bit) + 2 · n · h · w (8-bit)
(CP, OL, OL, OL, OL) 2 · h · w (8-bit)
(CP, FP, OL, FP, OL) 2 · h · w (8-bit) + h · w (9-bit)
(CP, FP, FP, FP, OL) 2 · h · w (8-bit) + h · w (9-bit) + n · h · w (9-bit)
(CP, FP, FP, FP, FP) 2 · h · w (8-bit) + h · w (9-bit) + n · h · w (9-bit)
4.5 Conclusions and original contributions
This chapter presents a comparison of different transrating architectures for
H.264/AVC video bitstreams. Firstly, basic transrating architectures are dis-
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cussed and their strengths and weaknesses are presented. The open-loop
transrater is a low-complexity solution, however, this transrater results in se-
vere quality degradation when transrating H.264/AVC video bitstreams. The
cascaded pixel-domain transrater preserves the visual quality at the expense
of high computational complexity (due to the advanced coding tools of the
H.264/AVC specification). Secondly, mixed transrating architectures are pre-
sented which combine different transrating techniques for P and B pictures.
Spatial compensation seems to be necessary in order to reduce drift propa-
gation and preserve sufficient visual quality. Temporal compensation highly
increases the computational complexity of the transrating architecture, but the
improvement in visual quality is rather limited for P pictures and negligible for
B pictures. The trade-off between visual quality and complexity points out that
spatial compensation is required and that temporal compensation can be con-
sidered. However, temporal compensation is overkill when transrating system
resources are limited.
The work that was presented in this chapter can also be found in the fol-
lowing publications:
• Jan De Cock, Stijn Notebaert, Peter Lambert, and Rik Van de Walle. Re-
quantization transcoding for H.264/AVC video coding. Elsevier, Signal
Processing: Image Communication, Volume 25, Issue 4, pages 235–254.
April 2010.
• Stijn Notebaert, Jan De Cock, Samie Beheydt, Jan De Lameillieure, and
Rik Van de Walle. Mixed architectures for H.264/AVC digital video
transcoding. Springer, Multimedia Tools and Applications, Volume 44,
Issue 1, pages 39–64. August 2009.
• Stijn Notebaert, Jan De Cock, Peter Lambert, and Rik Van de
Walle. Rate-controlled requantization transcoding for H.264/AVC video
streams. In Proceedings of SPIE, Applications of Digital Image Pro-
cessing XXXI, Volume 7073, San Diego, CA, USA, August 2008.
• Stijn Notebaert, Jan De Cock, Peter Lambert, and Rik Van de Walle.
Requantization transcoding for reduced-complexity H.264/AVC video
coding applications. In Proceedings of the IASTED International Con-
ference on Signal and Image Processing (SIP), Honolulu, HI, USA, Au-
gust 2007.
• Stijn Notebaert, Jan De Cock, and Rik Van de Walle. Improved
H.264/AVC requantization transcoding using low-complexity interpo-
lation filters for 1/4-pixel motion compensation. In Proceedings of the
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IEEE Symposium on Computational Intelligence in Image and Signal
Processing (CIISP), pages 307–312, Honolulu, HI, USA, April 2007.
• Jan De Cock, Stijn Notebaert, and Rik Van de Walle. Combined SNR
and temporal scalability for H.264/AVC using requantization transcod-
ing and hierarchical B pictures. In Proceedings of the IEEE Interna-
tional Conference on Multimedia & Expo (ICME), pages 448–451, Bei-
jing, China, July 2007.
• Jan De Cock, Stijn Notebaert, and Rik Van de Walle. A novel hybrid
requantization transcoding scheme for H.264/AVC. In Proceedings of
the International Symposium on Signal Processing and its Applications
(ISSPA), Sharjah, UAE, February 2007.
• Stijn Notebaert, Jan De Cock, Koen De Wolf, and Rik Van de Walle.
Requantization transcoding of H.264/AVC bitstreams for intra 4×4 pre-
diction modes. Pacific-Rim Conference on Multimedia (PCM), Springer,
Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Volume 4261, Hangzhou, China,
November 2006.
• Jan De Cock, Stijn Notebaert, Peter Lambert, Davy De Schrijver, and
Rik Van de Walle. Requantization transcoding in pixel and frequency
domain for intra 16×16 in H.264/AVC. Advanced Concepts for Intelli-
gent Vision Systems (ACIVS), Springer, Lecture Notes in Computer Sci-
ence, Volume 4179, Antwerp, Belgium, September 2006.
• Stijn Notebaert, Jan De Cock, Davy De Schrijver, Koen De Wolf, and
Rik Van de Walle. Quality analysis of requantization transcoding archi-
tectures for H.264/AVC. In Proceedings of SPIE, Applications of Digital
Image Processing XXIX, Volume 6312, San Diego, CA, USA, August
2006.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
In many applications, there is a need for adaptation of video bitstreams. One
important adaptation is the reduction of the bit rate. This constraint results
from limited bandwidth on the network or limited resources of a device. The
bit rate reduction can be achieved by different methods: rate shaping and re-
quantization. Both methods reduce the bit rate by decreasing the amount of
residual data. Rate shaping drops transform coefficients while requantization
applies a coarser quantizer. These transrating methods have been investigated
in the context of H.264/AVC in this work.
The first method for reducing the bit rate, called rate shaping, is studied in
Chapter 2. This method was first presented in the 90s as a simple operation
for reducing the bit rate of MPEG-2 Video. Rate shaping for H.264/AVC is
complicated due to the improved entropy, transform, and predictive coding.
We show that extensions are required in order to apply rate shaping to
H.264/AVC. Firstly, the entropy coding is more complex compared to the
counterpart in MPEG-2 Video. As a result, it is impossible to directly op-
erate on the video bitstream. Entropy decoding and encoding is necessary at
the input and output of the rate shaper. This makes the solution more complex;
however, it is necessary in order to change the residual data. Secondly, differ-
ent transforms and different block sizes are combined in H.264/AVC. When a
two-pass transform is used, the low-frequency coefficients from the first trans-
form are the input to the second transform. The output of the second transform
only contains low-frequency data. Since the human visual system is sensitive
for low-frequency data, we cannot remove these coefficients. Therefore we
only operate on the high-frequency data from the output of the first transform.
We also introduce a virtual breakpoint in order to remove an equivalent part
of data from the frequency spectrum for different block sizes. This way the
effective breakpoint is based on the virtual breakpoint and the block size.
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These extensions allow rate shaping of H.264/AVC. The first simulation results
showed severe degradation of the visual quality. For the same reduction in bit
rate, rate shaping of I pictures has more impact on the visual quality than rate
shaping of P and B pictures. The spatial drift is significant in I pictures and the
P and B pictures are affected by motion-compensated prediction. Therefore,
rate shaping of I pictures should be avoided. When rate shaping is applied to P
and B pictures, both spatial and temporal drift are found. However, the visual
quality is better compared to rate shaping of I pictures. We also provided an
analysis of the drift and showed that the drift can be compensated. This tech-
nique has been proposed for requantization transrating.
Afterwards, we investigate the performance of rate shaping the P and B pic-
tures of H.264/AVC video bitstreams. In order to preserve the visual quality,
we propose to use compensation which was earlier presented for requantiza-
tion. The rate shaping results show that significant gain is found when compen-
sation is used. The gains depend on the characteristics of the video bitstreams.
The spatial compensation is better than temporal compensation when visual
quality and computational resources are considered.
Additionally, we investigate the complexity of the rate shaping solution. The
rate-distortion optimal solution is far too complex, so a low-complexity al-
ternative which defines one breakpoint for a set of blocks is more appropriate.
This was also proposed for rate shaping of MPEG-2 Video as a low-complexity
alternative.
The second method for reducing the bit rate is requantization. An impor-
tant problem for requantization deals with the characteristics of the quantizer.
The selection of an appropriate quantizer in the transrater is called the requan-
tization problem. A technique called perfect requantization has been presented
in the literature. This technique eliminates the requantization errors by impos-
ing conditions on the quantizer in the transrater. This technique is not suitable
for transrating of H.264/AVC.
In Chapter 3, we present a different approach which derives a requantization
heuristic based on theoretical rate-distortion results of a Laplace source which
is quantized twice. In order to simplify the calculations for entropy and distor-
tion, we provide a solution based on the characteristics of a Laplace source and
the effective quantizer. The effective quantizer is derived as the superposition
of the first-step and second-step quantizers and generates the same output as
successively applying the first-step and second-step quantizers. The memory-
less property from a Laplace source is combined with the periodic property of
the effective quantizer in order to derive expressions for entropy and distortion.
The requantization heuristic is derived from the theoretical results for differ-
ent quantization and requantization. We found that increasing the quantizer
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step size with fixed quantizer offset is a good solution when fine quantization
is applied in the encoder. When the quantization in the encoder is coarse, a
better solution consists of decreasing the quantizer offset with fixed quantizer
step size. The requantization heuristic was implemented in transrating soft-
ware. We found gains up to 1 dB for open-loop requantization of B pictures
compared to requantization with fixed quantizer step size.
The selection of an appropriate architecture for requantization transrating
may have even more impact on the transrating performance. In the past, many
transrating solutions have been presented that apply one transrating method to
all blocks in the video bitstream. These solutions often do not meet transrating
requirements such as fast and efficient transrating. In Chapter 4, we make an
evaluation of transrating methods in the context of H.264/AVC and propose
mixed architectures which select an appropriate transrating method adaptively.
We start with an investigation of the basic transrating architectures in the con-
text of H.264/AVC: the open-loop transrater, the fast pixel-domain transrater,
and the cascaded pixel-domain transrater. The open-loop transrater has low-
complexity, but introduces spatial and temporal drift. The drift degrades the
visual quality which makes this transrating architecture not useful. The fast-
pixel domain transrater compensates for the requantization errors; however,
the prediction loop adds extra complexity and still introduces small rounding
errors. The cascaded pixel-domain transrater maintains two prediction loops
which results in drift-free transrating while the complexity is increased com-
pared to open-loop transrating and fast pixel-domain transrating. We found
that none of these architectures meet the transrating requirements.
Afterwards, we proposed mixed transrating architectures which apply differ-
ent transrating techniques depending on the picture/macroblock type. The cas-
caded pixel-domain transrater is used for I pictures, so drift-free transrating is
applied and the P and B pictures use an I picture with reduced quality with-
out spatial drift. The open-loop transrater or the fast-pixel domain transrater
is selected for P and B pictures. The spatial compensation shows a signifi-
cant improvement which in addition required hardly more computational re-
sources. The temporal compensation only improves slightly with more need
for processing power.
Efforts are ongoing in MPEG and VCEG in order to develop and standard-
ize new video coding developments. One of the requirements will be higher
compression efficiency compared to prior video coding standards. These ef-
forts are targeting on applications where higher resolutions are used.
Even more intelligent solutions will be necessary for transrating these video
bitstreams. The coding tools will be more complex, additional tools will be
provided; the number of modes and partitions will be higher. This compli-
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cates the search for efficient transrating solutions and as a result, new research
efforts are required in order to find an appropriate solution.
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Appendix B
Transform and quantization
in H.264/AVC
B.1 Forward transform
The forward integer transform is implemented as:
W = CfXCTf , (B.1)
where
Cf =

1 1 1 1
2 1 −1 −2
1 −1 −1 1
1 −2 2 −1
 . (B.2)
Since the integer transform is not unitary, W must be normalized with the
post-scaling matrix Ef :
Y = W ⊗Ef , (B.3)
where the operator ⊗ indicates the Hadamard product1 and the post-scaling
matrix Ef is given by
Ef =

a2 ab/2 a2 ab/2
ab/2 b2/4 ab/2 b2/4
a2 ab/2 a2 ab/2
ab/2 b2/4 ab/2 b2/4
 (B.4)
with the values a = 1/2 and b = 1/
√
10.
1The Hadamard product, also known as the entrywise product or the Schur product, for
two matrices of the same dimensions A,B ∈ Rm×n is given by (A⊗B) ∈ Rm×n and
(A⊗B)i,j = Ai,j ·Bi,j .
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B.2 Quantization
The quantization is derived as follows:
Zij = Round
(
Yij
Qstep
)
= Round
(
WijEij
Qstep
)
= Round
(
WijMij
2qbits
)
, (B.5)
where the post-scaling operation is incorporated. Mij is the multiplication fac-
tor and qbits is defined as 15+bQP/6c whereQP represents the quantization
parameter.
This results in the following implementation:
|Zij | = (|Yij |Mij + ) qbits, (B.6)
sign(Zij) = sign(Yij). (B.7)
The multiplication factors Mij are given in Table B.1 according to the follow-
ing positions in the 4×4 block:
r =

0, for (i, j) = {(0, 0), (2, 0), (0, 2), (2, 2)}
1, for (i, j) = {(1, 1), (3, 1), (1, 3), (3, 3)}
2, for others.
(B.8)
The relation between the quantization parameter QP and the quantizer step
QP%6 r = 0 r = 1 r = 2
0 13107 5243 8066
1 11916 4660 7490
2 10082 4194 6554
3 9362 3647 5825
4 8192 3355 5243
5 7282 2893 4559
Table B.1: Multiplication factors Mij .
size Qstep in H.264/AVC is that Qstep = 2(QP−4)/6. This relation is shown in
Figure B.1.
B.3 Rescaling
The rescaling is derived as follows:
Y ′ij = ZijQstep. (B.9)
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Figure B.1: Relation between the quantization parameter QP and the quantizer step
size Qstep in H.264/AVC.
The pre-scaling factors of the inverse transform are incorporated in the rescal-
ing operation together with a factor 64 which is used to avoid rounding errors:
W ′ij = ZijQstepEij64. (B.10)
In this equation,W ′ij is a scaled coefficient which only needs to be transformed
by the inverse core transform. In order to simplify the rescaling operation,
multiplication factors Vij are introduced together with a shift operation:
Y ′ij = ZijVij2
bQP/6c. (B.11)
The multiplication factors Vij are given in Table B.2 according to the positions
in the 4×4 block.
B.4 Inverse transform
The inverse transform is implemented as:
X′ = CTi W
′Ci = CTi
(
Y′ Ei
)
Ci, (B.12)
where
Ci =

1 1 1 1
1 1/2 −1/2 −1
1 −1 −1 1
1/2 −1 1 −1/2
 . (B.13)
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QP%6 r = 0 r = 1 r = 2
0 10 16 13
1 11 18 14
2 13 20 16
3 14 23 18
4 16 25 20
5 18 29 23
Table B.2: Multiplication factors Vij .
Before applying the inverse integer transform, the input values Y′ need to be
normalized with the post-scaling matrix Ei:
W′ = Y′ ⊗Ei, (B.14)
where the post-scaling matrix Ei is given by
Ei =

a2 ab a2 ab
ab b2 ab b2
a2 ab a2 ab
ab b2 ab b2
 . (B.15)
Appendix C
Single quantization of
Laplace source
C.1 Probability distribution of a quantized Laplace
source
The transform coefficient distribution is most commonly approximated by a
Laplace pdf with parameter λ:
pl(x) =
λ
2
e−λ|x|, x ∈ R. (C.1)
Assume that the transform coefficients are quantized with a uniform quantizer
with quantizer step size Q1 and quantizer offset 1. Let P1(iQ1) be the proba-
bility that a transform coefficient is quantized to the value iQ1, where i ∈ Z:
P1(iQ1) =

(i+1)Q1∫
(i−1+1)Q1
pl(x)dx =
(
eλ1Q1−e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
eλiQ1 , if i < 0;
(1−1)Q1∫
(−1+1)Q1
pl(x)dx = 1− e−λ(1−1)Q1 , if i = 0;
(i+1−1)Q1∫
(i−1)Q1
pl(x)dx =
(
eλ1Q1−e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
e−λiQ1 , if i > 0.
(C.2)
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C.2 Entropy of a quantized Laplace source
The entropy of the quantized transform coefficients is defined as:
H1 = −
+∞∑
i=−∞
P1(iQ1) log2 P1(iQ1). (C.3)
Using the symmetry of the transform coefficient distribution and the quantizer
characteristic, the formula for entropy can be split into an entropy component
for the zero transform coefficients H1,0 and entropy components for the non-
zero transform coefficients H1,i:
H1 = H1,0 + 2
+∞∑
i=1
H1,i. (C.4)
The entropy of the zero transform coefficients is defined as
H1,0 =− P1(0) log2 P1(0)
=−
(
1− e−λ(1−1)Q1
)
log2
(
1− e−λ(1−1)Q1
)
. (C.5)
The entropy of the non-zero transform coefficients is defined as:
+∞∑
i=1
H1,i =−
+∞∑
i=1
P1(iQ1) log2 P1(iQ1)
=−
+∞∑
i=1
(
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
e−λiQ1
× log2
((
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
e−λiQ1
)
. (C.6)
Note that log2(a · b) = log2(a) + log2(b). This results in the following expres-
sion:
+∞∑
i=1
H1,i =−
(
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
+∞∑
i=1
e−λiQ1
×
[
log2
(
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
+ log2
(
e−λiQ1
)]
. (C.7)
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Note that loga(x) = loga(b) · logb(x) and loga(b) = 1logb(a) . This results in
the following expression:
+∞∑
i=1
H1,i =−
(
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
+∞∑
i=1
e−λiQ1
×
[
log2
(
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
− λiQ1
ln 2
]
. (C.8)
Note that
+∞∑
i=1
ai =
a
1− a and
+∞∑
i=1
iai =
a
(1− a)2 , (C.9)
where |a| < 1.
This results in the following expression:
+∞∑
i=1
H1,i =−
(
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
e−λQ1
1− e−λQ1
×
[
log2
(
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
− λQ1
(1− e−λQ1) ln 2
]
.
(C.10)
Finally, we end up with an expression for the entropy:
H1 =−
(
1− e−λ(1−1)Q1
)
log2
(
1− e−λ(1−1)Q1
)
−
(
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
) e−λQ1
1− e−λQ1
×
[
log2
(
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
− λQ1
(1− e−λQ1) ln 2
]
. (C.11)
C.3 Distortion of a quantized Laplace source
Using the squared-error criterion (x− xˆ)2, the distortion of the quantized
transform coefficients is defined as:
D1 =
+∞∑
i=−∞
∫ Ui
Li
pl(x) (x− iQ1)2 dx, (C.12)
where Li and Ui are the upper and lower bounds of the quantizer bins. Us-
ing the symmetry of the transform coefficient distribution and the quantizer
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characteristic, the formula for distortion can be split into a distortion compo-
nent for the zero transform coefficients D1,0 and distortion components for the
non-zero transform coefficients D1,i:
D1 = D1,0 + 2
+∞∑
i=1
D1,i. (C.13)
In the remainder, the following integrals are used:∫ t
s
λe−λxdx = e−λs − e−λt, (C.14)
∫ t
s
λe−λxxdx = e−λs
(
s+
1
λ
)
− e−λt
(
t+
1
λ
)
, (C.15)
and∫ t
s
λe−λxx2dx = e−λs
(
s2 +
2s
λ
+
2
λ2
)
− e−λt
(
t2 +
2t
λ
+
2
λ2
)
. (C.16)
The distortion of the zero transform coefficients is defined as
D1,0 =
∫ (1−1)Q1
(−1+1)Q1
λ
2
e−λ|x|x2dx = 2
∫ (1−1)Q1
0
λ
2
e−λxx2dx
=
2
λ2
− e−λ(1−1)Q1
(
(1− 1)2Q21 +
2(1− 1)Q1
λ
+
2
λ2
)
. (C.17)
The distortion of the non-zero transform coefficients is defined as
+∞∑
i=1
D1,i =
+∞∑
i=1
∫ (i+1−1)Q1
(i−1)Q1
λ
2
e−λx(x− iQ1)2dx
=
+∞∑
i=1
[
1
2
∫ (i+1−1)Q1
(i−1)Q1
λe−λxx2dx
− iQ1
∫ (i+1−1)Q1
(i−1)Q1
λe−λxxdx
+
i2Q21
2
∫ (i+1−1)Q1
(i−1)Q1
λe−λxdx
]
. (C.18)
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Using the standard integrals, we get the following expression:
+∞∑
i=1
D1,i =
+∞∑
i=1
[
1
2
(
e−λ(i−1)Q1
[
(i− 1)2Q21 +
2(i− 1)Q1
λ
+
2
λ2
]
− e−λ(i+1−1)Q1
[
(i+ 1− 1)2Q21 +
2(i+ 1− 1)Q1
λ
+
2
λ2
])
− iQ1
(
e−λ(i−1)Q1
[
(i− 1)Q1 + 1
λ
]
− e−λ(i+1−1)Q1
[
(i+ 1− 1)Q1 + 1
λ
])
+
i2Q21
2
(
e−λ(i−1)Q1 − e−λ(i+1−1)Q1
)]
. (C.19)
After rearrangement, we get the following expression:
+∞∑
i=1
D1,i =
+∞∑
i=1
[
e−λ(i−1)Q1
(
(i− 1)2Q21
2
+
(i− 1)Q1
λ
+
1
λ2
− i(i− 1)Q21 −
iQ1
λ
+
i2Q21
2
)
− e−λ(i+1−1)Q1
(
(i+ 1− 1)2Q21
2
+
(i+ 1− 1)Q1
λ
+
1
λ2
− i(i+ 1− 1)Q21 −
iQ1
λ
+
i2Q21
2
)]
. (C.20)
After simplification, we get the following expression:
+∞∑
i=1
D1,i =
+∞∑
i=1
e−λiQ1 ×
[
eλ1Q1
(
21Q
2
1
2
− 1Q1
λ
+
1
λ2
)
− e−λ(1−1)Q1
(
(1− 1)2Q21
2
+
(1− 1)Q1
λ
+
1
λ2
)]
. (C.21)
Note that
+∞∑
i=1
ai =
a
1− a, (C.22)
where |a| < 1.
This results in the following expression:
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+∞∑
i=1
D1,i =
e−λQ1
1− e−λQ1 ×
[
eλ1Q1
(
21Q
2
1
2
− 1Q1
λ
+
1
λ2
)
− e−λ(1−1)Q1
(
(1− 1)2Q21
2
+
(1− 1)Q1
λ
+
1
λ2
)]
. (C.23)
Finally, we end up with an expression for the distortion:
D1 =
2
λ2
− e−λ(1−1)Q1
(
(1− 1)2Q21 +
2(1− 1)Q1
λ
+
2
λ2
)
+
2e−λQ1
1− e−λQ1 ×
[
eλ1Q1
(
21Q
2
1
2
− 1Q1
λ
+
1
λ2
)
−e−λ(1−1)Q1
(
(1− 1)2Q21
2
+
(1− 1)Q1
λ
+
1
λ2
)]
. (C.24)
Appendix D
Entropy calculation for
double quantization
When a signal with Laplace source is quantized twice, we get the following
expression for the entropy:
H2 = −
+∞∑
i=−∞
P2(iQ2) log2 P2(iQ2), (D.1)
with
P2(iQ2) =
τi∑
l=σi
P1(lQ1) (D.2)
where the values σi and τi depend on the quantizer bin i. Using the symme-
try of the transform coefficient distribution and the first-step and second-step
quantizer characteristics, the formula for entropy can be split into an entropy
component for the zero transform coefficients after second-step quantization
H2,0 and entropy components for the non-zero transform coefficients after
second-step quantization H2,i:
H2 = H2,0 + 2
+∞∑
i=1
H2,i. (D.3)
The entropy component H2,0 is determined by the probability of the trans-
form coefficients which fall in the dead-zone after second-step quantization:
H2,0 = −P2(0) log2 P2(0), (D.4)
with
P2(0) = P1(0) + 2
η∑
l=1
P1(lQ1). (D.5)
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The value η is determined by the number of reconstruction levels of the first-
step quantizer which fall in the dead-zone of the second-step quantizer. This
can be expressed using the following Diophantine inequality: ηQ1 < (1 −
2)Q2 < (η + 1)Q1. The entropy component H2,0 is therefore:
H2,0 =− P2(0) log2 P2(0)
=−
((
1− e−λ(1−1)Q1
)
+
(
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
) η∑
l=1
e−λlQ1
)
log2
((
1− e−λ(1−1)Q1
)
+
(
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
) η∑
l=1
e−λlQ1
)
.
(D.6)
The entropy componentsH2,i are determined by the probability of the non-
zero transform coefficients after second-step quantization:
+∞∑
i=1
H2,i = −
+∞∑
i=1
P2(iQ2) log2 P2(iQ2), (D.7)
with
P2(iQ2) =
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
µ∑
l=0
e−λ(m+l)Q1 (D.8)
where the values m and µ are defined by the characteristics of the second-step
quantizer.
Due to the memoryless property of the Laplace model and the periodic prop-
erty of the effective quantizer, we apply the substitutions i = j + kα for
j ∈ {0, . . . , α− 1} and m = n+ kβ for n ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1}:
+∞∑
i=1
H2,i =
α−1∑
j=0
H ′2,j
= −
α−1∑
j=0
+∞∑
k=δ(j)
P2((j + kα)Q2) log2 P2((j + kα)Q2) (D.9)
with
P2((j + kα)Q2) =
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
µ∑
l=0
e−λ((n+kβ)+l)Q1 . (D.10)
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This way we exploit the periodicity in units of the second-step quantizer. We
derive a closed-form expression for H ′2,j :
H ′2,j =−
+∞∑
k=δ(j)
P2((j + kα)Q2) log2 P2((j + kα)Q2)
=−
+∞∑
k=δ(j)
(
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
µ∑
l=0
e−λ(n+kβ+l)Q1
× log2
((
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
µ∑
l=0
e−λ(n+kβ+l)Q1
)
. (D.11)
Note that log2(a · b) = log2(a) + log2(b). This results in the following expres-
sion:
H ′2,j =−
+∞∑
k=δ(j)
P2((j + kα)Q2) log2 P2((j + kα)Q2)
=−
+∞∑
k=δ(j)
(
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
µ∑
l=0
e−λ(n+kβ+l)Q1
×
[
log2
((
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
µ∑
l=0
e−λ(n+l)Q1
)
+ log2
(
e−λkβQ1
)]
. (D.12)
Note that loga(x) = loga(b) · logb(x) and loga(b) = 1logb(a) . This results in
the following expression:
H ′2,j =−
+∞∑
k=δ(j)
P2((j + kα)Q2) log2 P2((j + kα)Q2)
=−
+∞∑
k=δ(j)
(
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
µ∑
l=0
e−λ(n+kβ+l)Q1
×
[
log2
((
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
µ∑
l=0
e−λ(n+l)Q1
)
− λkβQ1
ln 2
]
. (D.13)
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Note that
+∞∑
k=0
ak =
1
1− a ,
+∞∑
k=1
ak =
a
1− a , and
+∞∑
k=0
kak =
a
(1− a)2 , (D.14)
where |a| < 1.
Finally, we get a closed-form expression for j = 0:
H ′2,0 =−
+∞∑
k=1
P2(kαQ2) log2 P2(kαQ2)
=−
(
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
µ∑
l=0
e−λ(n+l)Q1
e−λβQ1
1− e−λβQ1
×
[
log2
((
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
µ∑
l=0
e−λ(n+l)Q1
)
− λβQ1
(1− e−λβQ1) ln 2
]
, (D.15)
and a closed-form expression for j 6= 0:
H ′2,j =−
+∞∑
k=0
P2((j + kα)Q2) log2 P2((j + kα)Q2)
=−
(
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
µ∑
l=0
e−λ(n+l)Q1
1
1− e−λβQ1
×
[
log2
((
eλ1Q1 − e−λ(1−1)Q1
2
)
µ∑
l=0
e−λ(n+l)Q1
)
− λβQ1e
−λβQ1
(1− e−λβQ1) ln 2
]
. (D.16)
Appendix E
Distortion calculation for
double quantization
When a signal with Laplace source is quantized twice, we get the following
expression for distortion:
D2 =
+∞∑
i=−∞
∫ Ui
Li
pl(x) (x−mQ2)2 dx, (E.1)
where Li and Ui are the upper and lower bounds of the quantizer bins of the
first-step quantizer. Using the symmetry of the transform coefficient distribu-
tion and the first-step and second-step quantizer characteristics, the formula
for distortion can be split into a distortion component for the zero transform
coefficients after first-step quantizationD2,0 and distortion components for the
non-zero transform coefficients after first-step quantization D2,i:
D2 = D2,0 + 2
+∞∑
i=1
D2,i. (E.2)
In the remainder, the following integrals are used:∫ t
s
λe−λxdx = e−λs − e−λt, (E.3)
∫ t
s
λe−λxxdx = e−λs
(
s+
1
λ
)
− e−λt
(
t+
1
λ
)
, (E.4)
and∫ t
s
λe−λxx2dx = e−λs
(
s2 +
2s
λ
+
2
λ2
)
− e−λt
(
t2 +
2t
λ
+
2
λ2
)
. (E.5)
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The distortion component D2,0 is determined by the zero transform coeffi-
cients after first-step quantization:
D2,0 =
∫ (1−1)Q1
(−1+1)Q1
λ
2
e−λ|x|x2dx = 2
∫ (1−1)Q1
0
λ
2
e−λxx2dx
=
2
λ2
− e−λ(1−1)Q1
(
(1− 1)2Q21 +
2(1− 1)Q1
λ
+
2
λ2
)
. (E.6)
The distortion components D2,i are determined by the non-zero transform
coefficients of the first-step quantizer:
+∞∑
i=1
D2,i =
+∞∑
i=1
∫ (i+1−1)Q1
(i−1)Q1
λ
2
e−λx (x−mQ2)2 dx. (E.7)
Due to the memoryless property of the Laplace source and the periodic prop-
erty of the effective quantizer, we apply the substitutions i = j + kβ for
j ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1} and m = n+ kα for n ∈ {0, . . . , α− 1}:
+∞∑
i=1
D2,i =
β−1∑
j=0
D′2,j
=
β−1∑
j=0
+∞∑
k=δ(j)
∫ (j+kβ+1−1)Q1
(j+kβ−1)Q1
λ
2
e−λx (x− (n+ kα)Q2)2 dx.
(E.8)
This way we exploit the periodicity in units of the first-step quantizer. We
derive a closed-form expression for D′2,j :
D′2,j =
+∞∑
k=δ(j)
∫ (j+kβ+1−1)Q1
(j+kβ−1)Q1
λ
2
e−λx (x− (n+ kα)Q2)2 dx
=
+∞∑
k=δ(j)
[
1
2
∫ (n+kα)Q2
(j+kβ−1)Q1
λe−λxx2dx
− (n+ kα)Q2
∫ (n+kα)Q2
(j+kβ−1)Q1
λe−λxxdx
+
(n+ kα)2Q22
2
∫ (n+kα)Q2
(j+kβ−1)Q1
λe−λxdx
]
. (E.9)
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Using the standard integrals, we get the following expression:
D′2,j =
+∞∑
k=δ(j)
∫ (j+kβ+1−1)Q1
(j+kβ−1)Q1
λ
2
e−λx (x− (n+ kα)Q2)2 dx
=
+∞∑
k=δ(j)
[
1
2
(
e−λ(j+kβ−1)Q1
[
(j + kβ − 1)2Q21
+
2(j + kβ − 1)Q1
λ
+
2
λ2
]
− e−λ(j+kβ+1−1)Q1 [(j + kβ + 1− 1)2Q21
+
2(j + kβ + 1− 1)Q1
λ
+
2
λ2
])
− (n+ kα)Q2
(
e−λ(j+kβ−1)Q1
[
(j + kβ − 1)Q1 + 1
λ
]
− e−λ(j+kβ+1−1)Q1
[
(j + kβ + 1− 1)Q1 + 1
λ
])
+
(n+ kα)2Q22
2
(
e−λ(j+kβ−1)Q1 − e−λ(j+kβ+1−1)Q1
)]
. (E.10)
After rearrangement, we get the following expression:
D′2,j =
+∞∑
k=δ(j)
∫ (j+kβ+1−1)Q1
(j+kβ−1)Q1
λ
2
e−λx (x− (n+ kα)Q2)2 dx
=
+∞∑
k=δ(j)
[
e−λ(j+kβ−1)Q1
(
(j + kβ − 1)2Q21
2
+
(j + kβ − 1)Q1
λ
+
1
λ2
− (n+ kα)Q2 (j + kβ − 1)Q1
− (n+ kα)Q2
λ
+
(n+ kα)2Q22
2
)
− e−λ(j+kβ+1−1)Q1
(
(j + kβ + 1− 1)2Q21
2
+
(j + kβ + 1− 1)Q1
λ
+
1
λ2
− (n+ kα)Q2 (j + kβ + 1− 1)Q1
− (n+ kα)Q2
λ
+
(n+ kα)2Q22
2
)]
. (E.11)
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After simplification, we get the following expression:
D′2,j =
+∞∑
k=δ(j)
∫ (j+kβ+1−1)Q1
(j+kβ−1)Q1
λ
2
e−λx (x− (n+ kα)Q2)2 dx
=
+∞∑
k=δ(j)
e−λkβQ1
[
e−λ(j−1)Q1
(
((j − 1)Q1 − nQ2)2
2
+
((j − 1)Q1 − nQ2)
λ
+
1
λ2
)
− e−λ(j+1−1)Q1
(
((j + 1− 1)Q1 − nQ2)2
2
+
((j + 1− 1)Q1 − nQ2)
λ
+
1
λ2
)]
. (E.12)
Note that
+∞∑
k=0
ak =
1
1− a and
+∞∑
k=1
ak =
a
1− a, (E.13)
where |a| < 1.
Finally, we get a closed-form expression for j = 0:
D′2,0 =
+∞∑
k=1
∫ (kβ+1−1)Q1
(kβ−1)Q1
λ
2
e−λx (x− (n+ kα)Q2)2 dx
=
e−λβQ1
1− e−λβQ1
[
eλ1Q1
(
(−1Q1 − nQ2)2
2
+
(−1Q1 − nQ2)
λ
+
1
λ2
)
− e−λ(1−1)Q1
(
((1− 1)Q1 − nQ2)2
2
+
((1− 1)Q1 − nQ2)
λ
+
1
λ2
)]
, (E.14)
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and a closed-form expression for j 6= 0:
D′2,j =
+∞∑
k=0
∫ (j+kβ+1−1)Q1
(j+kβ−1)Q1
λ
2
e−λx (x− (n+ kα)Q2)2 dx
=
1
1− e−λβQ1
[
e−λ(j−1)Q1
(
((j − 1)Q1 − nQ2)2
2
+
((j − 1)Q1 − nQ2)
λ
+
1
λ2
)
− e−λ(j+1−1)Q1
(
((j + 1− 1)Q1 − nQ2)2
2
+
((j + 1− 1)Q1 − nQ2)
λ
+
1
λ2
)]
. (E.15)
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